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I. INTRODUCTION

The Emulation Aid System Version Two (EASY-I]) was desi gned and imp lemented

by the Computer Division, Prograrrning Systems Branch of the Naval Surface Weapons
Center/Dahlgren Laboratory. EASY-Il is the successor of EASY. The ma ior

difference between the two svstems is the incorporation of a Virtual Machine

Monitor (VMM) under EASY-Il.

EASY-II provides integrated support for:

1. Interactive control of multiple concurrently resident emulations
each run in a stand-alone manner;

2. Interactive control of networks of emulations involving communica-

tion and synchronization among processors;

3. Virtual, as well as real input/output of emulators to various real

peripherals; and

4. Diagnostic displays for debugging of both the emulations and soft-

ware iunning on the emulated computers.

1.1 MACHINE ARCHITECTURE AND ITS RELATION TO THE MAJOR CONCEPTS OF EASY-II

EASY-I is implemented on the Nanodata QM-l microprograninable computer. The

QM-1 has three distinct levels of memory: main store (MS), control store (CS),
and nanostore (NS). Each memory level contains one or more major components of

the EASY-Il system.

EASY MACHINE Machine "N"I Main Storej 'Program

TI EASY-lI Machine CotrlStrMicrocode Emulator Control Store

MULTI Nanocode Nanostore

k 7.



1.1.1 Main Store

The memory that is traditionally thought of as main memory (whe.re app I ica-
tion programs are stored during execution) is called Main Store (MS).

In a typical EASY-I svst em configuration, Main Store would contain the
tol [owing:

I. EASY Machines*

2. Emulat ed Target, Machine Memory

The EASY machine is the operating system of the EASY-Il system. It contains
suth things as a command processor, peripheral utilities, interrupt handle.rs,
etc. The EASY machine also contans the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM).

Elements of the EASY machine are written in a high-level, Algol-like
langua e, SIMPL-Q. The SIMPL-Q compiler generates an intermediate language
called E-CODE. The collection of E-CODE modules and its associated stack space
is callted an EASY machine. It is worthy to note that because EASY-I supports a
Virtial Machine Monitor (VMM), multiple EASY machines may run concurrently in

Mai n Store.

In addition to EASY machines, main store also contains emulated memory for
target machines being hosted under EASY-II. In other words, emulated memory for
machine "X" would contain programs used by the typical applications progranver of
machine "X".

. 1 .2 Control Store

The. OM-I is microprogranmable at two levels. The first level of micropro-
yrammabi I Ltv is at the Control Store (CS) level. Control Store contains programs
cod.d in the virtual microprogramming (highly encoded, 18-bit instructions)
I an griage, MULTI.

Control Store contains the following components of the EASY--II system. As
tndic;atked above, each component is coded in MULTI.

1. Task Control Program (TCP)

2. EASY-Il Emulator

3. Target Machine Emulators

TCP is a kernel operating system providing low-level support in such areas
1s 1int irrupt processing, scheduling, resource allocation, task switching, etc.
Ih. EASY-Il ermlator is essentially an interpreter of main store E-CODE.*-
F,iri,.t machine emilators interpret the, target machine application progress in
'iiin t ,r and providt, an environment consistent with the target machine

Ir i } c tu re'.

i 1 Iv, FASY ma( hines are eomu lated tarv4-t machines.

i lvit v, an mi t ,,rmod iat, I angkiage machine.
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1 .1.3 Nanost ore

Nanostore contains horizontal microcode (minimally encoded, 360-bit, instruc-
i01ns) . Thia, is, each instruction in Nanostore achieves a high degree of paral-

lelism and Ls directly related to primitive hardware functions of th- QM-1. It
is th fe fun,: ,ion of Nanostore programs to inrterpret -he ViLr' ual microcode instruc-
,ion in ,,itroL store. Thus, a hierarchical effect is achieved between the three
Icvcls of memory.

Cs

PROGRAM ''A"
"INST ''B''

NS

PROGRAM "B"
TNST "C"

N

C

N

1,
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1.1.4 Re lat ionship Between TCP, EASY Machines, and Tar get Mach ine Emu lat ions

TcP, EASY Machines, and Target Machine emulations -xist in a pat.nt-sibling

it at Lonsh p. TCP is the kernel operat i n system of the QM- I and as such pra-

vidLes the necessary support for task (emulation) switching, resource allocation,
low-ltevl 1/0, and servtce functions of value to emulator writers. TCP is the

paI ent of all tasks runntng under EASY-II. At deadstart time, TCP allocates, out
of the QM-I's resouIces, an EASY Machine (called EMO). EM 0 provides The user
with typical user-inter face utilittes (via its role as an operating system) and

the abilitv to appropriate, out of EM, resources (via the Virtual Machine
Monitor), additional EASY machines or Target machine emulations.

E'M

_ __ EM)I _a -- " gr e t
\q D1 Mach ine

i [ i r,,(- t 1Ta rge t

! 1l<hine Mach i ne

Thes add it ional EASY mach Lnes may again a I locatec port ions of thei1r resources to

heor EASY machines or Target mach inu emi I at ions.
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II. MASTER

11.1 GENERAL USE OF MASTER

MASTER is the command interpreter for EASY. It is a table-driven command
interpreter designed to accept commands and their parameters from the console
keyboard, disk, or cards; check syntax of parameters (applying defaults in place
of null parameters); and, finally, pass the parameters to the appropriate routine
for that command. The table defining a legal command is known as the "command
template." The collection of command templates available for consideration by
MASTER on any given invocation is called the "command file." The standard oper-
ating mode of MASTER is to accept input from the console keyboard. For changing

the input medium of MASTER, see use of the EXEC command (Section V.19).

When "!!" appears on the CRT, it means that MASTER is awaiting a command.
Each command is identified by a unique keyword. If a user desires to know what

commands are available, the user must type a question mark ("?") to have a table

of command keywords presented. If the user needs further information about a
specific command, the user can type the command's keyword immediately followed by
a question mark. In response to this, the command's template will be displayed,
defining the purpose, syntax, defaults, and other information about the command.
Appendix A describes the process required to bring up the EASY Emulator. As
described in A.7.e, the system awaits a response of date and time to initialize
the system. If the user types a question mark, he will get the CMDINI command
file as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2, the user has typed DATE followed by a
question mark to obtain the DATE command template.

COMMANDS FOR INITIAL TIME AND DATE SET.
AVAILABLE COMMANDS: (FILE CMDINI)
<@> DATE TIME

Figure 1. CMDINI Command File

!!DATE?
DATE,=19S79S99. (MM/DD/YY)
SET DATE.

)1/00/00.
$SDATE .

Figure 2. DATE Command Template

5



The template for a given command consists of four card images (see Fig-
Gte 3). The first card defines the command syntax. The second is a comment out-
lining the use of this command. The third card image lists defaults for the
vatious parameters in proper order, and the last card provides the name of the
"Server" routine to be executed in response to the command.

The command syntax defined by the first card will be of the following
format

choice field choice fieldKEYWORD,PROMPTI= C.. PROMPTn=

type field type field

The prompts allow MASTER to display to the user on the CRT what parameter is
needed. The type field defines for MASTER the syntax of the expected response
from the user so MASTER may do syntax checking.

The syntax field types and their meanings are:

Type Acceptable Characters

1 ''0'' or "I" (binary)
7 "0" thru "7" (octal)
9 "0" thru "9" (decimal)
F "0" thru "9" and "A" thru "F" (hex)
A "A" thru "Z" or "$" (alpha)
N "A" thru "Z", "0" thru "9", or "$" (alphanumeric)

S any character (special)

Ins cad of using PROMPTn=type field, the user may use the choice syntax which is
Ae ie 1"Is of choicets each preceded by an !. The format is:

PROMPT=!optt on!opt ion!opt ion!

For ,xample, if the user requests the EDITLIB template by typing an EDITLIB?
ift.,r the !!, ht will observe the following:

EDITLI B,LI BRARY=SSSSSSSSSS, STATUS=!OLD!NEW!.
EDIT SYSTEM LIBRARIES
11SERLI B,OLD.
EDTII B.

Command keywords can be up to 14 characters in length . As soon as the user
vis tvptd in sufficient characters for MASTER to detect uniqueness, MASTER will
.l J:,imatcalv I yomplete the conrnand keyword for the user. For example, in the CPX
_oumarind It,, keywords which start with M are:

MONITOR-PRINT, MASTER, MONITOR-RESTA, MONITOR-DUMP,
MONITOR-OFF, and MONITOR-ON

To tndli a,, the MONITOR-OFF keyword, the operator types MOOF. When MO is
,pk d, :he svs, m will show MONITOR-. By typing OF after the dash, the system

! th .n an:,omat isal lv pick tip the final F. In this way descriptive keywords
:n h iis d without requiring excessive typing on the part of the user. After

6)



MASTER has filled in the rest of tLhe keyword, the user must acknowledge the key-
word by typing a comma or a space. MASTER then starts prompting for parameters

isitig, the prompts from that command's template. When typing the keyword, the
optrator does not need to wait for the system to fill In the rest of the word.
If the operator types excess characters, a beep will sound indicating invalid
ent rv . Care should be taken when a beep occurs to ver1 fy that the keyword entry
mat hes the des 1red ent ry. For example, if MONITOR was typed from the CPX com-

mand ti le, the MO would generate MONITOR-, the NIT would generate three beeps,

th ( would result in a MONITOR-O, and the R would generate a beep.

Us ing Figure 3 as an example, after the user has typed in "COPY" followed
by a space, or commia, MASTER will display the prompt "FROM=" and await a response
'r.,1 Lhe user of up to 10 characters of any kind. The user types in the param-
eter and terminates it with a conmma or space. MASTER then prompts for the next
parameters and so on until all the parameters have been entered, whereupon MASTER
ex,,,ites the command. If the user does not type in anything for the parameter
(i.e., replies with only space or comma), the default, as defined on the 3rd card
of the command template, will be taken. If the user tries to enter anything that
is syntactically incorrect, the CRT will beep. Examples are: an illegal key-
word, too many characters in a parameter, a character that is unacceptable
according to the syntax type field specification of a parameter.

4th card ICOPY. NAME OF SERVER

3rd card *CDR,CDR. DEFAULTS

2nd card COPIES FILES (CARDS OR DISK) TO DISK FILESF

1st card COPY,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS.

Figure 3. Sample Template, COPY Command

MASTER recognizes several special keys. They are:

Key Meaning

Space or Comma Terminate this keyword (or parameter) and
go on to the next one. Execute command if
this is last parameter.

Period or Carriage Return Terminate this keyword (or parameter).

Select defaults for all remaining param-
eters (if any), and execute the command.

Backspace or Rubout Backspaces within this parameter or keyword.

Control-X or Control-I Disregard the entire input tline and start
over.

7
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Key Meaning

Control-Z, Control-C or Abort the EASY system and reinitialize it.

Control-D NOTE: These keys work at all times.

Question Mark in place of Produce list of all available keywords.

a keyword

Question Mark immediately Display command template.

following a keyword

MASTER is capable of recognizing certain other one-key commands. Some of these

are used by subsystems of EASY. When they are used, the writeup will explain
their use. To determine if a certain key has a meaning at a particular point,
type its complete symbolic name (exactly as shown below) followed by a question

mark. Its template will be displayed if it is a valid command at that point.

Key Complete Symbolic Name

Carriage Return <CR>
Period <PERIOD>

Line Feed <LF>
Escape <ESC>

Control-K <CONTROL-K>

Asterisk <*>

Plus <+>

Minus <->
@1" <@>

Certain EASY commands, when executed, bring up a different command set. Nor-

mally, the '"0" command will return the user to the original set of commands.
From the CMDINI cormnand file, @ will place the user at the system command file,

(JMDSYS.

11.2 PRIVILEGED COMMANDS

The EASY system is always operating in one of two command modes - privileged
Or unprivIleged. When running in unprivLleged or LOCKED mode, the user is not

allowed access to cettain commands (i.e., MASTER will not recognize the privi-

leged commands if typed). In order to operate in privileged or UNLOCKED mode,

the user must know the system password. Those commands available only in privi-

legud mode are those which, if used carelessly, have the potential for causing

havoc in the system. The initial state of EASY is LOCKED. The commands LOCK and
UNLOCK are used to switch back and forth between privileged and unprivileged

mode. The description of a coninand will indicate it is privileged. The command

template for UNLOCK is as follows:

UNLOCK, PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.
UNLOCKS KEYWORD.

ESP.

UNLOCK.

8



Now that the EASY system is developed, the lock/unlock capability is rarely
used. LOCK is an example of a locked command. Thus, once the user types LOCK,

the EASY system will no longer recognize the lock entry until UNLOCK is used.

11.3 USE OF MASTER IN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The use of MASTER from the point of view of an EASY (SIMPL-Q) user seated at
'he console has already been described (i.e., how it responds to user inputs,

etc.). MASTER was designed, first of all, to be easily used by the novice. A
second goal in the design of MASTER was to make it easy to use by the system

developer. Heavy prompting, parameter checking, and default management can
consume a great deal of the time and energy of the system designer. If MASTER is

used for the greatest part of the "user interface" portion of a system, then this
design problem for that portion reduces to the design of the command templates

and layout of the command files.

Since MASTER is reentrant, it may be called recursively (i.e., it may be

called from a server running under a higher level of MASTER). Thus, the system

designer would take the following steps to have the system (coded in SIMPL-Q)
incorporated into the EASY system:

1. Create conand templates for the new system and corresponding
server routines.

2. Create a command file of these templates using the utility MAKECF.
For example, MAKECF, INPUT=S:CMDYK20,COMMANDFILE=CMDYK20.

3. Create a server routine to call MASTER with this new command file.
For example, YK2OXF is the UYK-20 server. It is referenced under CPX (see
UYK-20CPEF command template). CPX is a command of the EASY system.

4. Create a command template for a command to invoke the new system

(may be name of system) and ask NSWC to add this template to the appropriate EASY

command file such as CMDSYS or CMDCPX. The 4th card of this template should
indicate the server routine that will call MASTER with a new command file.

Step 4 should be taken only when the system has been checked out and is
ready for user use. The system should be checked out using the EASY server TEST

(see Section V.49).

11.4 COMMAND TEMPLATE FORMAT

The template for a given command consists of four card images. The first

card defines the command syntax. The second is a comment describing the use of
this command. The third card image lists defaults for the various parameters in
proper order, and the last card provides the name of the server routine to be

executed in response to this command.

9



4th card COPY. NAME OF SERVER

3rd card I *CDR,CDR. DEFAULTS

2nd card COPIES FILES (CARDS OR DISK) TO DISK FILES

1st card COPY, FROM=SSSSSSSSSS, TO=SSSSSSSSSS.

The command syntax defined by the first card must be of the following
format:

choice fieldKEYWORDPROMPTItype field PROMPTn= Ichoice fieldtype.ield type field.

The sequence must begin with the keyword identifying the command, optionally
followed by up to eight parameter fields. The keyword and each parameter field
must be followed by a coma, except for the last, which must be terminated by a
period. The keyword may consist of any characters except blanks, "!", cmtrnas,
question marks, or periods. It may be no longer than 13 characters if the com-
mand is not locked, and no longer than 14 characters if the command is locked. A
parameter field consists of a user prompt and a syntax type specification or a
set of choices for the response. The prompt will be displayed by MASTER to the
user. Each prompt must be followed by an "=" and may consist of any characters
except commas, periods, or "=". The syntax type fields follow to define the type
of response acceptable in answer to the corresponding prompt. The syntax charac-
ter types are:

Type Acceptable Characters

1 "0" or "1" (binary)
7 "0" thru "7" (octal)
9 "0" thru "9" (decimal)
F "0" thru "9" and "A" thru "F" (hex)
A "A" thru "Z" or "$" (alpha)
N "A'' thru "Z", "01 thru "9", or "$" (alphanumeric)

S any character (special)

The syntax type fields may contain only the syntax characters listed above
and be no longer than 20 characters. The field must specify the maximum number
of characters to be allowed as well as the type of the character to be accepted.
This is done in the following manner: If a maximum of n characters of syntax
type x are to be allowed, then the syntax type field has the form:

X x ...X
n

Syntax types may be mixed in a field as desired.

10



Where the choice syntax is used, each choice is preceded by a ! and the

final choice ends with a !. There is no limit on the number of choices, but each

choice must not contain more than 20 characters. An example is the command

EDITLI B.

EDITLIB,LI BRARY=SSSSSSSSSS ,STATUS=!OLD!NEW!.

The syntax of the third card is:

DEFAULT1,DEFAULT2,.... DEFAULTn.

This card must contain a default for each parameter in the command, and they

must be separated by commas and terminated by a period. The defaults must not

contain commas or periods and cannot be longer than 20 characters. If the user

does not type in a response to a prompt, the default is passed for the corres-

ponding parameter. The default is not checked against the syntax, so defaults
may be programmed which the user cannot specify.

The fourth card gives the name of the "server" routine to be executed, fol-
lowed by a period. It must be a valid entry name. If the use of the command is
to be restricted to only those knowing the system password, then the name of the

routine should be followed by ",LOCKED.".

Following the period, any card in the template may contain a connent.

11.5 COMMAND FILE FORMAT

The commnand file is the collection of command templates which define the

commands currently acceptable to MASTER. A command file is built from a command
deck by the utility MAKECF. A command deck is made up of a Header card followed

by n sets of four-card command templates followed by a QM-1 EOF card.

, [QM-I EOF card I

)Template n

[ [ Template 1

___Header

11



l'l, 1haider is ;I si lil tard which Is a comment describing the system of corn-

ni- heI itimatd ft i "' up to sIIpport . There must bt a four-card template
Tlhc K, vwrl, tor ea h uiivitnd t a conmmnand file must be unique.

K11' ,1,.iA1, , . I > C,- r :I om dt sk ft F1.. The kevwords w IlI be arranged in
A I ,, ,ordr ind pretixed bv an ex lamat ion point ( ) by MAKECF.

NV-K1i' MMI2)l A COMMAND)S

S:"'" , tl, t ll l v ,of r-col nizinp! thc following one-key commands. In

,rd ; . !,, A n t t i,' I- t LhS, tht progrra anr must provide a template in the
r K or lAc 1 ' to he used.

KEY Kevword on Template

C.i ri die Rt, turn "CR

Pr id "PERIOD-

Li ' ' Feed " , F"
!']:4,<t',' "E C

Coot ro 1-K "CONTROL-K'

A"s1t r 1 sk

K ''(C)' +

h sp' 1 to of th1e kkvword on the temp late must be exactly as shown above

1 1( t i " .11'i 1 " 1vmb,)l s . Within thte EASY system certain commands, when

.hr, i hi i: ,O , d iri;l )oimnand set (commnand file). Normally, the "W' key
..is ht n tsed to [n[lt rt LIh -[I to previous level.

NI ,lAV ONSHlIP t'ET!FEEN M1ASTER AND A SUBSYSTEM

•i A:i t! t MK\ 54A ER

1A I,'< mi ist i rst h,- tailled to estahl ish a new level of operation. MASTER

• i -ti:i :tr t nt , a st rioI,g. The strlng is taken to be the name of the com-

tai ., ti ; 1,'vt' ot MASTER will operate under. MASTER will return to the

i ,t n,, roit i t, Whlin 0nt' Ot Its servers execut es a RETURN.

. i , ettw,,,,nii YAS'ER and a Server

An%, , in, to h, ,,x,-' ted as a server under MASTER must be declared as all

FRE '5, 1' with )lt.' armet - a string array. The parameters for the command

, pit , v1 the str irrav, with eLlt first parameter in element 0, the
,'., i o t . ,,m,,nt (_ . These paramt,tters have already bei:n checked against the

'I,.it l.' -,vnttx niind d,,fallts; have hen applied.
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A server may terminate in one of four ways:

1. A normal return to MASTER - which causes MASTER to prompt for a

keyword from the same command file. This is effected by executing a
RESTART(MASTER). See the SIMPL-Q Reference Manual for use of the intrinsic

routine RESTART.

2. A termination return - which causes MASTER to return to its

original caller (may be a server running under a higher level of MASTER). This
is done by executing a RETURN.

3. An abort with a message to the CRT. MASTER will then prompt for a

command from the same file. This should be called, for instance, when a server
has encountered an error in the user input. This abort can be effected by a CALL
ABORTM( 'error msg').

4. A fatal abort - which will flash a blinking error message on the

CRT and produce a traceback. The system will then be dropped and must be
restarted from scratch. A fatal abort will be produced by a CALL ABORTF('error
msg'). ABORTF should only be called when an error condition which should not

exist is detected and which will probably require a systems programmer's atten-
tion. Since ABORTF drops the running system, it should not be called indiscrim-
inately.

The externals MASTER, ABORTM, and ABORTF are declared in SYSLIB.SYSET [i.e., must

have !INCLUDE(SYSLIB.SYSET), a macro pass command, in compilation].

11.7.3 Standard Servers Available

MASTER provides five standard servers which may be called from any command

file. They are:

1. EXEC - Executes a file of commands.

2. LOCKBD - Locks keyboard.

3. UNLOCK - Unlocks keyboard if correct password has been supplied.

4. LEAVE - Executes a RETURN (for the <@> command).

5. NOTI - Displays the message "COMMAND NOT YET IMPLEMENTED" on the
C RT.

13



III. SIMPL-Q SUPPORT

i I I NTRO ClT ION

11h i ch; pt,'r prov ides a general description of SIMPL-Q support faci lities
ind is intended as a guide to the systems programmer. Subjects discussed

i!nc ud,,: SYSLIB (the system linkage file), SYSMAC (the system macro file),
,ut rnsi s, and Iibraries.

I 11 .2 SYSIA B

SYI Il is the SIMPL-Q system source f It which provides linkage to commonly
Ivt I "11 routines. The file is comprised of three types of COMDECKS (comion

ocks: SETUP, CODE, and GLOBALS.

SETU'P COMDECKS provide linkage to commonly used procedures via the external
,to, laration feature (EXT) of SIMPL-Q. The following is a list of SETUP
CIMDECKS.

Name Descr ipt ion

SYSET Linkage to EASY system routines
CONSET Linkage to EASY conversion routines
FPET Linkage to floating point routines
'ITSET 1,inkav,, to magnetic tape handlers

KBISET L, 1nkawe to keyboard handlers
CRTSET Linkage to CRT handlers
CIOET L, nkag e to disk handlers

NTS- Linkake to Dynamic Debug for TRIDENT (DDT) file handlers

Wt:NE and G1,OBAL COMDECKS are SIMPL-Q source decks which may be included in
t r,,zrnmmr' Ssotrce code. The following is a list of CODE and GLOBAL

Name Type Description

AYI XT CODE Contains source code for systems routines

FRDCI. G ()LOBALS Globals for TRIDENT emulation
NH)DEFS GLOBALS Path handler definitions
'IAS ITF G O IFAIS Config uration constants for MASTER

I - Linkage to EASY System Routines

,Yn 'iii. a th e I inkage, to comon I y used rout ines . These procedures and
I,. oM Ar,. dI vId. I foni t ionally into the following categories: general, con-

rI rinn I vz at on , and program space man ipu lat ion.

14
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Gener a I

The folLowing tout ines at contained in EASY, coie-resident , and may be

L inked to by ! INCLLUDE(SYSLI B.SYSET).

CAI. ABORTM(STRING MS(-)

This routine puts in etror message up on the CRT and returns control to
MASTER. This routine should be called by any server which detects a nonfatal

er ror cond it ion.

CALI ABORTF(STRING MSG)

This routine flashes an error message on the CRT and aborts. It should be

called by a server only when it detects a fatal error; i.e., a condition which
should not exist, etc .

CALL ATTACH(FILE F, STRING FILENAME)

ATTACH will place the file name into the FET (File Environment Table) for F.

Any action on F should be complete befor, calling ATTACH and the name should

adhere to NOVA conventions (Appendix H).

STRING FUNC SYSHDR

SYSHDR will return an 80-character string. The first 40 characters are the

command last executed by MASTER. The remaining 40 are the system id, time, and

date.

CHAR FUNC UPPERCASE(CHAR)

UPPERCASE will return the upper case equivalent ASCII character.

CALL MASTIN(STRING)

MASTIN sets the execute file name for the next MASTER conmmand input. A null

string implies keyboard input. "*CDR" indicates card reader input. " FILENAME
is used to indicate disk file input.

Control Card Analyzatlion Package

The following routines are contained in EASY, core-resident, and may be
t inked to by ! INCLUDE(SYSLIB.SYSET).

These subroutines are an aid to the programmer who analyzes control cards,
ZtC. They provide a standardized word scanning system as follows.

All words are written in a single string, separated by commas, and termi-

nated by a period. They may be of any length and may contain any characters
o"ther than commas and periods.

Examples - Wordl, Word2, Word3. 3 Words
WordI. NOTE: Anything after . is ignored, there are

no words on this line (no period).

15



t I <'I N C AR 1))

<I N( Ii()K, S FR ING CAR D)

in I i ti DMK i5 i wottdo CARDI, 0 otherwise.

v;: t R CISSRN SIRING)

..... t, iLi riron( s 2f nd s t r inW i n I1st.

S 1K 1NG FtINC' RE P .CATF( STR ING, I NT)

st -fS t r i nv' ot it or rc'p Iications of a st ring.

S S N: NC S$CORD(lN1 I, STRI NG CARD)

rnLit- It h wordI on CARD, or a null Istring if there is no Ith word on the

STK IN F'N(' SDAI'VF

wturns; .'rr'nt. dait, as > tM/DD/YY'.

S IS INC: i-1N( s IF1

K't, ms. irrottim'. at' l:I1:5

APi. KiBADCF(FIL-:,RFF STRING, REP TNT)

* KAICLti iIs ip'aphiI i tv to) readi NOVA format ftde fles. The specified
Ii i.~ .'a. ~'t''it ii 111ad Lt- rucord (tip to 8(0 characters) is placed into

L'si riii'. Thn' intt'pt'r is set to fal Se if there was valid data, true if an E01
was, -ncoint *rl hl t ormat I s as fol lows:

7 87
XX char I Ichar 2

Two 8-hit ASCITI L harac tetrs are packed into one STMPL-Q character (18 bits)
"Withi t') hi hhrr in' tcar- hits . Lincteeds and nill s are ignored, and a car-

ri i'- r'tiirnt -rminaites 'I r,'curd .

K rovram LiMan ipiilat ion Rout tnt

Tht' fol I owini' rat toes n- i i e in EASY, core-resident , and may be
inkk'd to t)h I N(UL I T)E( 1' 1' SLT.

Vhs'', ,ti oi tnts a 1 1ow ir the mar k ing and rel Ieas ingi o f prog ra m space. Prior
tht- id,: i i on o f t he,' ro iit i nes , the int ri nsics PSFREE and PSLOAD were the only

;1 1 1ah1-' root in,-s fr mani puilat ing prooram space. The problIem was that modules
It h' Tiadv,rt'nt 1v r,-moved by 'S}"REF. whi(h the uiser wished to maintain in
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program space. With the addition of PSMARK and PSRELEASE, the user can lock
modules into program space and free modules under program control.

The following routines are provided:

CALL PSMARK(REF INT)

Marks the program space stack an" references mark with a marker integer.

CALL PSRELEASE(REF INT)

Releases the allocated structures to a previously marked location. An example is

as follows:

PSMARK(I) Mark Program Space
ALLOCATE(INT ARRAY,N) Allocate

ALLOCATE(CHR ARRAY,M) Data Structures

PSRELEASE(I) Release Structures

111.2.2 CONSET-SIMPL-Q Conversion Routines

There are seven SIMPL-Q conversion routines which may be linked to via the

system library COMDECK CONSET; i.e.,

!INCLUDE ( SYSLI B. CONSET)

STRING FUNC $EXISTJINT)

$EXTST Lc-eaks the 36-bit integer parameter into six 6-bit fields. Each

field is viewed as a 6-bit ASCII representation of a character in the set

(A-ZO-9$). SEXTST returns a 6-character string whose characters correspond to
the six 6-bit fields of the input parameter.

INT FUNC $STEXT(STRING)

$STEXT takes the first six characters of the input string, converts them

into six 6-bit ASCII fields, and packs them into a 36-bit integer which is

returned to the caller.

CALL $STPCK(REF STRING, INT, INT ARRAY)

$STPCK packs the left-most specified number of characters (parameter 2) from
REF STRING into an integer array (four char/wrd). The format is as follows.

XXAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBXXCCCCCCCC DDDDDDDD

where X = don't care bit
A = first character, etc.

17



INT FUNC ASCII4(STRING NAME)

Returns tip to four ASCII characters as nine bits ltft-itstified, zero-filled
illt t !e.

Examples - FET(t): = ASCII4(NAME)
FET(2): = ASC114(NAME 4l)

FET(3) = ASC I14(NAME 9)

INT FUNC SFXTCK( STRING)

RetutLns a I if string is a valid external name. Otherwise, it returns a

SFRING FVNC OCT12S(INT)

Returns a string of lergth 12 (leading zeros) which contains the base
S--haracter string equlvalurle of the integer argument.

STRING FUNC OCT20$(INT)

Returns a string of length 20 (leading zeros) which contains the base
,q-character string equivalent of the integer argument.

111.2.3 FPSET - LINKAGE TO THE FLOATING EASY SOFTWARE PACKAGE

The floating EASY package contains SIMPL-Q routines to perform the basic

flo iting point (F.P.) operations. The EASY F.P. format uses two SIMPL-Q integers
(72 hits) to represent a number. Besides the basic F.P. operations, several
,nv,,t sion routlnes arc provided. These rout ines may be linked to by

INC,1UDE(SYSLIB.FPSET).

111.2.3.1 Floating Point Format

Two SIMPL-Q integers (72 bits) are used to represent fleating point

1 imbe r s .

72 bits

1 17 1 53

SEEEEEESMMMMMN Mx4MKMMMIN

1 17 1 17 36

Integer #1 Integer #2

!xponk-1t is two's complement (18 hits). Mantissa is signed magnitude (54 bits).

Fo:; itiv point zero = 0 0. All F.P. numbers must be normalized.

18



Examp les - Il.(0 = I0'2Z5 ' 0) .1 x 2
10.0= (01424Z4'0) .1010 x 2

NOF n im ni 1 es fo 1I owed by n z cros.

I I .2 . 3.2 Float ing PoVInt Artibhmet t.

Ph' toujr hais i ar it hmet.ic functitons add, subtract , mu Itip lY, and d ivide are
)OV L ded . Thk- ro utL n es and their parameters are described in the table he low.

Note that. the ''I" meanls integer and "'RI'' means a reference integer. Notec alIso,
sn.EASY F.P. requires two words (integer), each operand of the arithmetic

o,rit lonl iS a composite of two separate integers.

Name Type No. of Parms. Parms. Function

$FPADD PROC 6 I,I,I,I,RI,RI Addition
$FPSUB PROC 6 1,1,1,1,RI,RI Subtraction
SFPMUL PROC 6 l,I,I,I,RI,RI Multiplication
$FPDIV PROC 6 I,I,I,I,RI,RI Division

Examples - INT Al , A2, Bi, B2, Cl , C2
CALL $FPADD(AI ,A2 ,BI ,B2,CI,C2) /C=+*
CALL $FPSUB(AI,A2,BI,B2,Cl,C2) /C=-*
CALL $FPMUL(Al,A2,BI,B2,Cl,C2) /*C:=A*B*I
CALL $FPDIV(AI,A2,Bl,B2,Cl,C2) /C=/*

111.2.3.3 Floating Point Conversion Routines

In addition to F.P. arithmetic operations, the floating. EASY package has
several conversion routines to convert floating point to and from a SIMPL-Q
si-ring and to and from an integer. Below is a Ltst of these conversion routines
anid e-xamples of their use. Note that each F.P. number requires two integer
parameters.

Name Type No. of Parms. Parms. Function

SFPCBD sTrRINGFUNCk 2 1,1 F.P. to STRING

SEPCDB PROC 4 S**,RI,RI,RI STRING to F.P. The 2nd
Parm. is the error code
return (0 if no error or

Iif error).

*STRING FUNC: Always returns a string of Length 25 in this format
+.1234567890123456789012345 E+1234'

STRING FORMAT FOR A FLOATING NUMBER IS:
(b) (+) (d) W d (b) (E) (b) (+) Wd Wb
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24 -1 'v peIk. No . of Parims . Parmis . -Func t I on

PC I t. ( I, R I, R I I n ,tt gkr to . P.

1CF I NT FtNC 2 ,1F. P. to Integer

CA LL $F PC IEr(1 ,RI, R2)
I :=$FI'CCI (Al, A2 )

!'R 11 ThNlf B so Pr oc .<ss or F. P. Support

noa v upCASYV pa - ki g,, 1nc I ude s Lhec fol lIow in g con ver s ion ro ut 1 nes to
,rp FBP F . P . :oFASY F. P. and fizrg EASY F. P. to0 TBP F. P.

;aNti m eI pe No. of Pat mns. Parms . Func:t ion

S -FT P 1 )ROC 4 1, 1, RI, RI EASY to TBP
S FPC! ) PRO C 4 1,1 ,RI ,RI TBP to EASY

C ALL , SFP CET(A1I ,A2,RI ,R 2

tI R OlE I NFS

1 L nkage to(- Magnt- i c Tape Rout i nes

m i i~< :pe 1 /01 rout, nes SMT and $M'FR prov ide the user wi1th the
1. I Vi yape, r ad ing and wt i-,1ng fac iIti1,1es. These routines must be linked to

A ."1) 1 , P2 , 1)3,P4,5, P 6
K S'l R( P 1 1P2, P3 P4, P5, P1 6P7)

I - h la VI-i - C I ',heCy 0 OrI

P n,, tart ar r av tif f tr f or $MT and c-haracter ar ray buffer for SMTR
into)/fiom which data is 'tinsfeired (dummny array for operations
whr, no d&i,.i transf,,r occutrs).

P Nirhr of OM-l words triansfterred (dunw valuec for operations
whl, nio data. transftr occu:irs).

lip onI I ;1 11 SM1TRFAD - Read

SMTWRITF, - Wiitec
SlITF]OF - W.ric .-it pt mai k
'.'MITS KIPF - St ar c h file1 f or-war d
i-,mTI3K"SP - Rac-ks pa cc

SWFUNIA) - l1n I o.-d

s4MEWD - Rew i 'd
SMTS'rATlI!TS - Stat 's r equiest
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P5 - EOF/EOT flag 1 means EOF/EOT encountered
0 means EOF/EOT not encountered

P6 - Parity designator - 0 odd parity

I even parity

P7 - Residual Word Count - requested word count minus the number of words
actually transferred to buffer

111.2.4.2 KBDSET - Keyboard Linkage to SIMPL-Q Read Routines

The Keyboard Input Routine $KBCHAR is a string function which returns one
character in string format from the CRT keyboard. This routine must be linked to
by !INCLUDE(SYSLIB.KBDSET).

Linkage: EXT STRING FUNC $KBCHAR
Sample Usage: S:= S .CON. $KBCHAR

$KBCHAR may be used successively to assimilate a line of keyboard input. It is
up to the user to determine when a tine of input has been completed by recogni-
tion of some character which the user has denoted as the end of line, such as
carriage return or line feed, etc. Additional keyboard input routines are listed
be low.

EXT PROC $KBINIT - EASY deadstart initializer
EXT PROC KBDREAD(REF STRING) - Reads a string in and echos the string to the

CRT
EXT PROC INTREAD(REF INT) - Reads an integer in and echos the integer to

the CRT

111.2.4.3 CRTSET - Linkage to CRT Routines

Three routines are provided to support the CRT. They may be linked to by
1INCLUDE(SYSLIB.CRTSET).

$THERE(X coordinate, Y coordinate)
$SCRTO(string S)
$WHERE(X coordinate, Y coordinate)

$THERE is a string function which returns a string consisting of a set
cursor directive, an x coordinate, and a y coordinate. This string is suitable
to be passed on to the CRT output routine $SCRTO. The x, y coordinates input
must be an integer.

$SCRT0 is a procedure which handles writing to the CRT. The input string
parameter may contain any of the following: Field Attribute Codes, cursor posi-
tioning directives, output messages, control directions (ring bell, etc.).
SPCRTO was designed to replace SSCRT0 as a means of obtaining hard copy.
Tiis routine is not currently part of CRTSET and has not replaced $SCRT0.
Sophisticated displays using cursor positioning, ruling characters, and reverse
video features can be handled by $PCRTO as long as the following conditions are
satisfied. The most esoteric displays (e.g., those that blank the screen and art,
built from bottom to top or backwards) are not handled by the utility.

21
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1) All ruling characters are converted to a character specified at compile

time (typically '*').

2) Displays are assumed to roll onto the CRT from the bottom of the screen

(the y-coordinate on cursor positioning commands is ignored). Each

line must terminate with the string $CRLF (as supplied by SYSLIB).
Line fragments will be ignored.

3) The parameter string must not have any one line that expands to more

than 120 characters, though any number of lines may be passed.

4) Ruling characters (14 & 15) must be paired on each line using this

featu re.

5) Cursor positioning directives are padded from the current position

within a line to the x-coordinate (should never be 79). Always
progress from left to right.

6) 'US', FAG pairs are replaced by a space.

7) Any second parameter besides 'ON' will suppress the hard copy and go

only to the CRT.

8) Special characters (e.g., 'fIT', 'VT', 'BEL', etc.) will go directly to

the printer as whatever translation is associated with the respective
display code and will occupy 1 character position.

There are two parameters for $PCRTO which are described below. The
following declaration is required to use this utility.

EXT PROC $PCRTO(STRING, STRING)

Paramete rs:

1) String to go to 4023 CRT and optionally to line printer. 'his

string should meet the Criteria outlined above.

2) 'ON' will cau-se a hard copv to he generated. Any other parameter

will inhibit hard opv.
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$WHERE is a procedure which returns the current (X,Y) position of the cursor
in integer form.

NOTE: The X coordinate must be in the Range 0-79.
The Y coordinate must be in the Range 0-23.
The (0,0) position is at the top left-hand
corner of the screen.

The following table lists the Field Attribute Codes (FAC) which specify how
data is to be dispIqved. Each of these codes is a constant string of length 2.

Example linkage: EXT ASCII STRING $WOB1

Table 1. Field Attribute Codes (FAC)

l~~C fransmittable Non-Transmittable
Effect _Unprotected IProtected Unprtected Protected

1) 1s 1)laiv alpha- non- normal dim a Ipi - non- normal dim
I f fet numeric alphanuri ala

hitc on Blck Slh0bl $KOB12 $WOB3 $WOBl4 $hWllS $t'OB SVW0B7 $W008

black un 1%hite $8051 $801V2 $BOWS $BOW4 SHOWS SBhb SBOW7 S$l0W8

blinking SBNKl $BNK2 SBNK3 $BNK4 $BNKS $BNK6 SBNK7 SBNKS

blanked $BLVI $BLK2 ISBLK3 SBtK4 $BLKS I$BLK6 SBLK7 SL~

The following list gives the controls available. Each of these is a
constant string and must be declared EXT ASCII STRING in the program using them.
The length of the string is given in brackets.

*1 $BEL[1I /*Ring Belt *
$BSIII] /*Back Space *
$HT[l] /*Tab */
$LF[1J /*Line Feed *
$VT[il /*Back Tab *
$CR[l] /*Carriage Return *
SEFF[21 /*Clear Page*/
$ERC[21 /*Read Cursor *
$NUL[4] /*Nutl Fill */
$CRLF[61 /*Carriage Return, Line Feed *
$FSfl) /*Set Cursor Directive *
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Example of CRT Routine Use

EXT STRING FUNC $THERE(INT,INT)
EXT PROC $SCRTO(STRING)

EXT PROC $WHERE(INT,INT)
EXT ASCII STRING $CR, $LF, $NUL, $BLNK1

CALL $WHERE(XSAVEYSAVE)

S:= $CR .CON. $LF .C0N. $NUL .CON.

$THERE(XPUT,YPUT) .C0N. $BLNKI.C0N. 'message'

CALL $SCRTO(S)

CALL $SCRTO($THERE(XSAVE,YSAVE))

[11.2.4.4 CLOSET - Linkage to $CIO

SCIO is the driver routine for all of CIO. CIO is the general-purpose disk
I/0 package designed to support sequential and random access file I/O. It is

described in more detail in Appendix I of this document.

PROC $CIO(INT,INT ARRAY, INT)

The first parameter is the request code. The integer array gives the FET
address and the final parameter is the recall type.

111.2.5 ENTSET - Linkage to Dynamic Debug for TRIDENT (DDT) File Handlers

ENTSET provides the linkage to DDT file handlers. The file manipulation
described by the following routines provide dynamic file allocation and dealloca-

tion within the context of DDT. Actually, dynamic DDT files are really data base
type entries within a large, static QM-1 file. The QM-l system does not provide
dynamic file manipulation. Thus, dynamic file properties could only be realized

through a data base under program control.

The procedures available are FHOPEN, FHLIST, FHCRE8E, FHUPDTE, FHDLETE,
FHFINDE, LSTENTRY, and FHCLOSE. Linkage is also provided to string function
FHNTHSTR. This section provides a brief description of these procedures and the

associated parameters.

CALL FHOPEN(FILE)

This procedure opens the file.

CALL FHLIST(FILEFILE)

This procedure fists all entries on the file.

CALL FHCRE8E(FILE,STRING,REF INT,REF INT)

This creates an entry on the specified file. String is the entry name and
the first reference integer is the index. The final parameter is the error flag.

A value of zero implies no error. A full description of error codes follows the
procedure descriptions.
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CA1L FHUPDTE (FILE, INT, STR ING, STRING, STR ING, REF INT)

This procedure is used to add, delete, or replace a string in a file. The
integer is the entry index. Parameter 3, the first string, indicates A, D, or R
for add, delete, or replace. Parameter 4 is the old string and parameter 5 is
the string which replaces it. Parameter 6 is the error code which is explained
following the procedure descriptions.

CALL FHDLETE(FILE,STRING,REF INT)

This procedure deletes an entry. The string is the entry name and the

integer is the error code which is explained following the procedure

descriptions.

CALL. FHFINDE(FILE,STRING,REF INT,REF INT,REF INT)

This procedure finds the named entry. Integer parameters 3-5 represent the
index, number of records, and the error code. The error code explanatio'n follows

the procedure descriptions.

CALL LSTENTRY(FILE,INT,FILE)

This procedure gets all entry information off the file specified by

parameter I with an index of parameter 2. Parameter 3 is the scratch file on

which the entry records are placed.

CALL FHNTHSTR(FILE,INT,INT)

This is a string function which gets the nth string of the entry. Parameter

two is the index and parameter 3 is the record number.

CALL FHCLOSE(FILE)

This procedure closes a file.

The meaning of the error codes in FHCRE8E, FHUPDTE, FHDLETE, and FHFINDE is

as follows:

0 - No error
I - Entry not in directory

2 - Entry already in directory

3 - Insufficient space
4 - Illegal string

5 - Unrecognized request

111.3 SYSMAC

SYSMAC is a source file of MACROS. SYSMAC consists of documentation MACROS
which are on COMDECK, DOCMAC, and 7 definition COMDECKS, DEFI, DEF2, DEF3, DEF4,

DEF5, DEF6, and DEF7. The definitions are included in the compile when the
definitions are required by the function being compiled. A brief description of

each COMDECK follows.
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COMDECK DOCMAC consists of various documentation macros which are used for

internal program documentation. The use of SIMPL MACROS is described in Appen-
,tix VII of the SIMPL-Q Reference Manual. The documentation macros are made

available to the SIMPL-Q programmer by placing the !INCLUDE(SYSMAC.DOCMAC) at the
heginninv of each compile unit. The major macros of DOCMAC are !MODULE,
!PARAMETER, !REVISION, !ERROR, !CONTINUE, and !FINISH. These are described in

detail it-. Appendix X of the SIMPL-Q Reference Manual. !MODULE is used to provide
an ovraLl cl'scription of the compile unit. !PARAMETER describes parameters.
!REVISION documents program changes including programmer, date, and reason for

change. !ERROR is used to describe error codes. !CONTINUE extends the other
macros beyond 40 characters. !FINISH indicates the end of the documentation
MACROS.

DEFI - System Functions and ECB Assignments

This COMDECK consists of system functions and Event Control Block (ECB)
assignments. The system functions are parameters to the intrinsic. Appendix K

lists the system intrinsics giving a brief description of each one. The ECB

assignments are for the keyboard, CIO, disk, clock, system (error trap), sbared
ECB for CRT, line printer and card reader, tape drive, TBP, DCP, and control Q.

DEFt - Circular 1/O

This COMDECK defines the global constants for File Name Tables (FNTs) and

File Environment Tables (FETs). Appendix I presents a summary of CIO including

FET and FNT descriptions.

DEE3 - System Error Codes

COMDECK DEF3 defines the system error codes. These errors are described in
AimmldLx B following the EASY emulator error codes. The error codes described
t hcidt, sequential 1/O, printer, random access I/O, word addressable I/O, CRT,

catrd r,.ader, CIO, and miscellaneous errors.

DlFF- - CIO Codes

(:()MECK DEP4 contains the CIO request codes as described in Appendix I.

D- >5 - M Ist, [aineotis MACROS

C)OMDECK DEPS is reserved for miscellaneous macros. It currently contains
tii, r., ttfor Mod 2"Ank'N and the tape, printer, and reader IDs for obtaining I/O

- Hl'/THP Mac ros

4 q4E CK DEE6 contains system recall definitions, and TRIDENT Basic Proces-

.[P) d,fniLttons, and Data Corrminications Processor (DCP).

. -lwt a I t.vic,,, [Ps for TCP

IoK)FCK !PEE7 contains the logical device IDs for the Task Control Pro-
ram (Pi' ) includin, lI)S for the CRT, card reader, line printer, magnetic tape,
.i, In os, cor~wmminlcat ions controller, and two auxiliary CRTs.
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111.4 INTRINSICS

Intt nsx s are routines available to the programmer in which the system pro-
vides I inkage. There are three types of intr)nsics available to the SIMPL-Q pro-
grammer . These are: intrinsics implemented by the compiler or through the
compiler by calls to other SIMPL-Q routines; function type intrinsics which are
mapped to microcode programs; and the SYSTEM* intrinsics in which the first
parameter defines the desired function. All three intrinsic types are listed in

Appendix K of this document and Appendix VI of the SIMPL-Q Reference Manual.

111.5 LIBRARIES

Libraries contain SIMPL-Q object modules. When the system cannot find a

reference (procedure or data item) in memory, it will search specified libraries

in a predetermined order in an attempt to resolve the reference. There are two
main libraries used by the system. They are SYSTEM and SIMPLQLIB.

SYSTEM cotains all EASY operating system routines and Ls available at dead-
star,. SIMPLQLIB contains all routines necessary to run the SIMPL-Q compiler.
EASY program libraries can be manipulated by using the EDITLIB command. The
structure of librarLes and the use of EDITLIB are described in Section V.17 of

this document.

Listed below is a typical scenario which might be used in modifying operat-

ing system routines on the library SYSTEM.

1. Compile the new routines placing them on some file SSSSSSSSSS.

2. Use EDITLIB with a status of NEW to BUILD a new library. INCLUDE the

new routines from the compile file SSSSSSSSSS.

3. Use the command 'LIBRARY' to specify the order of search.

LIBRARY,SEARCH 1ST=NEW, 2ND=SYSTEM

4. Once checkout is complete, use the EDITLIB command. Use the comand

'REPLACE' to replace the old modules with the updates and the command 'ADD' to

add any new modules.

When developing entirely new logic where the user wishes to check out the routine
prior to building the command templates, the TEST command can be used (see
V.49). This allows execution of a program which is not part of the EASY system
library by specifying the entry point.

* SYSTEM is also implemented via mirocode; however, function is parameterized.
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IV. CPX

IV.t INTRODUCTION TO CPX

The primary goa! of the EASY-1I system is to provide control and interface
m,'Jhanisms over all current and future emulators supported by TCP II on the
NanodaLa QM-1 computer. In most instances, some SIMPL-Q software is required
which is tailored for a specific emulation. These specialized user-interface

programs have been termed as control programs or CPs. CPs planned or developed

tinclude those for the CDC 200 UT emulator, the Pascal P-machine emulator, the

Mk 148 (PTCC) emulator, the AN/UYK-7 emulator, the AN/UYK-20 emulator, and EASY's

Intermediate Language Machine (ILM).

A drawback of these specialized CPs is the fact that CPs are developed to
support single target emulators or "non-communicating" multiple emulations. This

chapter describes the features of a "generalized" control program which has been
termed as "CPX." CPX is designed to provide an environment in which experiments
with the emulations of various network configurations (consisting of asynchron-

ouslv communicating processors) may be efficiently run.

IV.2 FUNCTIONS OF CPX

The major functions of CPX are the following:

1. Control and monitor up to seven concurrently executing emulations
or "processors."

2. Provide mechanisms for the allocation of a target processor's

Mt! M Or V .

3. Support of virtual devices (e.g., printer, consoles).

4. Allocation of real devices (e.g., tape, printer).

5. Support for a "virtual time" clock to maintain limited synchroniza-

tion among selected emulations.

6. Provide mechanisms to support interprocess communications.

7. Provide mechanisms to support some rudimentary forms of memory pro-

Lction among all running processors.

8. Display state information about all processors as well as status of
11nt,,rprocessor communications.

9. Provide mechanisms to save and restore the processors with the
associated comrmnications configuration.

10. Provide mechanisms to support user display interfaces for target

proc kssors.
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CPX may be thought of as a "virtual machine monitor" providing resource

allocation, protection mechanisms, and interprocessor communications for up

to seven virtual machines running on the Nanodata QM-l. These virtual machines

may be thought of as complete CPU emulations or as emulations of asynchronous

elements making up a CPU. Further, the virtual machines could be a mixture of

simrlations and ermulations running in a loosely or tightly coupled synchronized

net work.

IV.3 flOW CPX VIEWS A PROCESSOR

In order to better understand the user/CPX and CPX/emulator interfaces, it

Ls n-,essarv to illustrate how CPX sees a processor. The following state-transi-

tion diagram shows this.

C

re

V irtital t ime St
int G'()o (Step)

Virtual time - RecallI

Out

SWAIT

The next section will describe the CPX commands as they are envisioned at

the present time and how each state may be entered or exited.

The mechanism by which interprocess communications is supported is through

the use of the Path Handler. This is described in Section IV.4 of this chapter.
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1[V.4 UISER/CPX INTERFACE

CPX operates as a subsystem of the EASY-I system. The subsy:tem mav b,,
tlt!ed by meCly typing "CPX". At this point, a number of comrrands bh,,me
ivak lable to configure, monitor, and control an "emulated multi-processor"
Iv, I r o me nt

The following commands have been developed to be as general-purrose as pos -
hi b'. To avoid having the system user spending unnecessary time typing in _om-

Plinds, pro fi ILt' of commands may be executed for experiments which are run
!pI:t, dlv. 'the CPX commands and a shot' explanation of each are now pr(isert.etd.

I. CREATE-MEMORY,NAME= <memory name> ,WORD-SIZE=no. of bits' ,
.NG [H: no. of words" - Make a memory for the target machine, length is basd on
t ,rt,,: miachine's word size.

2. DELETE-MEMORY, NAME= <memory name> - If a memory is not being used
Pv ,iny pr oce ss , then remove it.

3. CREATE-PROCESSOR, PROCESSOR= <processor number> , MEMORY = <memory
urm" , MACHINE TYPE= <machine type> - Make a virtual processor (go from "idle"

"sop" state). MEMORY (memory name) must be previously defined (see item I

4. GO,PROCESSORS= <list of processor numbers> - Place processor in a

4, (.'., running) state, clearing step flag, call emulator interface routine
"ci -a -step", only if not in either "pause" (for virtual time to complete) or
wii," (for a device) state.

5. STEP,PROCESSORS = <list of processor numbers> - If step flap is off,
I', ton, cal emilator interface routine "set-step"; if in "stop" or "recall"

t:, change state to "go" and run in a stepped manner (with stepping meaning
-,m,:hitilg spec ific to each given ermilator).

6. FREEZE,PROCESSORS= <list of processor numbers> - If freeze flag is
,!tl tin it on; if in "go", "pause", or "wait" then halt the processor.

7. TttAW,PROCESSORS= <list of processor numbers> - If freeze flag is
on, :tin it off; tf in "go", "pause", or 'wat"' then start the processor.

8. SYNCHRONIZE,PROCESSORS= <list of processor numbers> or <null>,
INFRVAL = 'no. of time units> - Run each processor in the list for the given

of t-ti lnt s (I ttime unit = 100 micro sec): as each processor uses tip
I,; avai Iohle units, the processor goes into "pause" state iinti 1 everyone in the

I s: t r)Ishes .

9. DELETE-PROCESSOR,PROCESSORS= <list of processor numbers> - Remove
K'., pru snr, pla:ing it into an "idle" state memories (i.e., decrement user

ii: fir mainstore memories), clear buffers and release any devices assigned.
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1.ASS I GN , DIV ICE= ,~rea I dkv Io na me ,TO- PROCE5SS, 'processor 11ITiiriht

AS LI.I)I) I Og Iial &UVL,:( Id"' If dcVi,&, IS aval aiblt and son is active, :hit'n
ci V" , het 5011 he Icea I de _:e .'[he dev ; S :;in he. ;I consol j (ChN'2, CON 3) -ar d
I , id I ROE), pi t inte (PRFR) , :apo dt v C (TAPF), c Io~ W<(IK), I ii n pr In:

(iNK I disk (DIS5K).

I I RLEASFl)EV CF~ < oa I I-Ci~ nainl - If dk Vice is ass igned, : lull

12 .CREATE- P) ItH , PATIi= li stI o f pa h) s PATH -TYP E= I l-egalI palth I v pt s-
I pa1 It is Itnd L f I nU d, : Ie oato a pa, h o f a gi voen type and f r te a I I su h:clItan nt I s.

'I ,i 1 tntII ek ifaIIt types: per Iphor Ia I , itr c _ompuite r, TYK -7. Path typu tPYK-7
1-01 fo patim cotc n he IJYK-7 CPU1 and the IWC wh ich reaqul res four

~ C hrm~Is( EF ,OD ,E F , and ID).

13. CONNECT, PA'rH- 'path iimbo r> ,TO- PROCESSOR= 'procossor number
A-I'D I D= , Igi a[I dev I c id>0 - I f path is deofied and p rocess i s act-i ve, then
man1 I pn lot o t,"ab I cs and connect- path1 . I n the case of a CP wh ich is anl cmu I, at.-d

'Input o, LDID may he c ons ide red synonomotis w ith channu I.

14. Dl SCONNECI ,PATH= <,path numbor> ,FROM-PROCESSOR= <processor nuL~mber

WI :h-LI)ID - If path is dotfinoed and processor 1r: active, then manipuilate tables
and di S:olub; : patili from proce 5501t

15. DE.LETE-PATH ,PATHi <path number>, - If path is de fined , thien for
.3-11 pr o.LSS or path is coniiec ted to, make the path undef~i ned.

l6. VIRFI'AI.-ASSIGN DEVICE= <virtual device name>, TO PROC= <processor
nuimb, r , AS l11D <ltogical device id>, SPOOL <virtuial spool file name> - If soni

i~ .ivke, assign a virtual device (e.g, printer) to receive any 1/O, with I/O
Il t0 / I Ol 5 ool I f It..

17. VRLEthAL,-RlEASE ,,DEVICF= <virtual devic:e liame>, FROM-PROCESSOR
pio~tessor nuimber> - If virtual &Ovi$Ov is asviigned, then release it,.

18. FLOAT-CONSOLE ,'IV-PROCESSOR= <processor nu~mber> - If son is ac:it,
I55 Su ma in I con I 1s ) Ie t o hi1m.

19. DISPLAY-STATrE -Disp lay at I processors, state of proc:essor , mac:hine?
nmimt me mor i t, o t c.

20. DISPLAY-MEMORY -Disp lay memory name, field Lengzth (target ), and
Word si ze.
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1. I.1II}-MAI', OF PRCESSOR:7 - For one pro:cessor eath I}ID co nnect on.
I o,,w 1 1 I an example o f a pro esso with I eh r I, DIDs ' o5 ii n, ed

, I 1 T) TYP F I'D11 TYPE 1.0 1} TYP F

PAli (W I ) 20 40 60

R FAi CON2 21 41 61
22 42 62
23 43 63
24 44 64

95 45 65
2h 46 66
27 47 67

R!AI.(D1ISK) 30 50 7r)
'31 51 71
32 52 72
33 53 73
34 54 74
35 55 75
36 56 76
37 57 77

22. DISPLAY-PATH LDisplay alL paths with path type, subchannel stac..
< nVmht of pro cessor active on each subpath and processors connected to

:i : , -i d isp lav a single path, by specifying the path number . This disp lays tht
i t, lddress of the TIOCB on alI active suibchann,ls, the relative TIOCB

.. o zt i stoe type, and channel and transfer widths. The fol lowing
-np sIows the path d tsplay where 'ALL' paths we rt toquistd.

' -P,AY-PATHS ,PAFH NUMBER=ALL.

* CPX PATH DISPLAY

PA 11i  PATH SUBCHANNEL SONS ACTIVE 'N5
>.!'{R TYPE STATES ON SUBCHANN.I. , I

-- ---- 0123 4567 0123 4567 ----

I -R - - 1
7 R--- 23

21 7 R -3

7 R --- -- -23
.1 7 RR-- W--- 23

.. . ) PATH DISPLAY TYPE *DISPLAY-OLDPT*
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The second example shows the subpaths for path 2. This indicates that son 3
has a READ outstanding to son 1.

** ** * ****** * *** * ** *** *

* CPX PATH DISPLAY *

** *** ****** ***** * * *

PATH NUMBER=02, OF PATH TYPE=INTERCOMPUTER, WITH SONS CONNECTED = 13
SUBPATH SUBPATH SON TIOCB TIOCB CONTROL CHANNEL TRANSFER
NUMBER STATE ACTIVE ADDRESS ADDRESS STORE WIDTH WIDTH

(ABSOLUTE) (RELATIVE) TYPE

0 .------ ------ --

1 R 3 005640 000640 A 32 32
2 ..------.----

3 ..------.----
4 ..------.----
5 - - ------ ------ --

6 .------ ------ --

7 - - ------ ------ --

SUBPATH DISPLAY

For NTDS channels, each simulated NTDS channel will correspond one to one to
a path under CPX. A path is defined as a linkage, controlled by a path handler,
between two or more tasks executing under EASY-If. The various functions per-
formed by an NTDS channel will be modeled by four subchannels associated with the
CPX path. The following information defines these four subchannels, their rela-
tion to actual NTDS functions, and typically how they are used in VNTDS.

Function Subchannel

EF (External Function) 0

OD (Output Data) 1
EIE (External Interrupt Enable) 2

ID (Input Data) 3

Normally, the connection of subchannels for computer/peripheral communica-
tion will be as follows.

EF

OD 01O)

S EIE Ell'

- ID TD
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For intercomputer mode, the connection of SUbchannels is shown in the

tollowing diagram:

CPX must be made aware that an interc:omputer channel mode is desired, so

h'it te ,iihanneLs may be remapped accLord ingi y. Data is transferred by read

ind wri-te operations on the GD and ID subchannels in "he indicated directions.

Fx-,ernal funct ions (and external interrupts) will be sent on the EF and EIE
I'l n ( I. The read, write, read f, and writef const ructs will be used to trans fer
(liti)*-1 Read f ind wr itef are used to simu late the EF with force or El with

tor operations. These Operations will properly simulate channel hang-ups that
wiI I j in the real hardware.

23. I)ISPLAY-OLDPT - Display paths in 'OLD' format presents some of the
i : rmai, ion as displayed by DISPLAY-PATHS . This display is self-explanatory. It

kuis he rep lac:,d in uisefti Iness by the DISPLAY-PATHS disp lay.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PATH 012345670123456701234567012345670) 234567012345670123456701234567
TYPE P1 7777

SUBCHO RR R
I R R
2 R
3 R
4
5
6
7

24. DISPLAY-DEVICE - Display all real devices and who owns them.

* REAL DEVICE ALLOCATIONS *
****-$***** ***************-k

DEVICE PARENT TASK SON TASK PROCESSOR NO. PROCESSOR NAME
NAME LDID LDID OF SON OF SON

CON2 13 01 4 EASY
CON3 11
RDR 02
PRTR 04
TAPE 05
CLCK 07
LINE 12
DISK 10

25. CHECKPOINT,TO=<filename>, message=<user message> - If the
processors are in proper state (FROZEN) for checkpoint, all real I/O will be
halted, the disk file attached and opened, and the appropriate data will be
written onto the file. This will consist of a header, CPX tables, mainstore
segments, control-store-A and control-store-B segments, path tables, task tree,
and associated information. The user message will be displayed upon restarting
from this file.

26. RESTART,FROM=<filename> - All real I/O will be halted and all
active sons idled. All mainstore segments will be released. The file specified
will be attached and opened, and the information saved by CHECKPOINT will be read
in. All sons will be reinLtialized, and the disk file will be closed. The sons
will be in the FROZEN state.

27. DEVICE-MAP,PROC=<processor number>, ARRAY=<array name>,
VTOR=<virtual device number to real device number) - Map virtual to real devices.
This command would be useful for devices with multiple device numbers, such as
tape units or disk drives. The assumption here is that the correlation between
real and virtual devices Ls kept in an array, the first entry representing read
device 0, the second representing device 1, and so on. If the
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real and virtual were initially the same but the user wished to change real

devices 0 through 3 to represent virtual devices I through 4, he could perform

the fol lowing:

DEV ICE-MAP, PROC=4, ARRAY=I BUFF, VTOR= 1234

The user must know the name of the array where this correlation is kept for the

particular device emulator.

28. BUFFER-MAP,PROC=<processor number>, ' RAY=<array name>,
SIZE=<new buffer size> - This command would normally be used to increase the size

of a dynamically allocated buffer. The size of the buffer is dictated by the

contents of the array named. (Note: This is not the array name of the buffer

being increased.)

29. EFIOC7,PICK-IT=<processor number> - This command invokes the

AN/LUYK-7 IOC display interface. For a list of commands, enter <?>. These

commands are described in Appendix L.

30. EFUYK7,PICK-IT=<processor number> - This command invokes the
AN/UYK-7 Central Processor Unit display interface. For a list of commands, enter

<?>. These commands are described in Appendix L.

31. EXEC,FILE=<filename> - This command causes a file to be executed.
The file must consist of a list of commands. The following is an example of such

a file which may be executed at this (CPX) level. Note that the commands are

completely spelled out.

CREATE-MEMORY, 20MEM, 18,40000.

CREATE-PROCESS, 1,20MEM, CP20.
CREATE-PATH, I ,PERIPHERAL.
CREATE-PATH, 2, INTERCOMPUTER.

CONNECT,2,1,07.
CONNECT, 1, 1, 17.
CREATE-MEMORY, UYK 7MEM, 32,61000.
CREATE-PROCESS ,2,UYK7MEM,UYK7.
CREATE-PATH,20 ,UYK-7.

CREATE-PATH,21,UYK-7.
CREATE-PATH,22,UYK-7.

CREATE-PATH,23, UYK-7.

CONNECT,20,2,20.

CONNECT,21,2,21.
CONNECT,22,2,22.

CONNECT,23,2,23.

VIRTUAL-ASS IGN,SYNC,2,77.

CREATE-PROCESS 3,UYK7MEM, IOC7.

CONNECT,2,3,3.
CONNECT,20,3,20.
CONNECT,21 ,3, 21.

CONNECT,22,3,22.

CONNECT,23,3,23.
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VIRTUAL-ASSIGN,SYNC,3,77.

CREATE--MEMORY,QRU, 18,100000.

CREATE-PROCESS ,4 ,QRU, EASY.
DIREC'IURIES,'7,03,00.

LI BRAR IES ,QRLJL I B.
<CR>

ASS IGN,DISK,4, O.

ASSIGN,CON2,4,01.

CONNECT, 1,4,0.

UYK20CPEF.

TAPE-TO-MEMORY.

MOD-P, 1000.
<p>

EFUYK7,2.

TAPE-TO-MEMORY, 1.

MASTER-CLEAR.
MODIFY-CMR, 121,52400.

MODIFY-CMR, 124,41150.

MODIFY-P ,1,07.
<@p

<SPACE>

32. FLOAT-CONSOLEO PROCESSOR=<processor number>, CONTROL CHARS GO

TO=<son or parent> - Console I is loaned to the specified processor which must

have a virtual console. Console entries to that processor are then made through

console 1.

33. UYK2OCPEF,SON=<processor number> - This command invokes the
AN/UYK-20 display interface which interfaces with both the AN/UYK-20 emulated IOC

and CPU. For a list of commands, enter <?>. These additional commands are

desCrLbed in Appendix M.

34. PRINT-SPOOL,FILE=<filename> - File used as print-spool for virtual
prlnter will be printed.

35. MASTER,COMMAND FILE=<filename> - Invoke MASTER, with cornand file

specified, as a subsystem of CPX. An example of this command's usefulness would
he a situation where a lengthy configuration has been established and the user

wishes to checkpoint it, but he has forgotten the checkpoint file's name. He

uses this command with the default (EASY Level) command file, then uses FILES and

REPORT to list the file names. He spies the file name he has forgotten, enters

an <@> to return from the subsystem and his configuration is intact. Now he may

proceed with his checkpointing.

The following MONITOR commands deal with recording the activity of CPX

paths. The information recorded includes the following:

a. Total time any subchannel of a path is active - indexed by
path number.

b. Total time each subchannel was on - indexed by path number and

subchannel number.

c. Number of occurrences of each trouble code for each ,)n -

indxed by trouble codes and son number.
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d. Number of occurrences of each trouble code for each path -

indexed by trouble code and path number.

e. Number of occurrences of each I/O type - indexed by I/O code.

f. Number of occurrences of successful I/O - indexed by son

number and path number.

g. A histogram of the nimber of words transferred - indexed by
path number and upper limit of the bi.n.

36. MONITOR-ON,DEBUG PRINT=A - Turns the monitor on. Sets the debug
print flag to ON if A was specified as Y (yes), or to OFF if A was specified as N

(no) .

37. MONITOR-OFF,FILE=<filename> - Turns the monitor off and dumps the
szatistics to the specified file.

38. MONITOR-RESTART-FILE=<fitename>,DEBIJG PRINT=A -- If the monutor is
off, it is restarted with the statistics from the specified file. If the monitor
is on, no action is taken. In both cases, the debug print file is set to ON if A
was specified as Y (yes), or to OFF if A was specified as N (no).

39. MONITOR-DUMP,FILE=<filename> - Dumps the current statistics to the
specified file. This does not turn the monitor off or affect the statistics in

any way.

40. MONITOR-PRINT,FILE=<filename> - Prints the statistics. If monitor
is on, filename should not be entered and the current statistics will be printed.
If the monitor is off, statistics in the specified file will be printed.

V. SERVERS

The routines which handle the commands are known in the EASY system as

servers. Many of these are actually subsystems. As discussed earlier, MASTER,
The comnand interpreter, is recursive. A number of these servers will call
MASTER themselves with a command file of the commands they support (e.g., BIND,

DISK-SAVE, EDITLIB).

In the descriptions of the syntax for the commands in this section, the user
response fields will be underlined. R.- fer to Section 11.1 or 11.4 on command
templates for definition of the syntax type characters used in the user response

f ie Ids.

Servers Locked

BACKSPACE No

BIND No
CALCULATE No

CIMPORT No
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Servers Locked

COMPARE No

COMPRESS No
COPY No
COPYD No
COPYNS No
COPYSN No
D ATE No
DDT No
DEAOSTART No

DIRECTORY No
DISK-SAVE/RESTORE-DISK No
EDIT No

EDITLIB No
EDITOR No
EXEC No
FH-UTILITIES Yes

FILES No
IMPORT No
LIBRARY No

LISTCF No
LOCV Yes
MACRO No
MAKECF No
MAKERESIDENT No
MODULATE No

MT-TO-DISK No
PASCAL No
PATCH1-CALC No
PATH HANDLER LANGUAGE (PHL) No
PRINT No
PRINT-SPOOL No

PRU-MOD Yes
PRUDMP No
QCONTROL Yes
RDTAPE No
REWIND No
SIMPLQ No
SKIPBACKWARD No
SKIPFORWARD No
SM-TO-DISK No
SOURCE-TO-DISK No
SPY No
SPY-PROC No
TERMSIM No
TEST No
TESTCF No
TIME No
TRANS No
UNLOAD No
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Servers Locked

UNLOCK No

UYK-7 No

20OUT No

@> No

V.1 BACKSPACE

This command backspaces records on a tape. End-of-File (EOF) marks count as
one record when backspacing. The syntax of this command is:

BACKSPACE,UNIT=17,NUM OF RECORDS=999,PARTY=I.

where

UNIT - tape unit where tape is mounted. Default is 0.

NUM OF RECORDS - number of records to be backspaced. Default is 1.

PARITY - 0 (even), I (odd)

V.2 BIND

BIND is an interactive link editing subsystem for EASY program modules. The
basic intent is to collect several modules and make them into one functional

module.

BIND uses MASTER to interpret its commands, and is built around a word-
addressable scratch file called "SCR."

The syntax for this command is:

BIND.

BIND supports the following commands:

INCLUDE - includes modules into scratch file
RESOLVE - resolves satisfied externals
DELETE - deletes entry names

WRITE - writes scratch file
MT-TO-DISK - Load SIMPLQ binary from tape

TERMINATE - terminates BIND

INCLUDE

Syntax: INCLUDE ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS ,# MODULES=9999.

Defaults: QM1,9999.

This command adds modules to the scratch file. The specified number of
modules is read from the specified file. The default for "number of modules"
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parameter is all of compiler output. The modules are read in order, the first
modules residing in the lower addresses. Subsequent INCLUDEs start where the

previous INCLUDE left off. Checks are made for valid module headers and end
markers. The name and starting address of each module included is displayed on

the CRT. After each INCLUDE, the length of all the modules put together is
placed in the length field of the first module, thus making all the modules one

composite module.

RESOLVE

Syntax: RESOLVE.

The RESOLVE cormmand scans down the chain of externals in the composite

module, permanently resolving those which are satisfied by entries in the

composite module. An external is permanently resolved by filling in the link in
the external marker and removing the externil from the chain of external markers.
All the INCLUDEs should be done before dokng a RESOLVE.

DELETE

Syntax: DELETE,ENTRY=ANNNNN.

Default: $$$$$$ (Do not use Lhe default.)

This command will delete the specified entry from the chain of entry
markers. Entry name and other information will be left intact for traceback and

other purposes. NOTE: Only the first occurrence of the entry name (if there are
more than one) will be deleted, scanning down from the top of the composite
module. This command is useful for deleting entries which should only be

resolved within the composite module - in this case, perform a RESOLVE first!

WRITE

Syntax: WRITE ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

Default: QM2.

This command writes the current contents of the scratch file to the named

file. (Without this command, BIND would be rather useless.) If a RESOLVE has
not been done since the last INCLUDE, then one is performed automatically prior

to writing the file.

MT-TO-DISK

Syntax: MT-TO-DISK,UNIT=I,FILE #-9999,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=S.

Defaults: O,O,QMl,

This command copies the binary output produced by the SIMPL-Q compiler on
the CDC 6700 from tape to disk on the QMI. The UNIT parameter specifies the tape

unit number, either 0 or I in current configuration. FILE # specifies the number
of files to space forward before copying begins. TO FILE specifies the disk file
name. REWIND allows the user three options, B (rewind before file searching
begins), A (rewind after copy), and blank (no rewind). Tape records must be
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1,536 frames long with six good bits per frame. (This is format of 6700 SIMPL-Q

kompiler output.) Tape records will be reformatted into 256 SIMPL-Q word (i.e.,
i bits) blocks and written sequentially to disk.

I'ERM I NATE

Svnt ax: •. (MAY BE IMMEDIATELY EXECUTED BY A 0.

[hti command will terminate the operatton of BIND, but it will do so only if

a WRITE has been done since the scratch file was last changed (by an INCLUDE or

DELETE). If the file his not been saved, then a (a will cause a warning to be

issued and control will remain in BIND. A second (a, however, will allow the user

to leave BIND without saving the composite module.

v. 3 CALCULATE

'rhe CALCULATE command allows the user to perform computations and to'use the

QM-I as a calculator while working at the console. The syntax of this command

is:

CALCULATE,EXPRESSION=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS,BASE=99.

The expression is comprised of constants and keywords. The constant is of the

form V'CON' where V = B, 0, D, or H implies base 2, 8, 10, orI6, respectively,

and CON is the constant. The keywords consist of EASY machine registers and

scalers, subscripts, operators, and the word BASE. The scalers are indicated as

Fo I Lows:

PC - Program Counter*

ID - Program Identifier Register*

BS - Bottom of Stack*

0 BS - Old Bottom of Stack*
BPS - Bottom of Program Space
TPS - Top of Program Space

TS - Top of Stack*

The subscript can be MS, CS, ECB, or I for mainstore, control store, external

o)ntrol block, or indirect, respectively. If a variable is indicated, it will

have a value of 0 but can be assigned a value by using the := operator. Allow-

abtLe variables are X, Y, Z, or BASE. The operators are as follows:

By precedence; highest to the lowest

.LC .LL. .RL. .RA. shift operators

.A. I

. .. logical operators

* / I
+ I arithmetic perators

(normally only allowed with X, Y, Z, and BASE)

* Valtits returned are those in effect before the server (SCOMPIT) is executed.
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An example is as follows:

CALCULATE, (X:=6) + D'64'.

'Fit, output value is 106 . The default values are no input (blank) for EXPRESSION
and 8 for BASE. When no Input is indicated, CALCILATE will repeatedly prompt for

I i pi t .

V.4 CIMPORT

This command is the last step in the package that enables a user to ship
card-image files on the CDC 6700 to the QM-1 via the 200UT phone link. (See
Appendix G for preceding steps that are not part of the EASY system and see Sec-
tion V.22 for shipping binary files.)

At the complet ion of the previous steps, the disk file is in ASCII print
format. This command removes extraneous printer controls, etc., that have been

added and puts it back into straight card-image format. As soon as the user has
brought a file over to the QM-l using the 200UT command (Section V.56), the user
must immedLately use the CIMPORT coimnand. If this is not done right away, the
file being brought over may be destroyed.

The syntax of this command is:

CIMPORT, TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,TRIM=AAA.

where TO FILE is the name to be given the new file. CEXPORT/CIMPORT supports

lard images up to 100 characters in length. TRIM allows the user two options,
YES (trailing blanks removed) and NO (80-character strings). Defaults are CDR,

YES.

V.5 COMPARE

This command compares file A with file B. For disk files, parity is ignored
and the number of files must be I. If two tapes are being compared, then they
must both have the same parity. Only six bits per frame are used in the compare
of tape files. The leading two bits of each frame from 9-track tapes are
ignored. The syntax for this command is:

COMPARE ,A=SSSSSSSSSS ,B=SSSSSSSSSS ,NUM FILES=999,PARITY=I, ERRS=SAAA.

Errors ate written to ERRS (*LPT or *CRT). Defaults are O,QMI,1,1,*LPT.

V.6 COMPRESS

COMPRESS copies one file to another replacing multiple consecutive blanks

with one blank except of course if the blanks occur in a string. Eject, skip
and space directives, and comments which occur on one line are deleted. State-
ments are also concatenated (i.e., lines in the resulting file will contain as

much data that will syntactically fit on the line). The syntax for this command
is:

COMPRESS,FROM=SSSSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSSSS,NUM OF COLUMNS=99.
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Defaults are QMR,SCR,72.

V. 7 COPY

COPY copies one disk filt to another (sequential or word-addressable, but

not random access) or card images to a disk fi le. The syntax for this command
Is:

COPY,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS ,TO=SSSSSSSSSS.

FROM is the source disk file. TO is the destination file. Defaults are
kCDR,CDR. (*CDR is the card reader).

V.8 COPYD

The COPYD command is a fast disk copy that will copy one file to another
file. The syntax for this command is:

COPYD,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS, TO=SSSSSSSSSS,STOP-ON=AAA.

The user can specify the file to be copied either at end-of-data (EOD) or at end-
of-extent (EOE). The defaults are QMI,SCR,EOD.

V.9 COPYNS

This command copies a NOVA file to a SIMPL-Q coded file. The syntax for
this command is:

COPYNS,FROM=SSSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,STOP ON=AAAAA.

FROM is the NOVA file. Default is 200UT:LPT. TO is the SIMPL-Q coded file
and the default is CDR. STOP ON tells EASY where the NOVA file ends. Default is
ETX.

If END is specified, COPYNS stops when a line starting with "END" or ".END"
is encountered. (The line containing the END is copied.) The ZEROS option
causes COPYNS to stop when a PRU of zeros is read. If ETX is specified, COPYNS
stops when an ETX character is read. If EOE is specified, COPYNS will continue
nt i I the input fi le reaches end-of-extent.

V.10 COPYSN

This command copies a SIMPL-Q coded file to a NOVA file. The syntax for
this command is:

COPYSN,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,END WITH=AAAAA.

FROM is the SIMPL-Q coded file and the default is CDR. TO is the NOVA file
and the default is 200UT:CDR.
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If titc file is to be shipped to the CDC 6000 via 2000T:CDR, specify ETX for
END WITH= . If, on the other hand, the fI le is to be read by the NOVA system,
specify ZEROS in order to pad the fi It- with zeros.

V. I 1 D ATE

This command allows the user to set the date (month/day/year). The syntax
tor this command is:

DATE,=19S79S99. (Default is 01/00/00.)

V. 1 DDT

This command invokes the DDT subsystem. DDT is the Dynamic Debug for
TRIDENT system. This command is only for use by TRIDENT programmers. The syntax

of this coimmand is:

DDT, SCHEMA#=! 0! 0! 2! ,UIC=SSS.

This system is described in a separate document, Dynamic Debug for TRIDENT (DDT)

User's Guide, NSWC TR 79-96.

V. 13 DEADSTART

The DEADSTART command allows the user to modify the system deadstart array.

A set of commands is available to the user which includes the following:

,CR• DIRECTORIES SET-CSA

* ESC. EASY-SPACE SET-BREAKPOINT
• SPACE. LIBRARIES

The format of the deadstart array is as follows:

Word bit: 35 18 17 0

0 Initial STR Initial BS

I TPS Breakpoint Line

2 Breakpoint Proc Name

3 3rd Library Address

4 2nd Library Address

5 1st Library Address

6 ~ Mainstore Imit

7 Control store Control store

A limit B limit
1 CEO 131 4,1 rec tor es 6

The. EASY-SPACE command a I lows the user to change the base of stack (BS) and

top of program space (TS) to allow varying confipgirations of EASY. BS should be
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no less than 20 while TS must be odd and no greater than the highest main store
addiess accessible to EASY. TS must be at least 44,000 larger than BS to allow

ut ft.i,.nt space for EASY.

[he STR-BREAKPOINT command is used to set the status and breakpoint regis-
Is. An enttv of 9919 for BLINE, which is the default value, disables break-

points. The breakpoint, line number should contain the image of the lne instruc-
ion (i.e., octal line number shifted left logically six bilts). The LIBRARIES

and 1)IRECTORIES conmmands reset the library and directory search orders with.n he
local deadstart array ,nly. The CIO directories contain a six-bi.t integer indi-

aling drive and user number. (A value of 0-9 indicates drive 0 and 11-19 drive
1.) All l's are used to indicate a null entry.

The SET-CSA cormand is used to set the length of control stole A segment,
plac ing emulator workspace in it. This is valid only for the configuration of a

S011

The carriage return KCR> command performs the deadstart , and the escape <ESCI '

connand allows the user out of the deadstart service without deadstarting. The
"space> command displays the latest deadstart table. An example of a deadstart

display fol lows:

DEADSTART PARAMETERS
BS = 406100 TPS = 747777

STR = 000000 BID = BLINE = -1
LIBRARIES:

1ST 010465 001400
2ND 000465 001600
3RD 000205 001400

CONTROLSTORE A = 037777 MAINSTORE = 01751777
B = 005777

DIRECTORIES = 17 19 07 04 03 00

V. 1/. DIRECTORY

The DIRECTORY command allows the user to specify the order in which direc-
:,tiLs will be searched by the EASY system. The syntax of this connand is:

DIRECTORY,SEARCH 1ST=19,2ND=19,3RD=19,4TH DIR=19, REQ DIR=,REQ DIR=.

The user can select a maximum of four directories to search. For each

directory specified, the first digit is the drive number (0 or 1) and the second
digit is the directory number (0-9). The required system directories 03 and 00

are always searched last. The default values are system directories 03 and 00.
Drive 0 assumed if only I digit, (0 or 1) entered.

V.15 DISK-SAVE AND RESTORE-DISK

Th, DISK-SAVE command allows the iser to selectiveLy save disk files on
ap'. They may later be restored to disk using the command RESTORE-DISK. The
,;,r must he familiar with Appendix D, Disk File Structure on the QM-I, in order

ioe these -ommands. If a disk hardware error occuis, an error message number
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will be displayed on the CRT. The meaning of the number may be found in the Task

Control Pro ,ram (TCP 2.00) Manual in the Disk Operation section,

Th e s v [t ax for these command s is

DISK-SAVE, PASSWD=SSSS .MTUINIT= 17 ,MTF IILE=99,D)SKUNIT=7.

RESTORE-DISK,PASSWD=SSSS,,MTt!NI=I 7,MTF [LE--=99,DSKtJNIT=7.

where

PASSWD - a system disk password which the user must know in order to use
the command (this password is different from the password needed
for locked comnnands)

MTI!NIT - desired magnetic tape drive

MTFILE - desired magnetic tape file number

DSKUNIT - desired disk unit

DISK-SAVE/RESTORE-DISK supports three commands for specifying the disk
address of the file to be saved/restored. These are:

NOVA-FORMAT
PHY S-FORMAT

USER-FORMAT

The NOVA-FORMAT and PHYS-FORMAT comnands allow the user to save/restore any

specifted file residing on the disk. The USER-FORMAT command causes the whole
specified NOVA user to be saved/restored.

NOVA-FORMAT

Syntax: NOVA-FORMAT ,USER=9,CYL=777,SEC=77,SIZE=777777.

wh e re

USER - desired user (decimal)

CYL - desired cylinder (octal)

SEC - desired sector (octal)

SIZE - file size in NOVA sectors (octal)

PHYS -FORMAT

Syntax: PHYS-FORMAT,CYL=999,HS=99,SEC=99,SI ZE=9999.

where

CYL - desired physical cylinder on disk (decimal)

[is - desired head select (decimal)
SEC - desired physical sector (decimal)

SIZE - file size in physical sectors (decimal)
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tSER-FORMAT

S v[i ,x: USER-FORMAT USER=9.

wh' re

USIFR - desired user (decimal)

Upon Complet ton of the appropriate format command, DISK-SAVE/RESTORE-DISK
[ rompits t hr tser to mount a tape on the tape drive and waits for a user response
(hit the space bar to continue). It then displays the tape header that is to be

associated with the fi le. This header is of the following format:

SV-RES HEADER

D ATE =
TIME =
InforMation on file's disk address

Th, header verifies the file to be operated on to the user. If the user desires

to cont inue, the user hits the return key on the keyboard. Any other response
r.leases the user from the service.

V. 16 EDIT

EDIT Is a subsystem designed to edit files of SIMPL-Q strings. The syntax
tor this command is:

EDIT.

1'i i nvoked, the ediitor will request a file name fiom the user. If the user
nt plitS a CR Only; i.e., a NULIL name, the editor starts with an empty file. The

fI le name is any number of characters followed by a carriage return. The con-
tents of the first 23 lines of the file will then be displayed on the screen. A

di ummv line '**aItop of fi lt***' is inserted as the first line to inform the user

h is at top of the ft 1(. After ihe user finishes editing, the editor will ask
for an output fil" in which to write the final edited file. If a null name, CR

M,1v , is given, then the edited version is lost. The input file is modified only
ti .r givets the name of the input ft le when an output fi le is requested.

El) T operates in one of two modes, Edit or Command, and is nitmallv in Edit

1 t Mode

1'ndr the Ed it Modt, the ,user can mani pu late the data disp laved on the CRT
wi th I h,, ,se of spec tal characters as commands. These commands are exp lained in

th,+ Inil ]1I display of the EDIT command.

Th, Edit commands are designed to work on 23 lines of the file displayed on
Iie. CRT. lbt.is,* commands are divided into four sets - cursor commands, modify

,mmalnd s, fi I, commands, and miscel laneouls commands.
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Cursor Commands

Backspace Move cursor one space to left
Tab Move cursor one space to right
Control - A Move cursor one space up

Line Feed Move cursor one space down

Carriage Return Move cursor to start of next line,

a carriage return at the bottom

of the screen will bring in

another line

The cursor commands control cursor movement

Mod fy Commands

Control - A Insert line

Control - Insert character

Rubout Delete character

Control - K Delete line

Control - E Copy above character

Control - P Justify paragraph

The modify commands change the text at the cursor location.

The CNTL-A command inserts a blank line by pushing the lines above the

cursor up one place. The top line is bumped off the screen.

The CNTL-\ command inserts a space under the cursor and moves the rest of

the line to the right. If the line is 80 characters long, an insert will cause
the right-most character to be lost.

The RUBOUT command causes the character under the cursor to be deleted.

The CNTL-K command deletes the line under the cursor and pushes up the lines

below the cursor to fill the space created.

The CNTL-E command will copy the character above the cursor into the cursor

posi t ion.

The CNTL-P command starts at the current line and justifies text until a

line where the first character is blank is encountered. Wher CNTL-P is typed,

the justify routine begins by moving text into a buffer until the buffer contains

more than 80 characters. If the next line to be input is not on the screen, data

is first read into an intermediate buffer. It then determines the location where

the end of the line is to be placed by beginning at the average margin and

scanning in both directions until a blank is found or both minimum and maximum

margins have been exceeded. It then outputs the line and deletes it from the
buffer. The routine continues to output text until the buffer has less than 80

characters in it. The routine then fLlls the buffer again. This continues until

a line is encountered where the first character is a blank. When this occurs,

the routine outputs the remainder of the main buffer and then outputs the inter-

mediate buffer.
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File Commands

Control - N Move down next N lines
Control - F Find a string

Control - T Go to top of page

Control - G Go to line N

The file comnands are used to locate the window of 23 lines within the

The CNTL-N command will position the cursor to the TOP of the screen and

wait for the user to input a number (N) . The window is then moved down N number

o t  I tn s into the f Le.

The CNTL-F command positions the cursor to the TOP of the screen and allows

the user to input a string (tip to 80 characters). The file is then searched for

the input spring. A message is printed if the file is not found.

The CNTL-T command moves the window to the beginning of the file.

The CNTL-G command positions the cursor to the TOP of the page and w~its for

ihe user to input a number (N). The window then will locate line N in the file.

Miscellaneous Commands

Control - R Rewrite screen

ESC (key) Enter command mode

ESC? Display commands

ESC<COMMAND>? Explain commands

The CNTL-R connand restores the screen. This is used if the screen contents
are lost due to static or operator error (using the local edit keys, or erase
nage will mess up the screen).

The ESC (key) command causes the editor to enter Command Mode. A prompt (!
will appear at the bottom of the screen and the user may enter commands via

maste'r.

The user can see a display of the avat lable commands in the Command Mode by

pushing the ESC (key) command followed by a ?. The ESC (key) command followed by

<COM!1AND>? will explain the specified command.

Command Mode

The Command Mode' uses MASTER and supports the following commands:

CHANGE - change occurrences of one string to another string
GETFILE - insert specified file contents into edit file
HELP - display available. co3mmands
QUIT - Ieave editor and save edit file
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RECOVERY - recover temporary editor file

SET-MARGIN - set margin parameters
TOP - go to top of file
WRITE - write out lines from edit buffer
-. 0 - return to edit mode
-ESC, - return to edit mode

CHANGE

SYNTAX: CHANGE ,OPTIONS=AA

DEFAULT: V (Veto on I occurrence)

This command changes occurrences of one string to another string. The com-
mand prompts for the FROM/TO string. Options are V (veto), G (global), VG, GV.
Search starts at the current cursor position. Global will change all occurrences

from the current cursor position to the end of file. Veto allows the user con-

trol over each change by printing each change and asking the cursor for a Y, N,

Q, or G. Y (yes) causes the change to be made and N (no) causes the change not

to be made. When veto is used with global (VG or GV), Q will cause the Change

command to halt and G will cause the veto option to stop and finish all changes.
Change will print all changed lines.

GETFILE

SYNTAX: GETFILE,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,FROM LINE=999999,TO LINE=999999.

DEFAULT: ,1,999999.

GETFILE will ask for a file name and the number of lines. This command will

insert the number of lines from the named file into the edited text following the

line the cursor is on. If the number of lines in the file is less than the
number requested it will insert all lines in the file and return to the user.

HELP

SYNTAX: HELP.

This command will cause a display of the screen-oriented Edit Mode com-

mand s.

QUIT

SYNTAX: QUIT,OUTPUT FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,TRIM-A.

DEFAULT: ,Y. (Default is to not save changed file)

QUIT will ask the user for a file on which the edited text is to be written.
If no file name is given, then the edited text will be lost. The original input

file (if any) will not be changed unless it is named as the output file. A
Y (yes) will trim the output and an N (no) will output 80-character strings.

This command will return the user to the EASY level.
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RECOVERY

Synt ax: RECOVERY.

EDIT uses two temporary fiLes (STEXT and SQUAD). EDIT normally reads the
tiptit file, and displays one screen full of data. As the old lines are removed

trom the working screen, they are copied to one of the two temporary files (in
ping pong fashion). Any backward motion of the current screen (e.g., control

"T"; TOP) will cause the rest of the input file to be written out to the current

temporary f Le. Then, the temporary file is rewound and used as input. This

time, the other temporary file is used as the new output file.

If a problem (e.g., crash, mistake, etc.) occurs while editing, the user can

recover from the temporary files as follows:

1. Type EDIT (EDIT will ask for an input file).

2. Type "ESC" key.

3. Type "RECOVERY" - If this is the final recovery attempt, then the
system copies the two temporary files to two other temporary files (STEXT-STOK,

SQ[AD-SDATA). The system displays a message about copying these files. EDIT
wil use these files for input one at a time in ping-pong fashion. The first
file selected is STOK, the old STEXT file. EDIT informs the user as to which

file is being used and returns to Edit Mode. NOTE: The time and date when the
file was created is displayed as the first line (e.g., '***TOP OF FILE***<cur-
rent output date/time> <recovered version date/time>'). The user can now use

this file for normal editing. If for some reason the user would like to examine

ihe other temporary file, the user can do so by typing the "<ESC -" key and
RECOVERY again. The user examines the second file and/or ping pong by " ESC i

RECOVERY back to the first temporary file. The user should be careful not to

l,.w;v EDIT (e.g., EXIT,CNTRL-Z etc.) until the desired temporary file has been

copied (using the <ESC> Q command) to a user file.

If the user exits EDIT with the -ESC-' Q command after doing editing and
tails to save his file, then an automatic top (.-CNTRL>-T) is performed. There-

the user could use the above recovery option to obtain his edited file.

:4 I"MARCi[N

Syntax: SET-MARGIN,AVERAGE=99,MINIMUM=99,MAXIMUM=99.

Default: 60,1,80.

This command allows the user to set margin parameters fer the justify
NFIl-P) cormmand in the Edit Mode.
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TOP

Syntax: TOP.

This command will go to the top of the file and return the user to the

screen oriented Edit Mode.

WRITE

Syntax: WRITE ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,LINES=9999,KILL=A.

Default: QM1,0,N.

This command will write out lines from the edit buffer to the output file.

If KILL is specified, the lines are removed from the edit buffers. If there are

no lines left in the edit buffer, the output file is padded with blanks.

<@>

Syntax: <@> . Terminate Command Mode and return to screen-oriented
Edit Mode

<ESC>

Syntax: <ESC>. Terminate Command Mode and return screen-oriented Edit

Mode.

V.17 EDITLIB

EDITLIB is a subsystem of EASY which manipulates EASY program (binary)

libraries. These libraries are those referenced by the PSLOAD function of EASY.

(See SIMPL-Q Reference Manual and EASY - The Design and Implementation of an

Intermediate Language Machine for details of PSLOAD.)

Library Structure

The library consists of three major parts: the Entry Point Directory (EPD),

the Module Name Table (MNT), and the module bodies. The EPD is a hash-coded

table of entry points, used by the PSLOAD function. The MNT is a table of

modules and gaps. Following these tables are the modules themselves, each start-

ing on a PRU boundary. Current configuration is 256 MNT slots (maximum of 256

modules) and 2,048 EPD slots (64 has bin3 x 32 slots per hash bin).
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MN'F

Module

Cap

Module Module
Bodies

Running EDITLIB

The syntax of this command is:

EDITLIB, LIBRARY=SSSSSSSSSS, STATUS=AAA.

where

LIBRARY - name of the library

STATUS - OLD or NEW

If OLD status is specified, the fite should contain good EPD,MNT, and module
bodtis. If NEW is specified, the file may be garbaged, and the only permissible

command is then BUILD. To exit from EDITLIB, the user uses the single key
c)nmand Q. While in the EDITLIB subsystem, the EASY commands BIND, EXEC, and
'IT-TO-DISK are available to the user.

EDITLIB supports the following commands to manipulate these libraries:

1. If status of library was specified as OLD -

ADD - add modules to library
REPLACE - replace module in library

REMOVE - remove module from library
DELETE - delete entry from the directory (EPD)

LIST - listing of library
SMASH - packs the module-bodies

COPY-MODULE - copies modules from the library to a given file

2. If status of library was specified as NEW -

BUILD - build a new library
INCLUDE - specifies module to go into new library being built
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ADD - adds one or more modules to the library.

ADD,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,# MODULES=999.

Defaults are QM-l for file name and 1 for the number of modules. If a
module by the same name already exists on the library, it is left intact and a
message is displayed. If any entry points in the module duplicate any others in
the library, the module is not added. If more than one module is to be added,
the*y should be WELDed together on the CDC 6000 (see SIMPL-Q Manual). NOTE: Two
entry points by the same name may coexist on the same library if they are dif-
ferent types (i.e., one procedure, one data item).

REPLACE - replaces one or more modules in the library.

REPLACE ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,# MODULES=999.

Defaults are QM-1 and 1. If a module by the same name does not already
txist on the library, the new one is added and a message is displayed. Entries
in the old module being replaced are deleted before the new module's entries are
added.

REMOVE - removes a module from the library.

REMOVE ,MODULE=ANNNNN.

All of the module's entries in the library are deleted. Do not use the
default module name.

DELETE - deletes an entry from the directory (EPD).

DELETE, ENTRY=ANNNNN, TYPE=A.

ENTRY - entry point name

TYPE - D for data
P for procedure

The entry point is deleted from the EPD but this does not delete the entry
marker from the module itself. Default (X88888,P) is dummy entry generated by
BIND.

LIST - prints a listing of the library.

LIST, LEVEL=7.

LEVEL is a number from I to 5 indicating the level of information to be
printed. Default is level 2. As the level number increases, more information is
added to the printout.
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leve Informat ion

alphabetized list of module names and lengths

2 l.vel I plus alphabetized list of entry points, with types and
names of modules

3 .evel 2 plus alphabetized list of modules with associated entry

points and types

4 level 3 plus table loading statistics (EPD and MNT)

Slevel 4 plus module body map, including gaps and gap statistics

SMASH - packs the module bodies.

SMASH.

This packs (compresses) the module bodies eliminating all gaps (like a trash
compactor). This should only be performed when the library is running out of
space and there are a lot of small gaps.

COPY-MODULE - copies modu les from the library to a given file.

COPY-MODULETO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

ED[TIIB repeatedly prompts the user for the name of a module, and more than
oml module may be copied onto the file. Default is file QM-1. The library is
not changed by this command. To leave this command, enter a <CR-, for a module
namte.

iWILI) - builds a new library.

BUILD,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

BVIID builds a library initially, after the user supplies a special pass-
werd. BUILD clears space on the disk for the EPD and MNT, then calls on MASTER
i wait for a number of INCLUDE cornands (description follows) from the user

BUIL) is actually a subsystem of EDITLIB). After the INCLUDEs, BUILD
,ui lds the EPD and writes both tables to disk. The library status automatically
S.,. ,m,.s OLD after successful completion of a BUILD. It is possible to use BUILD
]! library was specified as OLD, but generally should be used after a specifica-
Lion ,t NEW.

N(LIYIFE - specifies module to go into new library being built.

INC1L1DE,F ILE=SSSSSSSSSS, # MODLES=999.

Itajlts are QM-I and I. The module names are checked against those already
Ti th.e MlN'r (from preceding INCLUDEs) and if not found, are entered into the MN

,Id ti., modtile body is placed in the library. The entry points are ignored at
this time,. If more than one module is in the fi le, they must have been WELDed
t,,,,-ther on the CDC 6000 (see SIMPL-Q Manual).
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When the user has done all the INCLUDEs, a signal of completion is used by
the single key command "@'. This causes to complete BUILD its job and build the
EPD and then exit from the BUILD subsystem of EDITLIB.

V. 18 EDITOR

Editor is a subsystem designed to edit SIMPL-Q source programs on a line-
by-line basis. Commands are provided that allow the user to add, delete and/or
change selected lines or portions of lines, to search for specific strings of
text, and to print selected lines of text. It is an in-Tnemory editor and can
presently handle 20,000 characters in 800 lines of text. A line of text can be a

maximum of 80 characters in length.

The syntax for this command is:

EDITOR.

The Editor operates in one of two modes, File or Edit, and is initially in
File Mode. Edit Mode has two submodes, Input and Command. The File Mode com-
mands OLD, NEW, and EXISTENT will initiate Edit Mode. While in Edit Mode, an "(P
will initiate File Mode. While in File Mode, an "N" will terminate the Editor

service and the contents of the edit buffer are lost unless they have previously
been saved.

File Mode

File Mode supports two types of files, PDS (partitioned data set) and non-
PDS. A non-PDS file is a file containing card image strings. A PDS file is a
file that is partitioned into subfiles called partitioned data sets. The PDS
file has a file name of six characters and each partitioned data set in it also
has a six-character name. Each PDS is actually a SIMPL-Q string in a special
format for the editor (i.e., similar to card-image strings of the non-PDS file).
Each PDS may contain a module or program to be edited. File Mode uses MASTER and
supports the following commands:

OLD - reads in disk file and invokes Edit Mode

NEW - empties edit buffer and invokes Edit Mode
EXISTENT - invokes Edit Mode with existing edit buffer
SAVE - saves current edit buffer on disk
DELETE-PDS - deletes partitioned data sets from a PDS file

CREATE-PDS - restructures a non-PDS file into a PDS file
GARBAGE - does a Rarbage collection on a PDS file

OLD - reads in disk file and invokes Edit mode.

OLD,FILE=SSSSSS ,PDS=SSSSSS.

where

FILE - name of file, PDS or non-PDS. Default is SOURCE, a PDS file.

PDS - name of partitioned data set if PDS file. Default for PDS is
six blanks. Use the default if non-PDS file.
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This command reads the contents of the specified file or partitioned data
set into the edit buffer and invokes Edit Mode.

NE!"W - empt ies edit buffer and invokes Edit Mode.

WN W.

Trhis command is used when the user wishes to create new text. It empties
the edit buffer and invokes Edit Mode.

EX[S'ENT - invokes Edit Mode with existing edit buffer.

EX I STE W.

This conmmand allows the user to reenter Edit Mode with the current contents
ot the ,dit buffer. For example, the user can leave Edit Mode and go to File
Mode to save a copy of the edit buffer and then return to Edit Mode with this
command to continue editing.

SA" E - save current edit buffer on disk.

SAVE ,FILE=SSSSSS ,PDS=SSSSSS.

where

FILE - name of file, PDS or non-PDS. Default is SOURCE, a PDS file.

PDS - name of partitioned data set if PDS file. Default for PDS is
six blanks. Use the default for non-PDS FILE.

This command stores the current edit buffer in the specified PDS or non-PDS
i l,.. This file must already exist on the disk.

I)ELETE-PDS - deletes partitioned data sets from a PDS file.

DEILETE-PDS ,FILE=SSSSSS.

wr e

FILE - name of a PDS file

This command will prompt the user for the six-character name of the PDS to
,. I-lete. This prompting for a PDS name to delete will cycle until the user
r.,sp,,ds with "'" to terminate the deletion process.

CREATE-PDS - restructures a non-PDS file into a PDS file.

CREATE-PDS ,FILE=SSSSSS.

FILE - name of the non-PDS file
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Thiis cominiid whi h rtst rxcturcs a non-PDS file into a PD)S file is locked.
'Ii re is 1i ft I litv ill the EASY system for dynamically allocatin g disk fi I-s.
Betor. i il. ciin hte isLd in tin EASY system, it must he' prealllocated using t e
st and-a I on, - NO \ ) m tt ,r . T!e W t i I C nameid in this command Must a I re-adv e.x i t on
tilt disk. DiIi : Loim0 aiTi will then turn it into a P1)S file'. Data may be placed in
Lhe i Ic is inc tht SAVE cormiani.

t;ARBAtE - does a 'arhai t co I l,,c tion on ;a P). f i Ie

(;AR BAiF F I I A-] =SS 1SSS.

F11 - name1- ot at PI)S t i Ic

l,' u.sei houllid us,, th is omfinand when a fi It- error occurs during a SAVE on a
PDS t i I-. Invcation ot ti is comniand on a non-PDS file can result in loss of
dat a in the ion-PItS fi I,'! The garbage col ltct ion does not damage the edit
hit er ioitents.

Ed it Mode

1t, Ed it Mode" does not use MASTER for processing commands. Whenever it is
ready f, a niew commaind, it wi ll prompt the user with an asterisk (*). Ed it Mode
operatt.s in on, itf two >tuhmodes, Input or Cormnand. It is initially in Command

'I'le Ed it commands are described in terms of a viewing window. The size of
tLhis window is one linc. Each command moves the viewing window through the text
in some manner. If an attmpt. is made to move the window off the bottom of the
text, an END OF BIFFER message results. When an END OF BUFFER condition arises,
tile window is positioned below tile last tine of text and is empty; this allows
insertion of new text at the end.

It is also possibl, to attempt to mov. the window Ip off the top of the
text. In the case, the window will he positioned above the first tine of text
and will aizain ht empty, allowing text to be inserted ahead of old text. This is
a I,INE ZERO condition. lht T'OP command alwavs moves the window to LINE ZERO.

Input Mode

tnpit Mode is to be used for entering several consective lines of text.
Tho !ext is added just below the curirent position of the window. Therefore, the
window should be positioned to tile desired location (using one of the commands in
Command Modte) befort, entering Input Mode if the file status was declared OLD. If
tit- filf stat'is was declared NEW, no text exists in memory and the window does
not n,-ed to De positioned.

To ente.r Input Mode' or Lo leav. Input Mode (i.e., return to Command Mode),

th- user enters a nuil line (carriagt return only). While in Input Mode, the
user tv!es in as many linces of text As he des i res (one after the other), ending
,.ach with a carriaye retlrn. Th,,re is no prompting in Input Mode.
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" ,1i1 d M'lode

t',itian Mode supports the fol lowing cormand s

Top - move window to top of text

Trint - display lines on CRT
Ne xL - move window down specified number of lines

Up - move window up specified number of lines
-elete - delete lines

I.,)cat - locat e spec i fied string of c haracters
-zhangi e - change selected occurrences of a given character string to a

di fferent string
Insert - insert single line of text below window

Add - insert contents of non-PDS fi le below window

Kopy - copy from window to end of buffer to non-PDS fi le

In general, an Editor commnand consists of the command specification followed
'. ,t ional blanks, to lowed by parameters that further qualify the action of the

,'F.nid and Lerminated by a carriage return. The command specification is the

ttrst letter of the command name. Commands must begin in "column 1" (i.e.,
t lnd itt, lv after the * prompt). A summary of the conmmands available in Command
-,,d<, re1iv be obtained by typing "?" (followed by carriage return) after the *

PrlMpt . In Input M'lode, "?" is just an input character.

Sv ntax: F

The Top command has no parameters; it moves the window to the top of the
te xt, ah,,ad of the first line of text. After a Top command, a LINE ZERO

, lit ion resl Its.

Syntax: P n

O'le! re"

n - number of lines to be printed

The Print command prints the specified number of lines on the CRT, moving
the window downward as it does so. The first line printed will be the current

ti, printing will result if there is no current line (i.e., the window is
-'lIptv), buit the empty window will be counted in the number of lines specified.
\t.,r a print, the window will be positioned over the last Line printed. Thus, a
'! l,,hfand does not move the window. If the number of lines is not specified,

,n,- (1) is assumed.
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Next

Syntax: N m

where

m - the number of lines

The Next command moves the !indow down throughout the text; it takes as a

parameter the number of lines to be moved. For example,

N 10

moves the window down 10 lines.

If the number of lines to be moved downward exceeds the number of lines
remaining, the END OF BUFFER condition results; i.e., the window is positioned

below the last line of text and is empty. When used in place of a number (as
above), the asterisk character is equivalent to a very large number. For

example,

N*

moves the window to the end of the buffer.

If the number of lines is not specified in the command, one line is assumed.
Once the Next command has moved the window, it will then display the new window

contents.

Up

Syntax: U n

w -re

n - the number of lines

The Up command moves the window up the specified number of lines. If no
number is specified, one (1) is assumed.

Delete

Syntax: D n

where

n - number of lines

The Delete command deletes the specified number of lines, starting with the
currenL line and going downward. Thus,
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wilt delete the current line and the four which follow it; after a Delete the

window will be at the line following the last Delete. Note that the current

window contents are always counted as the first tine deleted.

If the number of lines to be deleted has not been specified, one (1) is

,is sumed.

Loc ate

Syntax: L string

The Locate cormnand searches through the text downward for an occurrence of
the specified string of characters. The search starts at the line after the cur-

rent tine and continues until the string is found or an END OF BUFFER condition
arises. When the string is found, the line containing it is printed, and the

window is positioned over that line.

If a Locate is given while at the END OF BUFFER, the Editor will assume an
implied Top command and start searching downward from the beginning of the text.

If string is not specified, the Editor wilt use the string it used on the
last Locate command.

Change

Syntax: C/old-string/new-string/

The Change command is one of the most important commands, allowing a change
from selected occurrences of a given character string to a different string.
Basic options on the Change command allow selective changing of:

1. All occurrences on a line of a particular string, or only the first

such occurrence.

2. Several Lines at one time, or only the current line.

In using the Change command, one first specifies the string of characters to

be changed, and then the string of characters it should be changed to. This is
done by typing the two strings (old first) enclosed by an arbitrary delimiting

character; the delimiter used will be the first nonblank character after the com-
mand name. Blanks are significant in both the 'old' and 'new' strings. As an
example, consider changing the word SINF to SINE in the current line. One would
type:

C: INF; SINE

Ti this case, the semicolon is used as the delimiter.

Eithe.r the old or the new strinc may be null; i.e., contain no characters.
Thus, one could entirely remove the word GLITCH from a line bv entering:

C4GL I TCH#
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Notice that in the above example the delimiter is a number sign. The word HERE
could be inserted at the beginning of a line by typing

C//HERE/

The above examples of the Change command will change only the first occur-
rence of the given string on the line. One can indicate that all occurrences on
a line are to be changed by typing a G (for GLOBAL) after the edit string.
Thus

c/XX/XY/ c

would change all occurrences of the string XX to XY on the current line.

The Change command in either of the above forms may be directed to operate
on several lines by typing the number of lines to be changed. Thus,

C;ABC;AB; 3

will change the first occurrence (if any) of ABC to AB in each of three succes-
sive lines, starting with the current line, and

C/3.1416/3.1415926/ 100 G

would change all occurrences of 3.1416 for 100 lines; i.e., the current line and
the 99 which follow it.

The new (i.e., changed) version of the line will be printed for each changed
line. One may take advantage of this feature to find all occurrences of a given
string by changing it to itself. The connands:

T

C:2*3:2*3: 10000

would cause all Lines containing the string 2*3 to be printed.

The position of the window after a Change command will be at the last line
which was examined for changes, regardless of whether it was changed or not.
Since the first line examined is the current line, this means that

C/A/B/ 5

will leave the window positioned as if one had typed:

N 4

If only C is typed, the Editor will use the "old string" and "new string"
from the last Change command.
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Ins.ert

Svnt ax: I text

The Inse.rt command allows the insertion of a single line of text immediately

below the window, without having to toggle to Input Mode then back to Edit Mode

agai n. The command:

I THIS IS TEXT

will insert the line:

THIS IS TEXT

Add

Syntax: A filename

This command will insert the contents of the specified non-PDS file immedi-

ately below the window.

Kopy

Syntax: K fiLename

This command will copy from the window to the end of the buffer to the
specified non-PDS file.

V.19 EXEC

This command enables the user to switch MASTER from one input medium to
another. The default input medium for MASTER is the keyboard. The EXEC command
allows the user to have commands executed from a file (cards or disk) instead of
the keyboard, thus implementing a "batch" capability.

The syntax for this command is:

EXEC ,F ILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

The default for FILE is *CDR - input medium is to be cards.

EXEC files (from which MASTER is to execute commands) are card image files,
with one command per card. Keywords must be fully spelled out, commas placed
between parameters, and a period at the end. One-key immediate-execute commands
(e.g., (d) are not recognized on EXEC fiLes,so their full names must also be
spe-1 led out (e.g., <P>).

EXECs are not stacked, and there is no inherent hierarchy in them. If one

FXE(: fi Ie has an EXEC command in it, MASTER switches to the new file and rewinds
the- old one.
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MASTER switches back to the keyboard:

1. At the end of an EXEC file,

2. Upon a syntax error in an EXEC file,

3. If a command in an EXEC file aborts.

The following sample EXEC file builds a new library.

MT-TO-DISK, , ,JUNK.

ED ITLI B, SYSTEM, NEW.
BUILD, PASSWORD.
INCLUDE ,JUNK,41.
<@7

V.20 FH-UTILITIES - FILE HANDLER UTILITIES

FH-UTILITIES.

This command invokes the Pseudo Dynamic File Management System which was
designed to handle file requirements of the Dynamic Debug for TRIDENT (DDT)
project. This allows for the dynamic creation, deletion, and manipulation of

files without the requirement to enter the NOVA simulation mode. The
FH-UTILITIES makes use of a large preallocated file on disk. Dynamic Pseudo
Files within the large preallocated file are then manipulated by the various file

handler commands.

The file handler commands are part of the CMDFH command file. The templates
are listed in Appendix C. The commands are as follows:

<@> FIND-ENTRY LIST-DIR RET-STR
CREATE C-COLLECT LST-ENT-INFO UPDATE

DEL-ENTRY INITIALIZE OPEN

<@->- terminates the file handler.

CREATE - creates a file by calling procedure FHCRE8E.

CREATE, ENTRY-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

DEL-ENTRY - deletes a file entry by calling procedure FHDELE.

DEL-ENTRY, ENT-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

FIND-ENTRY - verifies that a specific file exists procedure FHFINDE is
called to perform the search.

FIND-ENTRY,ENT-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.
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G-COLLECT - performs the garbage collection function of file handling. It
dteletes file information no longer needed and compacts the remaining informa-
l ~l 

C-COLLECT,FILE-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

INITIALIZE - calls FHINIT to initialize the file handler facility. It
should be used prior to using the other file handler initialization routines.

INITIALIZE ,FILE-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

LIST-DIR - lists the file directory.

LIST-DIR.

LST-ENT-INFO - lists specific entries of a file.

LST-ENT-INFO, INDEX=9999.

OPEN - opens a file.

OPEN.

RET-STR - returns a string of records starting at the specified index
number.

RET-STR,INDEX=9999,REC #=9999.

UPDATE - updates a file. The operator can be D for delete or R for
re:p lace.

UPDATE, INDEX=9999,OPR=A,OLD=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS,
NEW=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

V.21 FILES

FILES is a subsystem for manipulating directories. The working directory is
-stabihshed when the FILES processor is invoked. The syntax for this command

is:

FILES,FIRST USER=19. Default is 04.

A uiser directory is specified by a binary digit denoting the disk unit, followed
hv a decimal digit denotinR the desired user on that pack.

FILES uses master and supports the following commands:

ADD - adds new file to directory
CHANGE - changes file attributes
COMPACT - compacts current user (LOCKED)
DELETE - deletes specified file
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DISPLAY - displays directory entry for a file
INITIALIZE - clears directory (LOCKED)

LOCK - locks console (LOCKED)
MOVE - moves file to new location (LOCKED)
OVERLAPS - displays overlaps
REPORT - displays current directory
UNLOCK - unlocks console
USER - change working directory
<@> - terminate FILES

ADD

Syntax: ADD,FILE NAME = SSSSSSSSSS,LENGTH=77777.

Default: $,300. ($ illegal file name)

This command adds a nuw file to the working directory. The length (extent)
of the new file is expressed in terms of NOVA sectors, and files of zero extent
arte permitted (these will be placed immediately after the directory). FILES will
petform a first-fit search of the gaps in the user to find a place to put the new
filt, so that it will not overlap any previously existing file. Possible errors
from this comnnand are "illegal file name," "duplicate file name" (in the current
rIser), "insufficient space for file," and "no available directory slots." The
end of data for the new file is automatically set to zero and the permission for
the file is set to read/write.

CHANCE

Syntax: CHANGE,F ILE=SSSSSSSSSS, NEW NAME=SSSSSSSSSS,
EODPRU=77777, EODWORD = 177,PERM=A.

Default: $,*,*,0,*. (S-illegal file name)

This command allows the user to change a file's name, its end of data,
and/or its permission. If the new name, the EODPRU, or the permission is speci-
fied by a "*" (default), then the corresponding attribute is left unchanged. The
possible error messages are: "illegal file name" (old or new), "file does not
exist" (old name), "duplicate name" (new name), and "EOD exceeds file's extent."
If one of these occurs, the command is aborted and the directory is not changed
in any way.

COMPACT

Syntax: COMPACT,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

Default: WRONG. (Illegal password)

This cormmand compacts the files in the current NOVA user so that all of the
gaps will be squeezed to the end. This involves rewriting the directory and
possibly extensive data transfer. If a disk hardware error would occur during
the execution of this command, the state of the NOVA user would be questionable.
There2fore, the user should perform a DISK-SAVE first. In order to access this
-ommand, the correct password must be typed by the operator. Then a warning
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,s i, (,'hbout the hazards of hardware error) is displayed. The command proceeds
th,- operator types "GO". At this point the new directory wi It be written and

t 1.1 will be moved downward as necessary. Overlapped files are moved
1,,1- to preserve their relative positions. This command is locked.

'. i I'V

Syntax: DELETE ,FILE NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

Default: $. (Illegal file name)

This command finds the directory entry for the named file and displays it on
I CRT. The user is then asked if he really wants to delete the file. If he
vp, a "Y", the file is deleted, but if any other key is struck, the conmmand is

aho~rti. An error message results if the file name is illegal or if the file
o n, exist.

I S P LAY

Syntax: DISPLAY,FILE NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

Default: $. (Illegal file name)

this command displays the directory entry for a single file upon the CRT.
If the file does not exist or if the file name is illegal, an error message to
thiit effect is displayed.

I N I A!. IZE

Syntax: INITIALIZE ,USER= 19, PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

Default: XX,WRONG. (Illegal)

This cornand clears the specified directory; any files in it will be lost.
iaccess this command, the proper password must be entered. A warning message

r!et tp, effects of this command will be displayed, to which the operator must
- ,,,nd with a "GO". The current directory will be displayed on the CRT. The
,rator will then be asked if he wants to destroy all files in the directory.

li, responds with "YES", the directory will be cleared to zeros (empty). A
filp, named "DIRVn" (where n is the decimal digit for the user) will be

< .' a . It will start at (NOVA) cylinder 0, sector 0, for an extent of 110
tI NOVA sectors. Its EODPRU will be 60 octal, EODWORD will be 0, and the

p.rinission will be read/only. This file represents the reserved space at the
h,.inning of the user. The directory (containing only one file) will then be
written to disk, completing the initialization. This command is locked.

II ItK

Syntax: LOCK.

Locks console for protection of locked commands.
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MOVE

Syntax: MOVE,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,START CYL=777,SECTOR = 77,

LENGT=77777,MOVE DATA =AAA.

Default: $,*,O,*,NO. ($ - illegal file name)

This command allows the user to place the file anywhere within the current
NOVA User disk space by specifying the starting address (NOVA cylinder and sec-

tor) and extent (NOVA sectors). If the starting cylinder or the length is speci-

fied as a "*" (default), then the corresponding attribute (start address, extent)

is left unchanged. The overlaps which will occur if the move is accomplished
will be displayed to the user, and then he is asked if he really wants to perform

the move. If the "Y" key is struck, the move will be performed, but if any other

key is struck, the conand will abort with no changes made. If the file extent

is decreased below the end of data, the end of data will be set to the end of

extent and an information message will be issued. If the file name is illegal or

the file cannot be found, an error message will be displayed and the command will

be prematurely aborted. In case of a successful move, the actual data in the

file will also be moved if the user specifies "YES" in the command line (not the

default) and the starting address has been changed. The amount of data to be

moved will be the minimum of the old extent and the new extent. This command is
a locked command.

OVERLAPS

Syntax: OVERLAPS.

This command displays all cases of overlapping files in the current user.

There are two types of overlaps (see figure below): nested and non-nested.

Nested overlap occurs when one file is completely contained within another file.

Non-nested overlap occurs when two files partially overlap, but each file con-

tains space not contained in the other file.

A --

I B

Non-nestcd

No overlap Nested overlap overlap
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R EPORT

Syntax: REPORT,TO=AAAAAAA,SORTED BY=AAAAAAAA,SUBFILES=AAA.

Default: CRT,POSITION,YES.

This command will display the current directory. All of the active entries

in the working directory are displayed upon the CRT, PRINTER, or BOTH. The cur-

rent date and time, user number, and number of empty (inactive) directory entries
is also displayed. The file entries may be sorted either by NAME or by POSITION

on the disk; if the positional sort is selected, the gaps (unused space, avail-
able for allocation) are also displayed. The user may select whether or not sub-

files (fLles nested within another file) are to be shown in the display.

I NLOCK

Syntax: UNLOCK,PASSWORD=AAAAA.

Default: WRONG. (Illegal)

If the proper password is entered, access to the locked commands

(MOVE,COMPACT,INITIALIZE)is permitted.

USER

Syntax: USER,CHANGE TO=19.

Default: * (Displays current user)

This command will change the working directory. If the default is used, tlie

Lurrent working directory is displayed.

Syntax: <

This command terminates the operation to the FILES subsystem.

V.22 IMPORT

This command is the last step in the package that ..- let e SIMPL-Q pro-
era yn,,r to compile programs on the CDC 6700 and ship tr.e ;1inares directly to the
OM-l disk via the 200UT phone link, eliminating the use of tapes. See Appen-

lix F, Export/Import User's Guide for preceding steps which are not part of the
rASY system. (See Section V.4 for shipping card image files.)

At the completion of the previous steps the disk file is in an ASCII print

frmat hecaiiso the 200UT does not support binary files. This command transforms

The fi le back to Lts binary form. As soon as the user has brought a file over to
the. QM-l using the 200UT command (Section V.56), the user must immediately use
the IMPORT command. If this is not done immediately, the file brought over may

b- 1  t rk)-y.yd.
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The syntax of this command is:

IMPORT,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

where

TO FILE - name to be given the new file. Default is QMI.

V.23 LIBRARY

The LIBRARY command allows the user to select up to three system libraries

from which EASY loads unsatisfied externals. The libraries are searched in the

order specified. The syntax of this command is:

LIBRARY,SEARCH IST=SSSSSSSSSS,2ND=SSSSSSSSSS,3RD=SSSSSSSSSS.

SYSTEM is the default value for each library.

V.24 LISTCF

This command lists a command file on the printer. The header is printed

first, followed by the list of keywords in the command file. The templates are

then printed in alphabetical order.

The syntax for this command is:

LISTCF,COMMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

The default file name is CMDTMP (the command file for the EASY system).

V.25 LOCK

This command returns the EASY SYSTEM to "locked" (i.e., unprivileged)

command mode. The system header is rewritten to reflect the mode change
('UNLOCKED' replaced by 'EASY SYSTEM') and the system flag "UNLOCKED" is set to

fal se.

The syntax for this command is:

LOCK.

This command is "locked" (i.e., may only be used in privileged mode of

operation).

V.26 MACRO

This command invokes the SIMPL-Q standalone macro processor. The macro

processor is described in the SIMPL-Q Manual.
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ilhe -;v it ax for ti I I ComIand ts:

MA(:tI) 01l' FIONS-AAAAAA, IN P'ITSSTSSSSSSS OUTPIT=SSSSSSSSSS.

OPTIoNS - N - Do not list i npit ,lement
S - ,ist input '.I ,m,.nt

Z - List processini time.

The options mav be combi ned in any meaningfUt way. The
dVIat It is S. tFor no list in, use N.

INPU I' - Name of inptLt fi Ic . The defa I t is *CDR , the card reader.

If input is a disk fi Ie, it must he in card-image format

OUI'TPI T  - Name of output disk fi Vk - default is (:DR.

V7 . MAK .CF

1T1is Lit I I itv acc ,pt s a card deck (or disk fi It) in the command deck format
mratIes a cotinmand fi lkc of standard format

I'lie svntax for this comnand is:

YAKFCF, I NPIT=SSSSSSSSSS ,COMMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

"T'he default Ile :aames are *CDR and CNDTMP (*CDR is the card reader).

Lxamp I (o nmrand Dc, k

n
QM-1 EOF card sets)of four

card
cor=and

KEY, PROMPT . . . . .. etc. templates

I heady r ca rd

c[v ciV. nl ormItl ,IV. k cnnot hold taur-c than 32 te.mplates, andi natliral ly, no

:t at , k,, vwr. he "h ead .r card" prefixes the list of acceptable kevords
aI iv,d in r,,po1sitt o an Input of ? v Iy the EASY user. Template format and

,ir, n ,! i I' form.r ar,. dI t it d in Sctions 11.4 and I1.5.
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V.28 MAKERESIDENT

This command will allow the user to bring in up to eight modules referenced
by entry names. MAKERESIDENT will display the main store location of the entry
names. The syntax for this command is:

MAKERES IDENT, =SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS,=SSSSSS,=SSSSSS,

=SSSSSS.

The defaults are =DBUGR, DBGSUP, MAP, STEPEZ, STRACE, $FAULD, which makes
CONTROL-Q resident. Any modules made resident will be returned when an- is
typed.

The following example illustrates the use of MAKERESIDENT:

!!MAKERESIDENT,=DBUGR,=MAP, =, , , , ,.
ENTRY <DBUGR- RESIDENT AT 657746.
ENTRY <MAP- RESIDENT Ar b.4360.

V.29 MODULATE

MODULATEBINARY=<input file name ,FORMAT=<input file format.,
TO=<output file name ,NAME=<module name..

This function encapsulates an emulator, which normally resides on two files
(A-segment and B-segment), for ingestion bv EDITLIB. This command is normally
used in pairs, one MODULATE for the A-segment and one for the B-segment. The
binary file name is specified by file name. If none is specified, default
prompts for additional file names.* The format is the format of the microcode
generated by the assembler/compiler. NCS format is the format for binary
microcode as generated by the Nanodata microassembler.

The input files are converted into SIMPL-Q modules. A module has a header
indicating creation by computer version '0.0' (indicating not created by a com-
piler) and a compile date and time equal to the date and tLime known by EASY when

the file was modulated. The module name is a I to 6 character name starting with
a letter. The file name it is written on is a I to 10 character disk file name.
The convention for naming these files consists of mnemonics identifyine the
target machine followed by 'WS' or 'EM' (where 'WS' indicates working storage or
control-store A-segment and 'EM' indicates emulator which resides in the
control-store B-segment). The modules may then be edited, using EDITLIB, into

any library under EASY and loaded by EASY automatically when referenced.

V.30 MT-TO-DISK

MT-TO-DISK copies the binary output produced by the SIMPL-Q compiler on the
CDC 6700 from tape to disk on the QM-t.

The syntax for this command is:

MT-TO-DISK,UNIT=17,FILE #=99, TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=SSSSSS.

* The META and SMITE capabilities are not yet implemented.
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The UNIT parameter spec if ies the tape urn t number (defau It is 0) . F ILE #
spc i ftes the number of fti fes to space forward before copying begins (default is
()t. FO FILE spec if tes the disk fi Ie name (defail It is QM- I). REWIND allows the
user four opt ions, BEFORE (rewind bef ore fi Le searching bep ins), AFTER (rewind

at ter copy ) , BOTH (rewind before and after) , and NONE (no rewind ). Default is
N()NE . Tape records must be I , 536 frames long with six good bits per frame.

s is format of 6700 SIMPL-Q compi ler output.) Tape records will be refor-
matttd into 256 SIMPL-Q word (i.e., 36 bits) blocks and written sequentially to
disk.

V.31 PASCAL - UCSI) PASCAL EMULATION SYSTEM

PASCAL,FLOPPY=SSSSSSSSSS ,USER=99.

The 1.4 UCSD PASCAL system is available for use. The UCSD PASCAL (onsists

,0 a ti to handler, an editor, a compiler, and some utiity functions. FLOPPY is
the no me of the user fi le and USER is the number of the DISK USER the fi I . is
written on. The emulator has the command set RUN, STEP, ECHO, NOECHO, and .(a ..

The ECHO, NOECHO comands act like the UYK-7/UYK-20 print ON/OFF commands in that
ECHO turns the printer on and NOECHO turns it off. A more detailed description
,the 11CSD PASCAL emulator and its usage is described in a user s guide 'for

I'CSDP PASCAL. This is available with other QM-I manuals in the NSWC QM-I room.

V.32 PATCH-CALC

This command is tntended to assist the SIMPL-Q programmer who is patching
the machine code. Capabilities include calculating the PRU (128 18-bit words)
number, an immedtate operand, an indirect link, a stack address operand, a PC-
r.attv,, address operand, and the 36-bit integer form of a given entry name as
w,l I as the reverse. The subcommands to accomplish this are as follows:

I. ,(a>- Leave Patch Calculator.

2. PRU-ADDRESS ,ADDRESS=777777 - To aid patching on disk, this cal-
,l:tt-s the PRU number (decimal and octal) and the word in the PRIT (octal) for

the- given address.

3. I'IEDIATE ,VAItIE=FFFFFF,BASE !B!O!D!X! - This calculates an immedi-

it,' operand, which may be specified in binary, octal, decimal, or hexadecimal.

4. INDIRECT-LINK,AT=777777,TO POINT TO=777777 - A. indirect link to be

t,)red at the first address and to point to the second address is calculated.

5. STACK-ADDRESSADDRESS=777777,INDIIRECT=!YES!NO!, HALFlqORD=!YES!NO! -
Kul(iiIlt,.s a stack address operand.

6. PC-REI.-ADDRESS ,AT=777777,ADDRESS=777777, INDIRECT= !YES!NO!,

HA, :t4ORD=!YES!NO! - Calculates a PC-relative address operand to be stored at the

i r,,t address and to ptint to the second address
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7. CODE-NAME,NAME=ANNNNN,TYPE=!PROC!DATA! - Calculates the 36-bit
integer form of the given entry name.

8. DECODE-NAME,VALUE=777777777777 - Calculates the symbolic name from
the 36-btt integer.

Examples follow:

PRU-ADDRESS ,ADDRESS= 200.
WORD 000 OF PRU 0001

!!IMMEDIATE,VALUE=22,BASE=0.

000026

!!INDIRECT-LINK,AT=O,TO POINT TO=O.

000000

!STACK-ADDRESS ,ADDRESS=333, INDIRECT=NO,HALFWORD=NO.

015551
!STACK-ADDESS,ADDRESS= 1, IND I RECT=NO, HALFWORD=YES.

000055

PC-REL-ADDRESS ,AT=O, ADDRESS=0, INDIRECT=NO, HALFWORD=NO.
777741

!!CODE-NAME,NAME=$S$$$$,TYPE=PROC.

333333 333333

!!DECODE-NAME,VALUE=333333333333.

$$$$$$ PROC

V.33 PATH HANDLER LANGUAGE

PHL is a tool for testing software which uses the CPX path handlers. PHL
was originally con-tructed to debug the path handlers, but it can also debug

other software which uses the paths.

PHL has conmands which start path 1/0, wait for I/0 completion, compare buf-
fers, and .nspect TIOCBs. PHL can simulate the path operations of a processor on
one side of the path so the software on the other side can be tested.

The major 1 structures of the PHIL processor are ten buffers (0-9) and ten
read-only data .erns (0-9). The butfers are used for all path I/O, and the
patterns can be copied into the buffers or compared against the buffers. All
patterns and buffers are 100 octal words long. PHL also makes eight ECBs (1-8)
a .ailah e for path I/O. Shu Id an error occur during PHL processing, PHL aborts
by printing and displaying an appropriate error message.

i'H1. is invok,,d bv this template on CMDSYS:

PHL, .SFNDFR [r = 7, EXEC FILE = SSSSSSSSSS.
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SENDER ID) - an o Cal I dgit, Inse rted into the sender ID field of all rI0GB s
when an S 10 is i sskid by PHL.

EXEC FILE - a file of PHI. commnands to be executed. If no file is specified
(di faii t), coiriands are read from the keyboard.

PHll supports these cormiand s

1. 5 l0-NTDS ,ECH=9 ,COW=7 7, PATH/StIBCH=777,BUF=9,WCR=77,C=1,Cw=99,Xw=99-

Buil ds anl NTDS TIOCB and issue(s 510. Path/Subch parameter requires a threu-
oca-igtI~lu~OnISn: first' two aie path number. Third is subchannel.

2. S l0-UYK-7, ECB=9,COW=77 ,PATH/SiBCH=777, DO=777777,DI=777777,
1)2777777,D3=7 777777 - BuilIds a [TYK-7 TIOCB (DO-D3 are four words of data' to go
into RARWC:RISR,DSR, resp ctively) and issues SIO.

1. TI0CB ,EC B=9 - Di s plavs the TIOCB.

4. WAT,ECB=9,F0R TROUBLE=77 - Waits for ECB complete, then inspects

the i ouhi e response. If the error in the TIOCB does not mitch what was
,-xpe,:-ed, the PHL program is aborted.

5. CHECK,BIF=9,FOR PATTERN=9,IF WORDS=77 - Compares the buffer with the
pat tei ~n tfor the spec ifiedl word count . A mismatch aborts the PHL program.

6. COPY,TO BtTF9,PATTERN=9,# W0RDS=77 - Copies the specified number of
woids from a pattern into a buffer.

7. PUJMP,BUF=9,WORD CO[TNT=77 - Dumps the contents of the specified
>)I~ r t-o the Printer.

8. OPTrIONS,DISPLAY=!PRINTER!CRT!BOTH! - Selects the destination of PHL

9. SET-DATAM9,WORD= 77,NEW ('0NTENTS=777777 - Sets a particular word in
to blf,. deslred val tie.

T. rd m L rmnate s PHI, pro~t- s I n p and ret urns to nor ma ISyst"e m operIa -

1.HIO ,PATrH/SUB~CH=777 - lat: 1 /0 on Lte given path and subChanne I
litI, ''M~nd Is no: , it rcLu: Iv Imp it men:, t bt.. ais- ',he, TCP overz lay for H10 has not

1) R I vNT I

I'hi , orrtnand1 print a f i I- on :h [)fI in' - r The f i 1,; may bte ithei a disk
SIi I 1l,- of atd,; in :h., aitd r-iler . 1 t. 1 4is 1i It, is to, be Isted, it

Tnl I h" a fi 1K Of -;]III ima sihi ptod[l iI fby COPY oI MACRO. The, syntax fot
- )ninind is:

P)RINT ,FlIF='S';;SSSSSS ,SAN=AAA.



Defaults are *CDR,OFF. If SCAN=ON, then lines that begin with eject, skip,
or space directives are not printed--instead the compiler directive is executed.

V.35 PRINT-SPOOL

File used as print-spool for virtual printer will be printed. The syntax
for this command is:

PRINT-SPOOL,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS. Default is 200UT:CDR.

V.36 PRU-MOD

The PRU-MOD command is used to modify the values stored on a disk file. The
user specifies the file, the starting location to change in the file as indicated
by the PRU number and word number, the new value, and the number of consecutive
locations to change. The syntax for this command is:

PRU-MOD,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,PRU #=-777777,WORD #=777,VALUE=777777,
COUNT=777.

The defaults are QM1,0,0,0,0. All numbers entered are in octal, and if the
defaults are entered, no change will occur.

V.37 PRUDMP

This command allows examination of a specified disk file by PRUS (128 18-bit
words). A number of options are available to allow specification of desired
characteristics when dumping a file.

The syntax for this command is:

PRUDMP, FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,SKIP=9999,DUMP=9999,TO=SAAA,TRANS=S,FMT=A99.

The FILE parameter specifies the disk file to be dumped (default is QM1).
SKIP defines the number of PRUs to skip (starting with zero) before initiating
output, while DUMP defines the actual number of PRUs to be dumped (defaults are 0
and 9999, respectively). The TO parameter specifies the physical device ('*LPT'
or '*CRT') that the output will be displayed on (default is *LPT). When
outputting to the CRT, one PRU is displayed on the screen and then the user is
prompted to depress the 'RETURN' ke'y to display the next PRU or the 'ESC'
(escape) key to discontinue the dump. If 'BOTH' is entered for the TO parameter,

the file will be dumpe.d on the CRT and line printer.

The TRANS and FMT parameters allow specification of toe display
characteristics that the output is to have. TRANS specifies one of three
possible bit translations for converting data into display code. The characters
ge.neratci bv the selected hot translation will appear to the right of the data
words on a line of output. The translations are (1) 'E' which converts the low
order 8 bits of each 18-bit word into ASCII, (2) '6' which converts every 6 bits
of a word into a modlif itd EXTBCD code (this code is compatible with the
formatting of names; in modulh, headers), and (3) '8' which converts the low
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8 bits of every 9 bits in a word to ASCII (default is 8). FMT allows specifica-

tion of half (18-bit) or full (36-bit) word display with a desired conversion of
octal, decimal, or hexadecimal. There are six options in specifying the format
(018,036,DI8,D36,XI8, and X36, default is 036).

NOTE: This utility will suppress the printing of a PRU if every line in that
PRU is equal to the last line of the previous PRU. A message is output

notifying the user that a PRU has been suppressed.

V.38 QCONTROL

This command enables and disables the EASY debugging facility. Initially,
it is enabled. When enabled, striking control-Q will invoke the debugger; when
disabled, control-Q is treated as a normal input character.

The syntax for this command is:

QCONTROL,MODE=AAA. (ON/OFF)

Default is OFF. This command is "locked" (i.e., it may only be used in privi-
leged mode of operation).

V.39 RDTAPE

This command will read a tape for use with the CDC 6000 and will list it on

the printer. The syntax for this cormand is:

RDTAPE,UNIT=17. (Default Is 0).

V.40 REWIND

This command will rewind tapes or disk files. The syntax for this command

REWIND ,A=SSSSSSSSSSSS ,B=SSSSSSSSSSSS ,C=SSSSSSSSSSSS,

D=SSSSSSSSSSSS, E=SSSSSSSSSSSS.

Dt-fau lt is 0,,, ,.

V.41 SIMPLQ

This command IS useu Co Invoke the QM-I SIMPL-Q compiler.

The syntax for this command is:

SIMPLQ,OPTIONS=AAAAAAA, INPUT=SSSSSSSSSS ,BINARY=SSSSSSSSSS,

SCHEMA=SSSS3SSSSS.

OPTIONS - S - Print source listing

M - Macro pass
I - Use indirect links
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L - Print EASY code produced

F - Generate attribute and cross-reference listing

These are the most useful options. A complete list of

options may be found in the SIMPL-Q Reference Manual. The
options may be combined in any meaningful combination. The
default is SFMI.

INPUT - name of the input file. The default is *CDR, the card
reader. If input is a disk file, it must be in card-image
format [I.e., READF(STRING)].

BINARY - name of the output file. The default is QM1.

SCHEMA - name of the output file for symbolic debugging. The default

is SCHEMA. The symbol table is written to the schema file

which also forces the cross-reference option. The schema
file can be incorporated into a schema library by the use of

EDITLIB. A $ for file name will override the SCHEMA option.

V.42 SKIPBACKWARD

This command allows the user to skip backwards a specified number of files
on a tape. The syntax for this command is:

SKIPBACKWARD,UNIT=17,NUM OF FILES=999,PARITY=1.

SKIPBACKWARD reads the last file mark skipped - for example skipping backward X

files when posLtioned in file number n will position the tape at the beginning of
file number

n if X= I
n - I if X = 2, etc.

If X .GE. n, then of course the tape will be positioned at load point (unless the
first record on the tape is a file mark in which case the tape will be positioned

immediately after the file mark). Defaults are 0,1,1.

V.43 SKUIFORWARD

This command allows the user to skip forward a specified number of files on
a tape. The syntax for this command is:

SKIPFORWARD,UNIT=17,NUM OF FILES=999.

Defaults are 0,1.

V.44 SM-TO-DISK

This command copies CDC 6700 produced 7-track tape to a QM-1 disk file. The
tpe is produced by the SMTAPE program. The syntax for this command is:

SM-TO-DISK,UNIT =I7,FILE #=99,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=AAAAAA.
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14.

The sample is taken once evezy 100 ms following the SPY entry and is term-
inated with the histogram printout by entering <@>. The address sampled can be

in the form MS (address) for a main store address or CS (address) for a control
store address. All stack identifiers are also supported, (TS, BS,PC, etc.) as
well as arithmetic functions +, -, *, and / and logical operators .A., .0., .X.,
.kA., .RL., .LC., and .LL.. The parameter MASK allows a portion of the sampled

value to be masked off for use in the plot, via a logical AND(.A.).

SPY is useful for studying timing, such as seeing how other procedures are
executed. For example, on the UYK-7 if ISWTCH is a procedure switch which
branches to 10 different procedures based on a value of 0-9, then by making

MIN=O, MAX=f0, BINSIZE=I the user could study the percentage of times each proce-
dure was called.

Two general-purpose routines were developed for SPY: a scheduler, and a
procedure to handle clock interrupts. SCHED allows the user to add a procedure

to the list of procedures to be called when a clock interrupt occurs. The user
may specify the number of interrupts to occur before the procedure is executed.
The procedure which handles the clock interrupts CLKTNT determines which proce-

dures are to be executed at the time of the clock interrupt.

V.47 SPY-PROC

The SPY-PROC command allows the user to study the tlme each procedure/ func-
tion takes. A table is built for up to the specified number of most recently
used procedures. When an <@> is entered, the table indicating the percentage of
CPU time and the names of the procedures will be printed. The syntax of this

command is:

SPY-PROC,# PROCS=9999. (Default is 400).

V.48 TERMSIM

TERMSIM,LDID=77,BAUD=! 300,! 600,! 1200!.

This command is used to initialize the QM-1 as an intelligent terminal. The
TERMSIM command set allows the user to log in at a remote site (e.g., CDC 6700).

Additionally, the user may wish to transfer files to/from the QM-I before/after

file editing, etc.

A modem must first be connected to the selected LDID. This should be con-
nected through a null connection on the CROSSPATCH panel. For example, if the
300 baud rate modem is used and connected to LDID 13, then to initiate TERMSIM

the user would type:

TERMSIM, LDID = 13, BAUD= 300.

The system will then ask for an escape character. The escape character
allows the user to gain access to the TERMSIM commands following initiation of
SIM-MODE. A character which is not used in communication with the remote com-
puter should be chosen. An example would be CNTRL-A. The ESCAPE-RESET command

can be used to modify the SIM-MODE escape character.
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Prior to turning on the SIM-MODE, a file of commands to the remote computer
may be built. The command FROM-FILE sets up the desired file. The syntax is
FROM-FILE,=SSSSSSSSSS. To build the file, the user types EDIT which gives the
user the ability to create and modify files. The EDIT command calls up the CRT
editor which is identical to the editor called by the system command EDIT. See
the discussion of the system command EDIT for a detailed description of EDIT.

To access the CDC 6700, the user should place the QM-l in SIM-MODE and dial
663-6611 (300 baud) or 663-6641 (1200 baud). The QM-l user can then use the QM-I
as a terminal. The ESCAPE character will return the user to the TERMSIM command
Lomplate without terminating communications with the remote computer. To perform
additional terminal communications the user types SIM-MODE or <CR>.

If the remote computer require r- half-duplex rather than full-duplex, then
the command ECHO is used to turn on the echo capability.

ECHO = !ON!OFF!.

When information from the 6700 (remote) is to be transferred to the QM-1,

the TO-FILE command is used. This will transfer all data displayed at the CRT to
tht. file. The syntax is TO-FILE,=SSSSSSSSSS.

The status of the TERMSIM can be displayed by using the STATUS command. A
typical display is as follows:

QMI TERMINAL SIMULATOR

STATUS:
PORT LDID = 13 BAUD RATE = 300
ESCAPE CHAR = ^A ECHO = OFF(FULL DUPLEX)
rOFILE = NOT ACTIVE FROMFILE = NOT ACTIVE

Two file copy routines are available in TERMSIM. These two commands are
tii d Lo transfer NOVA files by converting from NOVA to SIMPL-Q format. The

copit's are:

1. COPYNS,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,STOP ON=!END!ZEROS!ETX!EOE! -

Copy a NOVA file to a SIMPL-Q file.

2. COPYSN,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,END WITH=!ZEROS!ETX! - Copy a
SIMPL-Q file to a NOVA file.

To terminate TERMSIM and return to the other system commands, the user can
either enter QUIT or <@-> which terminates the terminal simulator mode. For these
commands to work, the TERMSIM template must first be activated. Thus, if
SIM-MODE was entered, it must be terminated by the appropriate escape character.
FERMS[M is then terminated by the QUIT or <@>.

v.49 T EST

The EASY server TEST allows execution of programs which are not part of the

EASY system library.
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The syntax for the TEST command is:

TEST, ENTRY=ANNNNN,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

where

ENTRY - entry point at which execution is to begin
FILE - file name of QM-1 disk file on which program resides

Note that the entry point which is invoked must not have any associated param-
eters. Therefore, if one does wish to test a program with parameters, a driver
routine must be written which is invoked by the EASY TEST service and which, in
turn, invokes the program to be tested.

V.50 TESTCF

This command tests a command file. It simply calls MASTER using the speci-

fled command file.

The syntax for this command is:

TESTCF,COMMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

Default file name is CMDTMP.

V.51 TIME

This comand allows the user to reset the clock and is identical to the time
entry during initialization. This command, as part of the system command
template, allows the user to modify the time without the need of reinitializing.

V.52 TRANS

This command will transfer a source file to a 9-track tape for the CDC 6000.
The syntax for this command is:

TRANS,UNIT=17,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS. (Defaults: O,CDR).

V.53 UNLOAD

This command unloads tapes. The syntax for this command is:

UNLOAD,UNITA=l ,UNITB=1.

Default is 0,.

V.54 UNLOCK

This command is used to go from "locked" to "unlocked" mode of operation.
This command verifies that the user is privileged (i.e., knows the system pass-
word). If the password offered is correct, then the system is set into
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privileged mode. The system header is rewritten to reflect the mode change
(-EASY SYSTEM' replaced by 'UNLOCKED') and the system flag "UNLOCKED" is set to
trtie. Now the user may execute commands previous ly denied (. e. , those desig-
nated as "locked").

'The svntax for this command is:

tUNILOCK,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

V. 55 IIYK-7

lie UYK-7 comnand is now implemented from CPX by using EFUYK7 or EFIOC7.
This L, iMand should not be used at the command system level.

V.56 20OUT

The CDC 200UT is a medium speed (i.e., 9600 baud) RJE terminal for use with
CDC 6000-7000 series computers. A 20OUT consists of an interactive (CRT) term-

inal, a card reader, and a line printer.

The 200UT emulator consists of four separate TCP tasks consuming 7,000
(octal) locations in control store and roughly 30,000 locations of main store
(constants and buffers). The four concurrent tasks communicate via buffers and
flags in main store. The tasks are:

1. Communications line controller (protocol handler),

2. Console terminal emulator (formatting and control),

3. Line printer driver, and

4. Card reader driver.

The. special-purpose control program (UT20OX) consists of roughly 100 SIMPL-Q
statements. This interface supports the following commands, the loading and
,nloading (resetting of control store) of the emulator, and simulates the key-
board interface provided by PROD.

The EASY conmmand 200UT invokes the 200UT emulator. The emulator is loaded
into low CS and MS from binary modules produced by EASY command MODULATE. The
(ontents of the CS used by the emulation are saved and restored from an array
allocated in MS.

1. Loading and initializing the 200UT emulator -

a. At the patch panel, connect the QM-1 SYNC (QM-1 5 or QM-1 12)
data port (upper position) to the 200-UT data port (middle position).

b. Type "20OUT". Keyboard control is passed to the 200UT in
"Entry" mode.

c. Dial 663-6691 and on tone, push red button. The system will
respond with "ENTER."
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d. Type "LOGIN." - The system will respond with "ENTER USER
NAME-". User must enter appropriate CDC assigned user number followed by <CR>.

The system will respond with "ENTER PASSWORD-". User replies with appropriate
CDC charge code followed by <CR>. The system will respond with "COMMAND-" and is

now ready to accept user commands.

2. Entering 200UT special keys - The 200UT emulator is always in
"NORMAL" mode and "LINE" mode. The "SEND" key of the 200UT is replaced by the
"RETURN" key of the CRT. The two remaining functions are "INT" and "LOAD". The
200UT emulator supports these special keys plus additional commands under

"Command" mode and "Service" mode.

3. Entering the Command mode: A single escape brings up the 200UT
emulation "Command" mode as defined in the Nanodata 200UT User's Guide. All
function commands are terminated by (RETURN).

a. 200UT standard remote batch functions. (Note that ordinarily
a 200UT only supports the card reader and printer as I/O devices).

(1) L - Load cards. Start a card reading sequence.

(2) 1 - Interrupt loading. Terminate card reading.

(3) OK - Acknowledge printer problems.

(4) P - Print local. Copy card to print until hopper empty

or "I" or "IP".

(5) IP - Interrupt printing. Terminate printing, the last

buffer is lost.

b. QM-l extended functions (enhanced to support disk files).

(1) 9 - Set reader translate for 029 keypunch.

(2) 6 - Set reader translate for 026 keypunch.

(3) LD - Set Disk mode for the reader, rewinding the disk

file.

(4) LD* - Same as LD but no rewind.

(5) PD - Set Disk mode for printing, rewinding the disk

file.

(6) PD* - Set Disk mode for printing without rewinding the
file.

(7) LU - Unset Disk mode for reading.

(8) PU - Unset Disk mode for printing.
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I
NOTE: To load from disk, enter "LD", then "L". "I" interrupts loading, another

"L" continues loading where left off [data may be lost]. To print disk file,
enter "LD", then "P". To load cards to disk, ent(--r ["LU" if necessary], "PD",
"P". To copy disk files, enter "LD", "PD", "P". "IP" interrupts printing,

another "P" continues printing with modes left all the same.

4. Entering the Service mode - Two escapes return control of the CRT

to MASTER supporting the 200UT command file. (Line communications are main-

taLned, and messages from the CDC while in this mode are discarded.) The follow-
ing commands are supported:

a. COPY - copy a disk file (or cards) to another disk file.

Syntax: COPY,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS.

Defaults: *CDR,CDR. CARD READER TO TEMP DISK FILE.

b. COPYNS - copy a NOVA file to a SIMPL-Q file.

Syntax: COPYNS ,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS ,TO=SSSSSSSSSS ,STOP
ON=!END! ZEROS!ETX!EOE!.

Defaults: 200UT:LPT,CDR,ETX.

c. COPYSN - copy a SIMPL-Q file to a NOVA file.

Syntax: COPYSN,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,END

WITH=!ZEROS!ETX!.

Defaults: CDR,200UT:CDR,ETX.

d. DIRECTORY - select file directory search order.

Syntax: DIRECTORY,SEARCH 1ST=19,2ND=19,3RD=19,REQ DIR=,REQ
DIR=,REQ DIR= .

Defaults: ,,,03,04,00.

e. EXEC - execute a file of commands.

Syntax: EXEC, FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

Defaults: *CDR.

f. IMPORT - import binary file shipped in from CDC 6700.

Syntax: IMPORT,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

Defaults: QMI.

g. KILL - kill the 20OUT emulator and return control to EASY.

Syntax: KILL. (This command does not allow the user to wait

for LOGOUT information.)
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h. LOGIN - transfers a default login sequence to the CDC 6700.

Syntax: LOGIN, PROGRAMMER NAME=NNNNNNNNNN,

ACCOUNT=NNNNNNNNNN.

Defaults: N68PERRY, 99KK33.

1. LOGOUT - logout on the 200UT and return to EASY.

Syntax: LOGOUT. (LOGOUT information given from the CDC
6700)

j. <@>, <CR>, <ESC> - escape from the 200UT "SERVICE" mode and

return control to 20OUT "ENTRY" mode.

NOTE: The 200UT emulator has numerous diagnostic stops enabled if "F" switch #4

is turned on. If loading the version of the 200UT that is on track 3 of the NOVA
System cart, you must set the F switches to 0 after pressing the start button.
(It Ls a good idea to always zero the sense switches unless you intend to debug

an emulator, TCP, TBP, 200UT, and other software products depend on the F
switches to signal diagnostic halts.)

V.57 <@>

This command will cause an "EASY Recovery Deadstart" to occur when executed

at the command level. The user can use the control key <@> to execute this

command.
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V I. EASY DEBUG FACmIITY

The OM-I programmrer hias available an interactive, low-lcvel debugging factil-
vwht, tirunn ingi unde r ,tie EAS Y sy st em. This facility will allow the user to in-

r Jhange 'the ontents of main st ore or cont rol store. Memory local ions
it , ft* tec e:d by c I [at iye QM- I addresses and the contents may be displayed,

T mipc~f, ori spec iflud in various formals . The debug, fact. I ity may be acc essed by
,iii) ly press inug, the CNTRL and Q keys simulItaneouislIy. This operat ion will Suspend

:1K uitrent lv execr:i g EASY program ex~ept fo'r higher level interrupt handlers
-ih s ] /() and fault processors. The debug operat ions are invoked via the

M1A> Y'FN ,orriand interpreter and the user is not ified by a CRT message that thu
I, ami ct ive.

I'ti tol lowing is a [ist of debug :omrands and a hr ief explanat ion of how
-Ichopm t s Some of the cormmands require a SCHEMA fi le in order to access
cr055 -1e eorentce. informat ion. The SCHEMA f 1 (Vs are produced by the SI MPL-Q corn-

lti when the modules are being compi led.

Some of these coninands will prompt for an address to be supplied.
Adtsses for these commiands may be a standard address. If the riser desires to

*~> van indirt address (and it is in SIMPL-Q format), the address must be
Pr ',(eddd by the letter 1. The array displays are paged: for character arrays,

elt<ments are displayed at once. Six ele-ments are displayed for string arrays
.inI1 25 for integer arrays. The "+" and -"comrmands are used to display other
pyirts of the array. The first element to be displayed can be entered as a
v)iiameter to the ARRAY commnand.

1. <*> - Displays a short program space map which is a subset of
%1A'PROC;SPACF. discussed later.

!,V : P SMKR 1, (622536/000030) 0.0 01/31/80 2 1 :58: 15
11 h1Lj1:DFVSTY (622566/000160) 2.6 01/31/80 21:30:40

m-or!,: cPX SVI (622746/006264) 2.6 01/31/80 21:2 2 :40
)!1 SC P X (631232/036014) 2.6 01/31/80 22: 16: 28

2 + -Page display forward. For this example, the previously
dmemory display was for location 1000.

1 0000 0000 0000 00000 0000 00000000000
1"I I 10 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

ee 2) 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
WI112 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

i S) 00(000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
fmII( 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

csijj- 0 00000 0)00000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
10 1)00000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
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3. K-- - Page display backward.

MAIN STORE
001000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001010 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001020 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001030 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001040 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001050 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001060 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001070 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

4. .(d" - Ends debugging task and returns to previous control level.

5. <CR: - Display last memory display again. See next command for
example.

6. <LF> - Prints the current display. In this example, a <CR> had
been entered to display memory 1000 to 1077. Then the <LF> was entered.

!!<CR>.
MAIN STORE

001000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001010 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

001020 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001030 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001040 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001050 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001060 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
001070 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

!!<LF>.

7. <PERIOD> - Display short map of stack.

!!<PERIOD>.
NAME BS(ABS) LINE # STR MODULE VERSION DATE TIME

STKMAP 416500 ????? 000011 STKMAP 2.6 01/31/80 22:03:33
CMDIT 415134 248 000011 MASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
MASTER 415014 210 000011 MASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
DBUGR 414732 95 000011 DBUGR 2.6 01/31/80 21:27:09
DBUGER 414726 36 000011 $FAULT 2.6 01/31/80 22:21:05
$KBCHA 414704 86 000000 $KYBRD 2.6 01/31/80 22:28:58
FIRSTC 414650 644 000000 MASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
KEYPRO 411300 282 000000 MASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
CMDIT 407734 231 000000 NASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
MASTER 407614 210 000000 MASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
$CPX 407600 191 000000 $CPX 2.6 01/31/80 22:16:28
CMDIT 406234 248 000000 MASTER 2.6 03/06/80 08:48:58
MASTER 406114 210 000000 MASTER 2.6 03/06/30 08:48:53
SYSTEM 406104 107 000000 SYSTEM 2.6 01/31/86 22:39:11
DDSTRT 406100 1 000000 DDSTRT 0.0 01/00/00 00:00:00
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8. ARRAY,ADDRESS=<array address>,FIRST ELEMENT=<first element
number> - Display SIMPL-Q array.

!!ARRAY,ADDRESS=130,FIRST ELEMENT=O.

INTEGER

(0)
0 0 0 0 0

000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

(5)
0 0 0 0 0

000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

(10)
0 0 0 0 0

000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

(15)
0 0 0 0 0

000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
(20)

0 0 0 0 0

000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

9. BASE,ADDRESS/MODULE=<address or /module name or +proc name> -

Establishes the base address for the main store displays. This command is valid

only for EASY machines. The response indicates the starting address of the
module. When a '+' is the first character given, the following characters are

taken to be the name of a procedure/function on the stack. The base address will

be set to the bottom of the highest stack frame for the named procedure.

!!BASE ,ADDRESS/MODULE=/$1004.

MODULE $1004 STARTS AT 073154

10. C,ADR=<address>,FORMAT=<format indicator> - Displays control store
starting at specified address in the format requested. The format indicat., is

Lnterpreted in the following manner:

0 = Octal
D = Decimal
X = Hexadecimal

F = Full word - may be appended to each of the three bases (0, D, and

X).

!C ,ADR=132,FORMAT=O.

CONTROL STORE

000132 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000142 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000220

000152 000017 000000 000200 777777 000370 000360 000350 000340
000162 000330 000320 000310 000300 000270 000260 000250 000240

000172 000230 000000 000210 000000 000220 000173 000510 000000
000202 200717 777777 000000 000000 066252 077757 000004 000000

000212 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000003

000222 100420 020040 073404 000034 000000 000000 000004 000000
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11. CALCULATEEXPRESSION=<arithmetxc expression>,BASE=<base> - Calcu-

lates the value of an expression in the base specified. No input will cause a
repeated prompt for input. To exit this mode, enter END.

!!CALCLTLATE,EXPRESSION=4*5,BASE=8.

INPUT EXPR=4*5
VALUE =000000000024

!END.

12. CHANGESYMBOL=<symbol name>,IN PROC=<procedure name> - SCHEMA will

be used to determine location of symbol in the procedure. Contents of the vari-
able (scalar or array) will be changed to the specified value. If the symbol is
an array, the user will be prompted for an index (only one element is changed).

For characters and integers, any constant accepted by the compiler may be

input for a new value. NOTE: Do not enter the smallest negative integer (i.e.,

0'4211').

For strings, any keystroke is accepted as part of the string, except a

single quote, which terminates the string. Single quotes may be entered into the
string by typing two successive single quotes (the cursor twitches but the second
quote is not displayed). No more characters can be typed than the maximum length
of tho string being changed. Current limit of max length is 66 characters. If a
mistake is made while entering the new string, type a single quote to terminate
the string and then hit the escape key.

If SCHEMA is not available, the following printout will occur.

! !CHANGE, SYMBOL=JOE, IN PROC=ASD.

NO SCHEMA

13. CHANGECS,ADDRESS=<starting address>,VALUE=<new value>,REP=<number
of times new value is to occur> - Changes the value of the specified location to

the value. Repeat option allows up to 999 locations to be changed to the same
value.

!CHANGECS ,ADDRESS= 130,VALUE=0, REP= 1.
CONTROL STORE

000130 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000140 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

000150 000000 000220 000017 000000 000200 777777 000370 000360
000160 000350 000340 000330 000320 000310 000300 000270 000260

000170 000250 000240 000230 000000 000210 000000 000220 000173
000200 000530 000000 200717 777777 000000 000000 066252 077757
000210 000004 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000220 000000 000003 100420 020040 073306 000034 000000 000000

14. CHANGECSM,ADDRESS=<starting address>,VALS=<multiple values> -

Changes the contents of control store, starting at the specified address for as

many locations as values are specified. The values are separated by a /.
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I'l iAN:.:',-I,,AlK= I () ,VAIS 077771101 7777710177.

CON 'RO). -, 'tURK

, , ' / ( )000 ((77 / 17 0000)0 000077 000000 000000
0.t u ) 1; l)()) O MO)o) 000000 000000 000000 000000

,,! ) ()()0it 1 00001 7 )00000 000200 777777 000370 000360
,0) 'II ) 1 0)0).0 (00 01 )o00320 0003!10 000300 000270 000260

1! ' ),)I): clmw,) o0)00(1) (0) 000210 000000 000220 000173

,' ( ' I ..,", 2.)717 77777 000000 000000 066252 077757
1W 1)011., r , ( )1 w 0 O000 000000 000000 000000 000000

'00 22o OM),) n)000o 100420 020040 073306 000034 000000 000000

I). C HAN(; MI-,AI )RI;S=:st ar t ing address>,VALUE=<new value>,
III Mil ot 't, I s I T: ' k'tl.%.l valtie is to , . :t - Changes main store in the ,rank-

i 'I)'lW ! i: ui I'i 3 hvc , mod t1i cs 7,)l: i,)[ ",ort, .

lb. CIIANG;F'M',ADDRESS=<stat* ing add r Iss> ,VALS=<mul tIp le values> -

' I.llc Slt , ain sl ot, , stat i n a -thu spec ifed add r ss for as many
i,'l .1 Is V [l, .; , 5'pe -iud, The valules a<tre separated bv a /.

'.V:I(; EMS>), ADR = '21) t) 304 , VALS= }1/2.

MIAIN SlU"ORP.
), O. ,)OO 1 1t)1)1)2 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
K'0)() 1-4 000000 01()00 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

20) 124 ()O()))) (1(10(1 00OO0 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
u,) 34 0)000 1) 10 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

21M) 14 0, ))))) 0(10() 0000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

IMM334 '1000)0 0 00000 0000100 000000 010000 00000 000000 000000
i , () ( H) ()0!) )1() 1)0)000 0000)0 000000 000000 000000 000000

>, 1111)1) 0,) 11101(11(1 000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

7. :HARA:TI;R ,ADDRFSS=Iadr e'asI - Displays SIMPL-Q chaiacter variabh
i,, ,l :idd ss . T1is chalacter is displayed as an octal value.

,1),"U! 1'1.1"= m i i name,",LINE=<I ne number> - Displays EASY
I. i nv,! - t. This cOimand IS lot Ve implemented. Entering

: I I I I - .,i : 1in th fl Ilow lng :

CO' D) r. !1 ) II . = 1)1)SI RT , 1, 1 N : F, .

(,(1 .!ANI NoI[ YFT I M E N'F.U

tII. ,K, 'AL HMl )II1T h='tm)duIc name> ,AI)RESS=<address>, CODE=<svmbolic
, :. i modii I v ia svmbol 1c mach ine code. This command is not,

, :. d. i :h c,ommand will resi 1t in t:he following:

! P lLF. PIL))t~t ,M )I)[ lX ,, A1D)RE"SS=O, CE =HAT.

00, IANID NI) fi" IIPI,,MENIEI)
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20. CONVERT.,THTS=<base 'number'>,TO BASE=<base> - Converts a number
from one base to another (decimal, binary, octal, or hexadecimal).

!!CONVERT,THIS=O'24',TO BASE=D.
0'24' CONVERTED TO D FORMAT = 20

21. DISPLAY,SYMBOL=<symbol name>,IN PROC= <procedure name> - Displays

the value of the symbol. Requires SCHEMA to determine type and location. If no
SCHEMA is available, the following display will result.

!DISPLAY,SYMBOL=IBUFF, IN PROC=$1004.
NO SCHEMA

22. DISPLAYCS,ADDRESS=<address>,FORMAT=<format> - Displays the con-

tents of the specified address in the requested format (0, D, or X as defined in
item 10 above).

!DISPLAYCS ,ADDRESS= 130, FORMAT=0.

CONTROL STORE
000130 001066 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000140 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 600020
000150 203311 000003 001411 000012 001067 007704 203333 000271
000160 002035 012164 000271 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000170 000601 000100 001113 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000200 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 004 673
000210 006626 006653 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000220 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

23. DISPLAYECB,ECB NUM=<ECB number>,PRINT=<yes or no> - Displays the
ECB (Event Control Block) specified and also prints if requested.

!DISPLAYECB,ECB NUM=0,PRINT=YES.
:YES: 1
OCTAL DUMP OF ECB NO 0

ECW: 000550
INITIAL REGS: 000000

REG SAVE AREA: 200717
BLINE: 777777
BIDi: 000000
BID2: 000000
BPS: 066252
TPS: 077757

ECB 17s is used for error isolation, and it is dumped in a different format. Of
particular note is the field ERROR NO. of ECB 17.. The value of this field may
be matched against the list of system error codes in Appendix B to determine why
the fatal error occurred.
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OCTAL DUMP OF ECB NO 15

ECW: 000000000006
ERROR NO: 000000001036
BS AT ERR: 000000307272
TS AT ERR: 000000307306
ERR MESSAGE: 000000000000

000000000001

000000000000

000000472360

24. DISPLAYMS,ADDRESS=<addrtss>,FORMAT=<format> - Displays main store

memory starting at address specified in the requested format (O,OF,D,DF,X,XF).
Format is the same as defined in item 10 above.

DISPLAYMS ,ADDRESS= 200304,FORMAT= O.

MAIN STORE

200304 000001 000002 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
200314 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
200324 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
200334 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
200344 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

200354 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
200364 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
200374 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

25. EXEC,FILF=<file name> - This command causes a file of commands to
he. .xectited. An -xampt. of such a file with commands valid under the zCPX level
7ollows:

CPEATE-MEMORY, 1004,18,100000.
CRE %TE-PROCESS ,4,1004,EA$Y.
DIRECTORIES ,, , ,17,03,00.

LIBRARIES,1'004LIB.
<CR>
ASS IGN,DISK,4, 10.
ASSIGN,PRTR ,4,04.
ASSIGN,RDR,4,02.
CREATE-PATH, 2 ,PERIPHERAL.
CONNECT,2,2, I0.
CONNECT,2,4,0.

26. GO - Clears step or halt settings. Execution will automatically
resume on leaving the debugger.

27. GOTO,LINE=<Ilne number> - Changes the next statement to execute to
the line specified. This comand has not yet been implemented. If invoked, the
following will occur.

!GOTO, LINE=*.
COMMAND NOT YET IMPLEMENTED!
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28. HALT,AT LINE=<Line number>,IN PROC=<procedure name> - Sets EASY

breakpoint location.

!IIALT,AT LINE=55,IN PROC=$1004.

29. INTEGER,ADDRESS=<address> - Displays SIMPL-Q integer variable at

the specified address.

!!INTECER,ADDRESS=130.
7340034 000034 000002

30. LINE,NUMBER=<line number>,FOR N=<number of lines> - Displays N

lines of source starting at specified line. This command has not been imple-
mented and if invoked will produce the following display:

!LINE, NUMBER=lFOR N=1.

COMMAND NOT YET IMPLEMENTED!

31. LOCK. Relocks the keyboard, making all locked commands unavail-

able.

32. M,ADR=<address>,FORMAT=<format> - Displays main store memory the

same as item 24 above.

!M,ADR= 130,FORMAT=O.

MAIN STORE

073304 000034 000002 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
073314 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

073324 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

073334 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
073344 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

073354 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
073364 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

073374 000000 000000 777704 777555 516102 250606 000034 000002

33. MAPPROGSPACE,LEVEL=<level 1, 2, or 3>,PRINT=<yes or no>, STOP AT=

<module name or number of modules to map> - Displays and prints a map of program
space for the level requested. Level is interpreted as follows:

I- module name, address, and length

2 - 1 + entry points and address
3 - 2 + external references

An example of level I follows:

!MAPPROGSPACE,1,YES,0. UNLOCKED 1.2.0 10/31/80 12:32:02

MODULE : SPRINT (066252/002416) 2.6 01/31/80 22:32:57

MODULE : CDR104 (070670/001224) 2.6 03/10/79 10:23:09

MODULE : SYSTEM (072114/001040) 2.6 09/30/00 10:15:15

MODULE : $1004 (073154/004544) 2.6 09/30/00 12:26:31

MODULE : DDSTRT (077720/000040) 0.0 01/00/00 00:00:00
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34. MAPSTACK,PRINT=<yes or no>,STOP AT=<module name or number of
modules> - Displays the procedures on the stack. The stack is a list of
procedures in the order they occurred.

!MAPSTACK,PRINT=YES,STOP AT=O.
NAME BS(ABS) LINE # STR MODULE VERSION DATE TIME
GETBUF 000156 70 000002 $1004 2.6 09/30/00 12:26:31
GETCHA 000120 116 000002 $1004 2.6 09/30/00 12:26:31
MBOARD 000062 199 000002 $1004 2.6 09/30/00 12:26:31
FIRSTI 000056 127 000002 $YSTEM 2.6 09/30/00 10:15:15
MYSTEM 000036 112 000000 $YSTEM 2.6 09/30/00 10:15:15

SYSTEM 000032 64 000000 $1004 2.6 09/30/00 12:26:31
DDSTRT 000026 1 000000 DDSTRT 0.0 01/00/00 00:00:00

35. MBP,FUNC = INI , 1st = 777777, 2nd = 777777, 3rd = 777777.
)SET
SCLEAR
DIS

INI - Initialize the Micro Breakpoint File.

Should be done once, after loading cart.

Remainder of prompts ignored.

SET - Set micro breakpoints at address indi-

cated by remaining prompts.

CLEAR - Clear micro breakpoints at address indi-

cated by remaining prompts.

DIS - Display current status of micro break-

points. Remainder of prompts ignored.

Controls the micro breakpoint capability and allows up to three breakpoints to be

set by a single command.

!MBP,FUNC=SET,IST=130,2ND=504,3RD=777.

ADDR /INSTR ADDR /INSTR ADDR /INSTR ADDR /INSTR

205034/774050 205034/774050 000130/000000 000504/000000
000777/000000 / / /

36. MBPPRO,ECB NO=<ECB number or T or D> - Proceed with emulator whose
TASK START CONTROL BLOCK (TSCB) is located at indicated ECB #. The emulator must
be halted at a -icro breakpoint.

NOTE: T TRIDENT TSCB

D DCP TSCB

37. PATCH-CALC - Calculator for EASY machine code patches. This com-

mand is described in Section V.32.
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38. PRINT,FILE=<file name>,SCAN=<on or off> - Prints card images on

printer. If scan is selected as ON, the printer will obey /+EJECT+/ cards for
top of page control and will include line numbers as would be generated by the

compiler.

39. PRINTCS,FROM=<beginning address>,TO=.'ending address>,FORMAT=<format
indi.cator> - Prints control store memory from starting address through ending

address in the format specified. Format is defined in item 10 above.

!PRINTCS,130,150,0. UNLOCKED 1.2.0 10/31/80 12:34:53

000130: 774006 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

000140: ALL ZEROS

000150: 000000 000220 000017 000000 000200 777777 000370 000360
000160: 000350 000340 000330 000320 000310 000300 000270 000260

000170: 000250 000240 000230 000000 000210 000000 000220 000173
000200: 000550 000000 200717 006700 336160 606400 066252 077757

000210: 000004 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000220: 000000 000003 100420 020040 073306 000034 000000 000000

40. PRINTMS,FROM=<beginning address>,TO=<ending address>,
FORMAT=<format indicator> - Prints main store memory from starting address

through ending address in the format specified. Format is defined in item 10

above.

!PRINTMS,200504,200604,0. UNLOCKED 1.2.0 10/31/80 12:35:20

273660: 023400 000050 003501 000122 724245 000043 000411 000054

273670: 000411 000307 776601 770641 776501 776441 776401 776341
273700: 765701 776241 776201 776141 776101 776041 776001 775741
273710: 775701 775641 775601 775541 775501 775441 775401 775341
273720: 775301 775241 775201 775141 775101 775041 775001 774741
273730: 774701 774641 774601 774541 774501 774441 774401 774341
273740: 774301 774241 774201 760101 760041 760001 757741 757701

273750: 757641 757601 757541 757501 757441 023500 000050 046741
273760: 023600 000020 720041 000007 000411 000052 000411 013001
273770: 024000 000050 007041 024400 000002 676601 700141 000415
274000: 000002 732521 000431 000515 000002 677001 677541 000615
274010: 000022 000631 000007 000711 024500 000002 675541 677101
274020: 001015 000002 731461 001031 001115 000002 675741 676501

274030: 001215 000022 001231 000007 001311 001672 001311 000007
274040: 001131 001415 000272 001431 001555 000272 001515 001515

274050: 000122 001555 001515 001515 000022 001515 000013 001515

41. Q-CONNECT,TO SON=<number of son> - Connects the debugger to any son
(processor) under CPX. Specifying a son of zero connects the debugger to the

parent.

!!Q-CONNECT,TO SON=4.

42. REGISTERS,ADR=<address>,TITLE FMT=<title format> - Displays local

store registers. Title format (E,I,D,T) is interpreted as follows:

E - EASY titles

I - Interrupt machine titles
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D - DCP titles

T - TRIDENT titles

)efault is EASY registers, task format.

!REGISTERS,ADR=O,TITLE FMT =

LOCAL STORE

LSOO LS01 LS02 LS03 LS04 LS05 LS06 LS07
000000 000000 000000 000001 000000 000000 000000 006626

LSI0 LS11 LS12 LS13 LS14 LS15 LS16 LS17
006653 003022 001067 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000

LS20 LS21 LS22 LS23 LS24 LS25 LS26 R.SYS
000000 000000 000000 000001 003450 000000 000000 000000

R.MX R.IX R.IY R.MPC R.ADR FIDX FMPC FIST
000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 00 000 00

43. REGISTERSET ,ADR=<address>, REGISTER=<re gist er number >,VALUE=<new

value\,TITLE FMT=<tltle format> - Changes the contents of a register to the new
valu( specified. Title format is the same as defined in item 42 above.

!REGISTERSET,ADR=1000,REGISTER=5,VALUE=707070, TITLE FMT=E.

LOCAL STORE
ZERO ZEROl R.2 R.3 OR ORI ORA ORAl

000004 000003 200000 010020 000000 707070 000004 000003

ORB ORBI MSA MSAI TS BS IR LI
201000 010020 000000 000000 000004 000003 202000 010020

R.20 R.21 CTRI CTR2 OPC STK U R.SYS
000000 000000 000004 000003 203000 010020 000000 000000

PC R.IX STR R.MPC R.ADR FIDX FMPC FIST
000004 207000 000003 000004 000000 00 00 01

44. SC,ADR=<address>,VALS=<new values> - Sets control store memory,

beginning at address specified, to the new value indicated. Multiple new values

may be inserted by separating them with a /.

!SC,ADR=132,VALS=22222.

CONTROL STORE
000132 022222 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000142 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000220

000152 000017 000000 000200 777777 000370 000360 000350 000340
000162 000330 000320 000310 000300 000270 000260 000250 000240

000172 000230 000000 000210 000000 000220 000173 000550 000000
000202 200717 006700 336160 606400 066252 077757 000004 000000

000212 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000003
000222 100420 020040 073306 000034 000000 000000 000004 000000

45. SCHEMA,FILE= <filename or filename$module or $module> - selects

schma file for symbolic debug. FILE is interpreted as follows.

filename - indicates that the schema is contained on the named

file.

fil(-namcSmodule - the named file is a schema library, and the schema
for the named module is retrieved from library.
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$module- the named module's schema is retrieved from the
current library (which should be given in an earlier
SCHEMA cormiiand using the second option for FILE).

Refer to SIMPL-Q (Section V.41) for additional information on a schema library.

!SCHEMA,FILE=SCHEMA.
SCHEMA FOR MODULE $ MODULE $MODUL 09/30/00 10:06:38

46. SM,ADR=<address>,VALS=<new values> - Sets main store memory,
beginning of address specified, to the new value indicated. Multiple new values
may be inserted by separating them with a /.

!SM,ADR=200504,VALS= 123456.
MAIN STORE
273660 123456 000050 003501 000122 724245 000043 000411 000054
273670 000411 000307 776601 770641 776501 776441 776401 776341
273700 765701 776241 776201 776141 776101 776041 776001 775741
273710 775701 775641 775601 775541 775501 775441 775401 775341
273720 775301 775241 775201 775141 775101 775041 775001 774741
273730 774701 774641 774601 774541 774501 774441 774401 774341
273740 77430l 774241 774201 760101 760041 760001 757741 757701
273750 757641 757601 757541 757501 757441 023500 000050 046741

47. SOURCE,FILE=<file name> - Changes source file to be used in
debugging for commands such as LINE. This command Ls not yet implemented.

!SOURCE ,FILE=SOURCE.
COMMAND NOT YET IMPLEMENTED!

48. STEP,PROC NAME=<procedure name> - Sets EASY stepping control for
the specified procedure. The default (*) turns stepping off. Procedure name $$
steps all procedures.

49. STRING,ADDRESS=<address> - Displays SIMPL-Q string variable.

50. TRACEBACK,LEVEL=<traceback level> - Invokes traceback. LEVEL is
interpreted as follows:

I - Procedure Calls

2 - 1 + Locals

3 - 2 + Globals

4 - 3 + Program

Procedure traceback consists of a history of procedure calls and a dump of
the run-time stack frame associated with each call. The relative offset from the
base of the stack frame provides a link between the traceback dump of the stack
frame and the compi Ier cross-reference map enabling the user to find the value of
locals at the time of crash.
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1 to) lowtn t ai ,Xal)le of a proctdur Lraceback listing:

PROCE DURE

TRACEBACK *

PROCNAME SGETAV

MODULE SSE1I0
LINE SUM 257
D 777777470614(BASE 8)

PC 777777470631(BASE 8)
S7R oo000000OO(BASE 8)

L )CAL-

. ABS -- VALUE- -VALUE VALUE_ _V E_ _AVALUE -VALUE- -VALUE_ _VALUE

J0300 3072172 163032 035040 777742 472360 000000 000000 000000 473360

GC>31? 307302 000000 472360 000000 000001

PROCNAME SRDFS2
M4C'JLE $SEQIO

LINE NCM 229
!I 777777470370(BASE 8)
;)c 777777470505(BASE 8)

STR 00000000000O(BASE 8)

L3CALS

. L- - - ABS --- .VALUE. VALUE_ -VA . _V . .V _ _VE VALUE _VALUE_ VALUE

03 2252 207224 163100 000071 777446 000071 000000 000200 000001 000002
0,0j; C 307234 000125 000123 000000 000200 000000 472360 000000 000000

2C302- 307244 000000 000601 000000 472360 000000 473360 000000 000200
,,31 307254 OOGO00 O000l 000000 472356 000000 000000 466435 000071

70334. 307264 000002 000071

,(.NAME SRDFIA

C LE SEQ1'
4JM M 1 43

7777774675241BASE 8)
7..77467577 BASE 8)

300003300000(BASE 8)

DCAI S
_sS ALUE.VALUE_ VALUE VALUE VALUE _VALUE

10666,1 163444 000016 777564 0000002 000000 000100 000000 000000

326673 000300 000201 000000 000000 000000 000310 052056 046523
360700 043460 035040 020040 020040 020040 020040 030015 005124

r
3

O~oc 306710 027115 051507 030472 020040 020040 020040 020040 020060
4>2 360720 006412 052056 046523 043462 035040 020040 020040 020040
033252 306730 020040 030015 005124 027315 051507 054072 020040 020040
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Global tracehack consists of alt global values associated with procedures
listed in the history of procedure calls. The relative offset from the beginning
of the module header provides a link bet ween the global traceback dump and the
compiler cross-reference listing enabling thle user to find [Hit value of globals
at the Limo of crash.

The following is an example of global traceback listing.

......... ....................... ............................... ..... *

MODULE SSEQIO

GLOBALS:

REL ---- ASS--- VALUE- -VALUE_ _VALUE_ VALUE -VALUE- -VALUE- -VALUE_ _VALUE-

000046 466456 000000 000400 000000 000000 000000 000000

MODULE PRUOMP

SLO08AL S

REL ---- ABS ---- VALUE- -VALUE_ _VALUE_ _VALUE- -VALUE- -VALUE- -VALUE_ VALUE-
000152 472324 000014 300002 042107 043111 046105 000000 000000 000003
000162 472334 t72360 473360 472360 472360 000600 340007 000010 000000
000172 472344 472356 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
000202 472354 000000 000000 001000 001000 020040 020040 020060 026124
000212 472364 027102 046116 045415 005040 020040 020040 020040 020112
000222 472374 051522 020040 020040 020100 050125 052103 006412 020040
000232 472404 020040 020040 020040 046104 040440 020040 020040 030454
000242 472414 052056 046523 043461 006412 020040 020040 020040 020040
000252 472424 046517 053132 046040 020040 030454 030415 005040 020040
000262 472434 020040 020040 020115 047526 046040 020040 020061 026060
000272 472444 006412 020040 020040 020040 020040 051525 041132 046040
000302 472454 020040 031454 031415 005040 020040 020040 020040 020101
000312 472464 047104 020040 020040 020063 026060 006412 020040 020040
000322 472474 020040 020040 046104 040440 020040 020040 031454 052056
000332 472504 055122 047415 005040 020040 020040 020040 020101 042104
000342 472514 020040 020040 020063 026060 006412 020040 020040 020040
000352 472524 020040 051524 040440 020040 020040 030454 052056 046523
000362 472534 043510 006412 020040 020040 020040 020040 045123 051040
000372 472544 020040 020040 040120 052524 041415 005040 020040 020040
000402 472554 020040 020114 042101 020040 020040 020062 026124 027115
000412 472564 032415 005015 005124 027115 051507 040472 020114 042101
000422 472574 020040 020040 020061 026124 027115 051507 044015 005040
000432 472604 020040 020040 020040 020115 047526 055114 020040 020061
000442 472614 026061 006412 020040 020040 020040 020040 046517 053114
000452 472624 020040 020040 030454 030415 005040 020040 020040 020040
000462 472634 020115 047526 046040 020040 020061 026061 006412 020040
000472 472644 020040 020040 020040 046517 053114 020040 020040 030454
000502 472654 030015 005040 020040 020040 020040 020114 042101 020040
000512 472664 020040 020063 026124 027115 051513 006412 020040 020040
000522 472674 020040 020040 040516 042040 020040 020040 031454 030015
000532 472704 005040 020040 020040 020040 020114 042101 020040 020040
000542 472714 020063 026124 027132 051117 006412 020040 020040 020040
000552 472724 020040 040504 042132 020040 020040 031454 030015 005040
000562 472734 020040 020040 020040 020123 052101 020040 020040 020061
000572 472744 026124 027115 051507 044015 005040 020040 020040 020040
000602 472754 020112 051522 020040 020040 020100 050125 052103 006412
000W1 472764 020040 020040 020040 020040 044516 041440 020040 020040
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51. UNLOCK,PASSWORD=<password>. Unlocks locked commands if the correct
password is entered. Locked commands are initially locked when the DEBUGGER is
entered via CONTROL-Q.

52. XREF,SYMBOL=<name>,IN PROC=<procedure name> - Displays
cross-reference information for the specified symbol. This requires the
availability of a SCHEMA file for the procedure. If no procedure is specified
(default), the symbol is assumed to be global. If a procedure is specified, the
symbol is assumed to be either local to that procedure or global.

VII. ABNORMAL TERMINATION OUTPUT

VlI.1 FILE ERROR HANDLER

The routine FILERR is an error handler that decodes the File Entry
Table (FET) information and formats it into a display. The program is called
with the FET of the file that has gotten an error return from $CIO. It enables
the programmer to see what went wrong from the FET information.

The routine displays the FET information and then prompts the user as

fo I lows:

'WOULD YOU LIKE A TRACEBACK? (Y OR N)'.

The default response is 'N' and the user is returned to the last active command

file via a 'Restart Master'

A response of 'Y' invokes the following prompt:

'PLEASE ENTER LEVEL # (1,2,3)='.

Tht2 meanings of the level numbers can be found in the write-up of TRACEBACK.
After the user responds with a number, traceback is invoked as usual.

The display places the file information on the CRT in readable form. The
file name, request code, and return code are displayed along with the file
characteristics and status information. The last six words of the FET are
displayed in octal format across, at the bottom of the display, so that the user
can see the contents of the whole FET. These words are only important for

Limted applications; thus, they are not formatted.

The routine is invoked by the user program by a 'CALL FILERR(FNAME)', where
FNAME is the name of the file that has caused a $CIO error return. FILERR must
be declared as an external procedure [i.e., EXT PROC FILERR(FILE)].

VII.2 SYSTEM FAULT HANDLER

Programs hosted by EASY call the system fault handler when errors of a
catastrophic nature are encountered. When a fault (other than breakpoint)
oc,,rs, a message is displayed on the CRT naming the line and procedure in which

the fault occured, the fault number, and a short description of the fault.
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The user is allowed several options at this point. An option is selected by
typing the appropriate key. Be careful when typing the option because once the

key is typed, the dump (or whatever is selected) starts immediately and there is
no way to stop. The available options are:

Z - deadstart

0 - dump all ECB'-

I - 0 + traceback

2 - I + dump of locals

3 - 2 + dump of globals

4 - 3 + program space dump

Q - invoke debugger

The Q option is available only if the fault occurred at an interrupt level lower
than the debugger. Once the debug module is placed in control, debug commands
may be entered through the console keyboard. Section VI contains a complete

description of these commands.

If there is not enough main store at the time of the fault to load the

disk-resident fault handler, traceback, and the debugger, only the first message
is displayed and EASY is re-deadstarted.

Appendix B describes the error codes.

VII.3 ECB DUMPS

Event Control Blocks contain information useful in determining abnormalities

of a program. For a complete description of ECBs and how they are displayed,
refer to Section VI, item 23, DISPLAYECB.

VII.4 TRACEBACK

Traceback provides a history of procedure calls and a dump of the run-time

stack frame associated with each call. Traceback may also display the current

status of global variables. Traceback use is explained in detail in Section VI,

item 50.
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HOW TO RUN EASY

The use of the EASY system requires a few comments about various controls on

the QM-I and its peripherals.

1. Power Mode Switch - The large switch on the silver console immediately
in front of the CRT is the power switch. Three positions are important to the
user.

OFF - Power Off for Mainframe and Console
RUN - Normal Operating Position

IML - Initial Microload, or "Deadstart" position (see Deadstart
be low)

2. MC - The red pushbutton on the console close to the power switch is
master clear. It is used only at deadstart (functions only if power switch is
set to 'IML').

3. Start - The black pushbutton immediately below the master clear is the
start button. Whenever the machine (QM-1) has reached a programmed stop or
otherwise halted (e.g. , after a master clear), the start button is pushed to*

conti nue.

4. PGM Stop - The program stop switch (and light indicating when it is on)
is used to enable a QM-1 hardware stop. This switch should be off at all times.

5. Baud Rate - Bthind the CRT is a rotary switch whicl" selects the CRT
speed. Only one setting is of importance to the user: 9600 baud. (At dead-
start, 9600 baud is default. It should not be necessary for the user to change

the baud rate.)

6. F Switches - On the QM-l mainframe there is a board with two sets of
three small, silver toggle switches arranged vertically. For the current EASY

system, they should always be switched off (down). Do not change the settings of
any other switches.

7. Disk Loader Switch - On the QM-1 mainframe there is a toggle switch
which controls the disk loader. Up (the normal position) implies load from disk.

Down implies load from tape cartridge.

8. Controls to Power Up Printer, Tapes, and Card Reader - The peripherals
are easy to use, but the operation of them is best described in the context of

the deadstart or power down sequence. If assistance is needed, any 6700 operator

familiar with the MDS 2400 can help (the hardware is very similar).

9. Power Interruptions - In case of a power interruption while using the
QM-1, notify the QM-l Emulator Group of K74 (x 7854 - Hynson, Meyers, Naples,
Hartung) for help if the computer will not run.
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If nio help is avai labie, try the following procedures:

a. Check circuit breaker on inside door to mainframe and reset if

t r i pped.

b. If it still does not run, power down CPU and then power up CPU.

c. If the disk fault lights on the small disk drive (9427) are on,
power off , and then power on the drive. If the fault lights remain on, then it
requires resetting two micro switches inside the disk drive. Do not attempt this
unless You have been shown their location. The small disk drive is not used by
EASY or DDT so these lights may be ignored if using these systems. This drive is
uisted, however, by the TEMS system in Checkpoint - Restart

The following gives the steps for bringing up the EASY system (i.e.,
deadstartLing the QM-l, and the power down sequence to be followed when finished

with the QM-I).

A. Deadstart Procedure

1. Power Up CPU - To bring up the QM-I, open the left front CPU cabinet
door and turn on the power supply switch (labeled -5V PS) by depressing the red
switch cover, so that the switch itself is in the down position. Next, flip the
CPU circuit breaker (located just to the right of the power supply switch) to the
'ON' position. Select the 'RUN' position on the console control panel, and at
this time the CPU should be powered up. If the display lights behind the right
front CPU cabinet door are lit, the CPU is up. Else, depress the 'RESET' button
at the lower left of the light display area, and if the CPU is still not up, call
for assistance.

When the CPU has been left idle (Off) for a short period of time, it may be
sIfi iCent to power up the CPU by simply selecting the 'RUN' position on the

console control panel. This is only effective when the power supply switch and
main circuit breaker were not turned off when the CPU was last powered down.

2. Power Up CRT - The CRT display unit will normally be on when the CPU is
pow,'red up, and no intervention is required other than to ensure that the proper

baud (9600) rate has been selected via the dial at the rear of the unit. If the
CRT is on, the green 'POWER' light located on the keyboard will be lit. If the
CHT is not on, turn the CRT power switch, located on the right side of the unit,
to the 'ON' position. If the power light is still not lit, seek assistance.
While using the display there are two (2) dials, located just beyond the CRT
power switch, to control the contrast and brightness of the display.

3. Power Up Printer - The line printer can be powered up by turning the red
switch to the 'ON' position, and can be brought on-line by depressing the 'START'
hut Ln. To page eject, depress the 'STOP' button to make the printer off-line,
then depress and hold down the 'FORM FEED' button until the page e)ect is
;icomplished. To achieve additional page ejects, release, depress, and then hold
th, ' )RM FEED' button. To line feed the printer, follow the same procedure as
-or a page eject: except depress, but do not hold down, the 'FORM FEED' button.
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The line printer must be on, and on-line. If eith,,r of these conditions is

not satisfied, a message will bc posted on tht CRT statLiag that the printer is
nlot ready.

4. Power Up Tape Drives - To bring up the t- pe drives, it is necessary to
open the rear cabinet door on each drive and depress the (black) 'POWER ON'
button at the lower left corner of the rear of the tape unit. When depressed,
the fan mechanism should come on to indicate that the drive has been powered up.
Repeat the procedure for the other drive. The drives are labeled to indicate the
associated logical unit numbers (0 or 1).

To use the tape drives, slide the glass door in the front of the unit down
and mount the desired tape. Ensure that the tapes mounted are write-protected as
desired (i.e., if to be read only, no write ring). The glass sliding door must
be up (closed) for the drive to operate. Next, depress the 'ON' button at the
top front of the drive and hold for 2 or 3 seconds. Press the 'LOAD POINT'
selector and the tape should be positioned at load point (i.e., 'REMOTE' and
'LOAD POINT' lights should be on). If the tape should spin off the reel, remount
the tape, and repeat the procedure. If the tape should continue to run forward,
depress the 'REWIND' button, and after it rewinds, depress 'LOCAL' and then 'LOAD
POINT' buttons. The tape should then be at load point. Unless otherwise speci-
fied, the normal operational mode of the drives is 800 BPI and can be selected by
turning the dial to the 800 setting.

5. Spin Up Disk Drives - To spin up a new disk pack, first ensure that the
power switch is off and that the drive motor is completely stopped. Lift the
disk drive cover and place a disk casing over the old disk, turning counter-
clockwise until a clicking noise occurs. Lift the disk up and secure it in its
casing.

Next, release the bottom cover on the casing of the disk to be spun up.
Hold the disk casing by the handle and place onto the drive motor assembly
turning clockwise until it is fastened, then close the disk drive cover. The
SELECT LOCK should be down and the READ ONLY switch should be up (points to
WRITE). Then, turn on the 'STOP/START' switch: Wait until the 'ACCESS READY'
light is lit.

6. Power Up the Card Reader - The card reader :s powered up by depressing
the 'POWER' button (left-most one). This button will be illuminated with a white
light when there is power to the device and dark when the power is off. To
enable the card reader for use, the 'RESET' button (right-most one) must be
depressed. When activated, this button will be illuminated with a green light.
To suspend a sequence of reading cards, depress the 'STOP' button which will be
illuminated with a red light when active. To resume reading, depress the 'RESET'
button.

When the system is trying to read a card and there are none in the hopper,
the 'HOPPER CHECK' indicator and 'STOP' buttons will light up. To resume from
this condition, place additional card input into the hopper and depress 'RESET'.

If the 'READ CHECK', 'PICK CHECK', or 'STACK CHECK' indicators light up,
check for bad card punches or bent cards and start the last operation over
again.
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See Appendix I for card codes and description of End of File Card.

7. Bring up the EASY Emulator

a. If the disk loader switch is up, continue to step b. Otherwise,
insert the EASY deadstart cartridge (current version) into the cartridge drive on
the front of the control console.

b. Turn the console control panel selector to IML (Initial Micro
Load)

C. Press MC and START buttons on the control panel.

d. If the disk loader switch is up, type EASY <CR>, else continue to
step e.

e. An initial display will appear with instructions to enter date and

time.

(1) Enter commnand DATE, respond with MM/DD/YY

(2) Enter commnand TIME, respond with HH:MM:SS

(3) Enter commnand @

EASY is now ready.

B. Power Down Sequence

1. Power Down CPU - To power down the CPU for a short period of time (e.g.,
several hours or less), simply turn the left selector of the console control
panel to 'OFF'. However, if the amount of time before bringing up the CPU is to
be a day or more, or if unknown, then turn the selector off as above, open the
left CPU cabinet door, and flip the CPU circuit breaker to the 'OFF' position.
Finally, turn the power supply (labeled -5V PS) off (UP) and the CPU will he
powered down.

2. Power Down CRT - The CRT display unit does not need to be turned off and
simply loses power when the CPU is turned off.

3. Power Down Printer - Place the red switch in the off position.

4. Power Down Tape Drives - Dismount tapes as desired (to dismount from
load point depress 'LOCAL', 'BACKWARD RUN', and the 'REWIND' buttons). Depress
the 'OFF' selector button on the front top of the unit, and then open the rear
cabinet door and depress the 'POWER OFF' button at the lower left corner of the
tape drive cabinet. Repeat for the other drive.

5. Spin Down Disk Drives -Turn 'START/STOP' switch to stop.

6. Power Down Card Reader -Press POWER button.
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ERROR MESSAGES

For error numbers found in ECB 15 on an ECB Dump.

Category Error # -Meaning

EASY I Unsatisfied external
EMULATOR 2 Statement/line executed in trace mode

3 Call/return executed in trace mode
4 Breakpoint encountered and enabled
5 User executed halt instruction
6 Attempted to move TS below BS
7 Stack overflow

10 Bad module
11 Disk error loading program space

12 Program space overflow

13 Indirect link not referenced as halfword
14 Illegal indirect link

15 Address out of range
16 Irmediate found where address needed
17 Operator found where operand needed

20 Operand found where operator needed
21 Array subscript out of bounds
22 Illegal dope vector encountered

23 Arithmetic overflow
24 Field size error on part word instruction
25 Starting bit error on part word instruction
26 Privileged mode violation attempted

27 Reserved code used with system instruction
30 Invalid Length input to substring instruction
31 Invalid input to INTF instruction
32 Invalid string comparison intrinsic

33 Chain of entry points broken

34 ECB referenced not legal for function
35 Bad bit address of flag in SFLAGC/CFLAG

36 Bad parameter on string compare
37 Dope vector for character array invalid

40 Error on integer to string conversion
41 Target of restart not parent proc
42 Instruction not yet implemented
43 Complete bit set on SIO
44 Allocate error
45 TCP function returned nonzero

46 Unsupported TCP option specified in ECW
47 Program check error

50 Array too small

B-I



CatL eWorv Error # Meann n_

C l1 IO 1 1nv a I id C 10 iquest
002 Fi Ic al ready opened

1003 No FWE slot available
1004 File does not exist/file not opened
1005 Fl'/FET pointer mismatch
1006 Exclusive read access error
1007 EOD/Read or rewrite, EOE/Write

1010 Disk hardware error
1011 Write protect violation

1012 Previous operation incomplete
1013 Write after read

1015 In, Out, Limit Error
1016 Read after write

1017 Invalid SFNTI Case Call

1020 CIO cases that should not exist
1022 Illegal expansion attempt

SEQUENTIAL 1/0 1036 EOF during read
1037 Invalid rewind request
1040 Invalid end ftle request

1041 EOF on write

PRINTER 1050 FATAL ERROR ON SIO CALL

1051 INVALID LINE CONTROL PARAMETER

RANDOM I/O 1062 INVALID INDEX KEY

1063 LENGTH TOO LONG ON REWRITE
1064 INVALID REWRITE FLAG

1065 NO DATA FOR INDEX KEY

1066 INVALID NUMBER OF ELEMENTS PARAMETER

1067 BAD STRING ARRAY ELEMENTS READ

WORD ADDRESSABLE 1074 INVALID WORD ADDRESS

1075 INVALID NUMBER OF ELEMENTS PARAMETER

MISCELLANEOUS 1106 Limit exceeded on opened files

1107 Invalid type of open

1110 Illegal character found in $EXTST
1111 Error found Ln SSTEXT

CRT 1121 ERROR FOUND DURING CRT WRITE

k.ARD READER 1132 EOIC encountered A1 ring read
1133 Invalid skip control
1134 Card reader fil-I error

SIMPL-Q ERROR 1144 SIMPL-[, >JORT - user called

B-2
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S 'STEM COMMAND FILES

This is a listing of the System Coninand Fi les as of 6 November 1980. They
are subject to change but are usefu I for re ference and examples.

COMMANDS FOR FASY SYSTEM

20OUT. CDC 200UT (USERS TERMINAL) INTERACTIVE/RJE TERMINAL EMULATION.
LOAD THE 20OUT EMULATOR CS AND MS, INITIALIZE AND START.

(WARNING! USES 0 - 6000 (OCTAL) CS LOCATIONS AND 0 - 27000 (OCTAL) MS
UT200S. LOCATIONS. MUST HAVE EASY CONFIGURED WITH IBS > 27000.)

LEAVE THE CURRENT COMMAND FILE AND RETURN TO PARENT.

LEAVE.

BACKSPACE,UNIT=17,NUM OF RECORDS=999,PARITY=l.

BACKSPACES RECORDS ON A TAPE

0,1,1.

BKSP.

BIND.

INITIATES BIND, LINK EDITOR FOR EASY

BIND.

CALCULATE ,EXPRESS ION=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ,BASE=q9.

CALCULATE AN EXPRESSION, BASE IS DEFAULT INPUT AND OUTPUT BASE.
,8. NO INPUT - REPEATEDLY PROMPTS FOR INPUT.
SCOMPU.

CIMPORT,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,TRIM=!YES!NO!.

IMPORT CARD IMAGE FILE FROM THE CDC 6000
CDR ,YES.
C IM'P RT.

COMPARE,A=SSSSSSSSSS,B=SSSSSSSSSS,NITM FILES=999,PARITY=1,ERRS=!*LPT!*CRT!.

COMPARES FILE A WITH FILE B ,0-7,10-17 FOR TAPE, ERRORS GO ON ERRS

O,QMI,1,1,*LPT.

COTP AR.
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COMPRESS ,FROM=SSSSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSSSS,NUM OF COLUMNS=99.

COMPRESSES MULTIPLE BLANKS AND DELETES I-LINE COMMENTS,EJECT,SPACE,SKIP

QMI ,SCR,72.
CMP RES.

CO PY, FROM=SSSSSSSSSS ,"T=SSSSSSSSSS.

COPIES FILES (CARDS OR DISK) TO DISK FILES
*CDR,CI)R. CARD READER TO TEMP DISK FILE

COPY.

COPYD, FROM=SSSSSSSSSS ,TO=SSSSSSSSSS ,STOP-ON= !EOD !EOE!.
FAST DISK ---FILE--- COPY EITHER DATA OR FULL EXTENT

QM I , SCR EOD.
SCOPYD. ENTRY PROC FOR FAST DISK COPY

COPYNS,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,STOP ON=!END!ZEROS!ETX!EOE!.

COPY A NOVA FILE TO A SIMPLQ FILE

20OUT: LPT,CDR,ETX.

COPYNS.

COPYSN,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,END WITH=!ZEROS!ETX! .

COPY A SIMPLQ FILE TO A NOVA FILE

CI)R,20OUT: CDR,ETX.

COPYSN.

CPX,CONFIGURATION FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
RUN EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL PROGRAM (CPX) SUBSYSTEM.

NULL CONFIG FILE - DO NOT CONFIGURE
SCPX.

I)ATE, =19S79399. (MM/DD/YY)

SET DATE.
()1/00/00.

SDATE

DDT,SCHEMA #=!0!1!2!,UIC=SSS.

START DDT SUBSYSTEM.
0,
I) DT EN V.

DEADSTART.

RECONFIGURE AND DEADSTART EASY MACHINE
NO PARAMETERS - THIS COMMAND INVOKES A SUBSERVICE OF MASTER
SDI)DST$.
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DIRECTORY, SEARCH isT=19,2ND=19,3RD=19,4TH DIR=19,REQ DIR=,REQ DIR=.
SELECT FILE DIRECTORY SEARCH ORDER (DRIVE=O-I, DIRECTORY=O-9)

,1103,00. DRIVE/DIRECTORY DEFAULT VALUES
U1LINK. DRIVE ASSUMED 0 IF ONLY I DIGIT (0 OR 1) ENTERED

DISK-SAVE, PASSWD=SSSS ,MTUNIT=17,MTFILE=99,DSKtJNIT=7.
SAVE A DISK FILE ON TAPE
HELP ,O,O,O.
DSKSV.

EDIT.
CR'r BASED EDITOR (COMM ANDS EXPLAINED AS EDIT INITIAL DIS'PLAY)

EDIT.

EDITLIB,LIBRARY=SSSSSSSSSSSTATUS=! OLD !NEW!.
EDIT SYSTEM LIBRARIES
USERLIB,OLD.
EDTLIB.

EDITOR.
ENTER THE PARTITIONED DATA SET EDITOR. (TTY ORIENTED)

$EDTOR.

EXEC ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

EXECUTE A FILE OF COMMANDS
*CDR.

*1 EXEC.

FH-UTILITT ES.
INVOKES THE FILE HANDLER'S UTILITY PACKAGE.

NONE
FHDRVR ,LOCKED.

FILES,FIRST USER=19.
ENTER FILES SUBSYSTEM -- MANIPULATE DIRECTORIES
04.
$FILES.

IMPORTJO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
IMPORT BINARY FILE SHIPPED IN FROM CDC 6700.

IMPORT.
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LIBRARY,SEARCH IST=SSSSSSSSSS,2ND=SSSSSSSSSSS,3RD=SSSSSSSSSS.

SELECT LIBRARY SEARCH ORDER FOR ATTEMPTS TO SATISFY UNSATISFIED EXTERNALS.

SYSTEM, SYSTEM, SYSTEM.

$LI BRA.

LISTCF,COMMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

LIST COMMAND FILE ON PRINTER.

CMDTMP.

LISTCF.

LOCK.

LOCKS KEYBOARD.

NONE
LOCKBD,LOCKED.

MACRO,OPTIONS=AAAAAAA, INPUT=SSSSSSSSSS ,OUTPUT=SSSSSSSSSS.

PERFORM STANDALONE MACRO PASS
S,*CDR,CDR. LIST OPTION ON, USE N FOR NO LISTING

SML.

MAKECF, INPUT=SSSSSSSSSS ,CO4MMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

MAKE A COMMAND FILE FROM COMMAND DECK.
*CDR,CMDTMP. CARD READER TO TEMP FILE

MAKECF.

MAKERESIDENT ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS ,=SSSSSS.
MAKES RESIDENT UP TO EIGHT MODULES REFERENCED BY ENTRY NAME.

,,,,,,.(=DBUGR,DBGSUP,MAP,STEPEZ,$TRACE,$FAULD. MAKES CONTROL-Q RESIDENT.)

SRSDNT.

MODULATE, BINARY=SSSSSSSSSS, FORMAT= ! NCS !META! SMITE!, TO=SSSSSSSSSS, NAME=SSSSSS.

ENCAPSULATE AN EMULATOR FOR INGESTION BY EDITLIB. (GENERATE AN EMULATOR MODULE).

,NCS,QMI,EMXXXX. (DEFAULTS CONVERT NCS BINARY INTO MODULE EMXXXX ON QMI.)

MDLATE. (ONE BINARY INPUT FILE TREATED IF SPECIFIED,DEFAULT PROMPTS FOR MANY.)

MT-TO-DISK,UNIT=17,FILE #=-99,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=!BOTH!BEFORE!AFTER!.

LOAD SIMPLQ BINARY FROM TAPE.

O,O,QMI,NONE. DFAULT IS NO REWIND

MTTODS.

PASCAL,FLOPPY=SSSSSSSSSS ,USER=99.

START PASCAL SYSTEM.

FLOPPY,08.
SETPAL.
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PATCH-CALC.

CALCULATOR FOR EASY 1MACHINE CODE PATCHES

PACALC.

PHL,SENDER ID= 7,EXEC FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

INVOKE PATH HANDLER LANGUAGE SUBSYSTEM.
0,. NULL EXEC FILE MEANS ACCEPT COMMANDS FROM KEYBOARD

PHL.

PRINT,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,SCAN=!ON!OFF!.

LIST CARD IMAGES ON PRINTER, SCAN FOR /+EJECT+/ , ETC.
*CDR,OFF. (SCAN INCLUDES IINF NUMBERS AS WOULD BE LISTED BY THE COMPILER.)

PRSNT.

PRINT-SPOOL,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

PRINT SPOOL FILE FROM CPX.
200UT:CDR.

PRSPOO.

PRU-MOD,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,PRU #-777777,WORD lk=-777,VALUE=777777,COUNT=777.
MODIFY 'PRU' OF 'FILE' STARTING AT 'WORD' SET 'COUNT' WORDS = 'VALUE'.
QMI,O,O,0,O. DEFAULTS CAUSE NO MOD, ALL #'S ARE OCTAL.
$MODPR,LOCKED. IF TOO MANY WORDS ARE SPECIFIED 'COUNT' IS TRUNCATED.

PRUDMP, F ILE=SSSSSSSSSS,SKIP=9999,DUMP=9999,TO=SAAA,TRANS=!E!6!8!,FMT=A99.
DUMP THE CONTENTS OF A DESIRED FILE. (FMT OPTIONS=!0I8!O36!DI8!D36!XI8!X36!'

QMI,0,9999,*LPT,6,018. (TO OPTIONS=!*LPT!*CRT!BOTH!)

PRUDMP.

QCONTROL,MODE=! ON !OFF!.

ENABLE/DISABLE CONTROL-Q DEBUGGER.
OFF. MUST BE EXPLICITLY TURNED ON

QCNTRL ,LOCKED.

RDTAPE,UNIT= 17.

READING TAPE FOR USE WITH 6000 AND PRINT.

0.
RDTAPE.

RESTORE-DISK, PASSWD=SSSS ,MTUNIT= 17 ,MTFILE=99,DSKUNIT=7.
RESTORE A FILE TO DISK FROM TAPE
0,0,0,0.

RESDSK.
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RWIND,A=SSSSSSSSSS ,B=SSSSSSSSSS,C=SSSSSSSSSS ,D=SSSSSSSSSS,E=SSSSSSSSSS.

REWINDS FILES , ENTER 0-7,10-17 FOR TAPES.
0,,,,.

RE WD.

S[MPi.Q,OPTIONS=AAAAAAA, INPUT=SSSSSSSSSS,BINARY=SSSSSSSSSS,SCHEMA=SSSSSSSSSS.

PERFORM SIMPLQ COMPILATION

SFM I ,*CDR,QMI, SCHEMA.
SI MPLQ.

SKIPBACKWARD,UNIT=17,NUM OF FILES=999,PARITY=l.

SKIPS BACKWARD FILES ON A TAPE
0 ,1,1.

SK IPB.

SKIPFORWARD,UNIT=I7,NUM OF FILES=999.

SKIPS FORWARD FILES ON A TAPE

o, 1.
SKIPF.

SM-TO-DISK,UNIT=17,FILE #=99,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=!BOTH!BEFORE!AFTER!.

COPY SMITE BINARY TO QMI FILE.

O,O,QMINONE. DEFAULT IS NO REWIND

SMTODS.

SOITRCE-TO-DISK,TAPE UNIT =17,DISK FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

TRANSFER UPDATE SOURCE FILE TO QMl.

1,*DECK. (*DECK OPTION USES FILENAME SPECIFIED ON *DECK CARDS INPUT)

SSO:DS K.

SPY,EXPR=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS,MIN=777777,MAX=777777,BINSIZE=777777,MASK=777777.

SPY ON EXPRESSION DURING EXECUTION, PRINTS A HISTOGRAM OF VALUES ENCOUNTERED.

1S ) ,0,777777,10000,777777.
SPYON.

SPY-PROC,# PROCS=9999.
START SPY ON PROCS AND MODULES
400,100. 100 MILLISECOND SPY INTERVAL

SPYPIN.

TERMSIM,LDID=77,BAUD=! 300! 600! 1200!.

ENTER THE TERMINAL SIMULATOR SERVICE.

13, 1200.
TE RM S 1 .
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4 TEST,ENTRY=ANNNNN,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
LOAD AND EXECUTE FILE (SIMPLQ PROGRAM).
TEST ,QMI.
TEST$$.

TESTCF ,COMMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
TEST A COMMAND FILE.
CMDTMP.
TESTCF.

TIME,=79S79S79. (HH:MM:SS)
SET TIME.
23:60:60.
SSTIME.

TRANS,UNITI17,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
TRANSFER SOURCE FILES TO 9 TRACK TAPE FOR 6000.
O ,CDR.
T RAN S F

UNLOAD,UNITA=17 ,UNITB=17.
UNLOADS TAPES
0,.
UNLD.

UNLOCK,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.
UNLOCKS KEYBOARD.
ESP.
UNLOCK.

COMMANDS FOR INITIAL TIME AND DATE SET.

END OF INITIAL DISPLAY

INIFIN.

DATE,=19S79S99. (NM/DD/YY)
SET DATE.
01/00/00.
SSDATE.

TIME,=79S79S79. (H1-HMM:SS)
SET TIME.
23:60:60.
$STIME.
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20OUT SERVICE CO144ANDS

ESCAPE FROM 2001T SERVICE MODE.

t'T2ESC.

CR".

ESCAPE FROM 20OUT SERVICE MODE.

1"r2F~SC.

<"FES:.

, Eb"C ".

ESCAPE FROM 200UT SERVICE MODE,

Utr2ESC.

COPY, FROM=SSSSSSSSSS ,TO=SSSSSSSSSS.

COPIES FILES (CARDS OR DISK) TO DISK FILES
*CDR,CDR. CARD READER TO TEMP DISK FILE

COPY.

COPYNS,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,STOP ON=!END!ZEROS!ETX!EOE!.
COPY A NOVA FILE TO A SIMPLQ FILE

200tT: LPT,CDR,ETX.

COPYNS.

COPYSN,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,END WITH=!ZEROS!ETX!.

COPY A SIMPLQ FILE TO A NOVA FILE

CUDR ,200UT: CDR,ETX.
CO PY SN.

DIRECTORY,SEARCH IST=19,2ND=19,3RD=I9,REQ DIR=,REQ DIR=,REQ DIR=.

SELECT FILE DIRECTORY SEARCH ORDER (DRIVE=0-1, DIRECTORY=O-9)
,03,04,00. DRIVE/DIRECTORY DEFAULT VALUES

tfLINK. DRIVE ASSUMED 0 IF ONLY I DIGIT (0 OR I) ENTERED

EXEC, F [LE=SSSSSSSSSS.
EXECUTE A FILE OF COMMANDS
*CDR.

EXEC.
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IMPORT,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

IMPORT BINARY FILE SHIPPED IN FROM CDC 6700.

QM1.
IMPORT.

KILL.

KILL THE 20OUT AND RETURN TO EASY.
(THIS COMMAND DOES NOT ALLOW YOU TO WAIT FOR LOGOUT INFO.)

UT2KIL.

LOGIN,PROGRAMMER NAME=NNNNNNNNNN, ACCOUNT=NNNNNNNNNN.

INITIATE QUICK LOGIN SEQUENCE.

Nb8PERRY, 99KK33.

UT2LIN.

LOGOUT.

LOGOUT ON THE 20OUT, KILL IT, AND RETURN TO EASY.
(THIS COMMAND ALLOWS THE USER TO WAIT FOR LOGOUT INFO FROM THE 6700.)

UT2LOU.

COMMANDS FOR BIND: LINK EDITOR FOR THE EASY SYSTEM

TERMINATE BIND, PROVIDES A WARNING IF INVOKED WHEN THE CURRENT
WORK FILE HAS NOT BEEN SAVED

BINDT. SERVER IN BIND

DELETE, ENTRY=ANNNNN.

DELETES SPECIFIED ENTRY FROM ENTM CHAIN.
$$$$$$. INVALID DEFAULT

BINDD. SERVER IN BIND

INCLUDE,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,# MODULES=9999.

INCORPORATE MODULES INTO WORK FILE.
QMI,9999. DEFAULT IS ALL OF COMPILER OUTPUT
BINDI. SERVER IN MASTER

MT-TO-DISK,UNIT=1,FILE #=9999,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=!A!B!.

LOAD SIMPLQ BINARY FROM TAPE
0,0,QMI, DEFAULT IS NO REWIND
MTTODS.
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RE.SOLVE.
PERMANENTLY RESOLVES ALL SATISFIED EXTERNALS AND

PELETES THE FXTM FROM THE CHAIN
, INDR. SERVER IN MASTER

WR I I'E,F I LE=SSSSSSSSSS.
COPIES WORK FILE TO SPECIFIED FILE.
QM2. DEFAULT BIND OUTPUT
lQNDW. SERVER IN MASTER

COMMANDS FOR DEADSTART SERVICE (CMDDST)

<CR".
PERFORM DEADSTART WITH LATEST DEADSTART TABLE

D D ST CR.

<ESC:..

ESCAPE DEADSTART, RETURN TO CALLER

.EAVE.

SPACE>.
D S PLAY LATEST DEADSTART TABLE

1) 1) TS P.

DIRECTORIES ,SEARCH 1ST=19,2ND=19,3RD=19,4TH=19,5TH=19,6TH=19.
RFSETS CIO DIRECTORIES IN DFADSTART TABLE ONLY.

. DOES NOT AFFECT CURRENT SETTINGS. ****
1) I) ST D I.

EASY-SPACE, BS=777777,TPS=777777.

RESET EASY MACHINE SPACE.
26,747777.
1)1)51TEZ.

IBRARIES,SEARCH 1ST=SSSSSSSSSS,2ND=SSSSSSSSSS,3RD=SSSSSSSSSS.
RESETS LIBRARIES IN DEADSTART TABLE ONLY.

SYSTEM ,SYSTEM,SIMPLQLIB. **** DOES NOT AFFECT CURRENT SETTINGS. *
I) S TL B.
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SET-CSA, LENG'di! = 77777 ,WORKSPACE AT = 777777.
SET LENGTH OF CONTROlSTORE A SEGMENT, PLACE EMULATOR WORKSPACE IN IT.
600,0. VALID ONLY FOR CO NVlt:UlRAXIION OF A SON
DDSTCS . INVALID FOR IEADST ART

STrR-BRE.AKPOI NTl, STR = 777777, BII NE=999q, g I)=ANNNNN.

RESET STR AND BREAKPO INT REGISTERS.

0, , $$S$ . DEFAULT BLI NE )ISABLES BREAKPOINTS.
DDST BR.

FD ITR C( MANI) F ILE

RETURN TO SCREEN ORIENTED EIDIT MODE.

FINI.

<ESC; .
RETURN TO SCREEt ORIENTED EDIT MODE.

FINI .

CHANGE,OPTIONS=!V!G!VG!GV!. (V=VETO,(,=GLOBAL)
CHANGE OCCURRENCES OF ONE STRING TO ANOTHER. COMMAND PROMPTS FOR FROM/TO
V. DEFAULT IS VETO ON 1 MATCH. SEARCH STARTS AT CURRENT CURSOR POSITI
EDCHG. GLOBAL IMPIES ALL OCCURRENCES, VETO GIVES USER CONTROL OVER CHAN

GETFILE,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,FROM LINE=999999,TO LINE=999999.

INSERT FILE CONTENTS,GIVEN LINES SPECIFIED INTO EDIT FILE.

,1,999999. INSERTION BELOW LINE INDICATED BY CURSOR.

EDGET. TERMINATES ON EOF ON FILE IF COUNT NOT EXPIRED.

HELP.

DISPLAY SCREEN ORIENTED EDITOR COIANDS.

EDHELP.

QUIT,OUTPUT FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,TRIMI=!Y!N!.
LEAVE EDITOR AND SAVE CHANGED rEXT ON FIE SPECIFIED, 'TRIMM1ED OR NOT.

,Y. DEFAULT IS TO NOT SAVE CHANGED TEXT. TRIM=N CAUSES 80 COLUMN CARD
EDQUIT. IMAGES TO BE OUTPUT.
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RECOVERY.

RECOVER TEMPORARY EDITOR FILE FROM SCRATCH FILES.

EDRECV.

SET-MARGIN,AVERAGE=99 ,MINIMUM=99 ,MAXIMUM=99.

SET MARGIN PARAMETERS FOR JUSTIFY COMMAND.

60, 1, 80.
SETSMA.

TOP.
GO TO TOP OF FILE AND RETURN TO SCREEN ORIENTED EDIT MODE.

EDTOP.

WRITE,FILL=SSSSSSSSSS,LINES=9999,KILL= !Y!N!.

WRITE OUT LINES FROM EDIT BUFFER TO FILE, IF KILL THEN REMOVE LINES FROM

QMI,O,N. IF THERE ARE NOT <LINES> LINES LEFT IN FILE, THE OUTPUT FILE IS

EDWRIT. PADDED WITH BLANKS.

COMMANDS FOR EDITLIB. EDIT EASY SYSTEM LIBRARIES

<(a>.

LEAVE EDITLIB
NO PARAMETERS

LEAVE.

ADD,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS ,# MODULES=999.

ADD MODULES TO LIBRARY

QM1, 1.
EL BA DD.

BIND.

INITIATES BIND, LINK EDITOR FOR EASY

BIND.

BUILD,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.
BUILD OR REBUILD SYSTEM LIBRARY

FAILSAFE. IS THE PASSWORD. WARNING! THIS COMMAND DESTROYS THE OLD DIRECTORY.

ELBBUI.
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COPY-MODULE ,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

COPIES MODULES FROM LIBRARY TO THE SPECIFIED FILE.

QMI. THE PROGRAM WILL PROMPT FOR MODULE NAMES.

ELBCOP. ENTER A CARRIAGE RETURN TO FINISH.

DELETE,ENTRY=ANNNNN,TYPE=!P!D!. P=PROC, D=DATA
DELETE ENTRY FROM DIRECTORY

X88888,P. (DEFAULT IS DUMMY ENTRY GENERATED BY BIND... TYPICALLY DELETED.)

ELBDEL.

EXEC, FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

EXECUTE A FILE OF COMMANDS
*CDR.

EXEC.

LIST ,LEVEL=!1!2!3!4!5!.

LIST LIBRARY TABLES, STATISTICS, ETC.
2. MODULE NAMES AND ENTRY NAMES
ELBLIS.

MT-TO-DISK,UNIT=l,FILE #=9999,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=!A!B!.

LOAD SIMPLQ BINARY FROM CDC TAPE

0,0,QMl, DEFAULT IS NO REWIND
MTTODS.

REMOVE ,MODULE=ANNNNN.

REMOVE A MODULE FROM THE LIBRARY
S$SSS$. £ON'T USE THE DEFAULT

ELBREM.

RE PLACE ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS ,# MODULES=999.
REPLACE MODULES IN LIBRARY, ADD IF NOT IN LIBRARY

QMiL, 1.
ELBREP.

SMASH.

COMPACT THE LIBRARY
NO PARAMETERS

ELBSMA.
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COMMANDS FOR BUILD. BUILP'NG SYSTEM LIBRARIES

IAVE BUIID

NO PARAMETERS
[.AVE.

INCIUDE ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,# MODULES=999.
INCLIUDE .ODULES INTO LIBRARY DURING BUILD

( % I , I .
ELB INC.

MT-O-DISK,UNIT
= I,FILE #-=9999,TO FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,REWIND=!A!B!.

LOAD SIMPLQ BINARY FROM CDC TAPE

U,O,QMl, DEFAULT IS NO REWIND

>ITTOI)S.

CRT EDITOR (EDIT) COMMAND FILE.

RETURN TO EASY.

V I NI.

'RFATE-PDS ,FILE=SSSSSS.
C:REAVES A PDS IN FILE

)C' RCE .

FDCF I, LOCKED.

)HETE-PDS ,F ILE=SSSSSS.
REMOVES PDS ENTRIES FROM FILE.

,SOt RCE.
SE)DL.

EX I STENT.

U1SED TO EDIT AN EXISTING EDIT FILE

SEI)EXT.

(;ARBACE ,F IE=SSSSSS.
CARNAGE COLLECTS PDS FILES

50 Il T .

SE DC AR.
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NE W.
BUILD)S A NEW FILE STARTING WITH AN EMPTY BUFFER

SE I)NEW.

ol.D, FILE=SSSSSsPDS=SSSSSS.
USED TO ACCESS A F ILI. TO BE: EIDITED
SOI RCEF

SAVES ED)I TED VEBS I ON

COM4ANDS FOR FILE HANDLER'S UTILITIES.

<(d". TRi'MINATE F ILE HANDLER UTILITIES.

GET OUT OF THIS CMD FILE.

$$QUIT.

CREATEENTRY-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS . TO CHECKOUT FHCRE8E ROUTINE, ASSUMES STD.BUFFER..
ASSUMES THAT QM1 HAS BEEN INITIALIZED APPROPRIATELY FOR CHECKOUT.
ENTRYNI. THIS ROUTINE FOR CHECKOUT ONLY.
SSCRE8. MAY BE REMOVED FROM LIBRARY WHEN TBRU IF DESIRED.

DEV-ENTRY, EN'-NAME=SSSSSSS ;ss. TO CHECKOUT FHDELE ROUTINE..
ASoUIMES THAT QM1 HAS BBEN INITIALIZED APPROPRIATELYf FOR CHECKOUT.
ENTRYNI. THIS ROUTINE FOR CHECKOUJT ONLY.

SD ELF

FIND-ENTrRY,ENT-NANE=SSSSSSSSSS. TO CHECKOUT FHFINI)E ROUTINE.
ASSUMES THAT QMI HAS BEEN INITIALIZED APPROPRIATELY FOR CHECKOUT.
ENTRYNI. THIS ROUTINE FOR CHECKOUT ONLY.
SF INE.

G-COLLECT, FILE-NA.ME=SSSSSSSSSS .

INVOKES FILE HANDLER'S GARBAGE COLLECTION FACILITY.

(?MJ . DEFAULTS.
FHGCOL.

INITFIALIZE ,FILE-NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

INVOKES FILE HANDLER'S INITIALIZE FACILITY.
Q Ml.

FH I N IT.
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LI ST-DI R TO CHFCKOUT FItI, I ST ROUTI NE
ASSUMES THAI' QMI HAS BEEN INITIALIIZED APPROPRIATELY FOR CHECKOUT.

SS I .'

ISI-ENT-INFOIlNI)EX=9~9 . TO CHECKOUT LSTENTRY ROUTINE..

ASSiMES rHAT QMI HAS BEEN [NITIALIIZED APPROPRIATELY FOR CHECKOUT.
.HI, S 01"I'IN. STR' ICTLY FOR ClECKOIIT.

OPEN. CHECK OUT FILEI HANDLER'S OPEN ROUTINE.

0NI.Y FOK C HECKoUT PUR POSES.

$ S( P EN"

REF-S'I'R, INDEX=999,RE(ik=9999.
1'(1 CHECKOUT FHNTHSTR ROUTINE.
1,.

5N; IR.

I'PDATE , INDEX=9999,OPR=A ,OLD=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ,NEW=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

TO CHECKOUT FHUPDTE ROUTINE, ASSUMES STD. BUFFER & FILE QMI INITIALIZED APPORP.

1,D,OLD-TEST-STRING,NEW-TEST STRING. DEFAULTS, INT, STRING, STRING, STRING.
qSI'PDT. CAN BE REMOVED FROM LIBRARY WHEN THRU IF DESIRED.

COMMANDS FOR FILES DIRECTORY MANIPULATION (CMDFILES)

* I.

TtIRM[NATE FILES PROCESSING.

APD, F IIE NAME=SSSSSSSSSS,LENGTtl=77777.
ADD NEW FILE TO DIRECTORY, LENGTH SPECIFIED IN NOVA SECTORS

: C A f).

A1!AN(;E, 1I IE=SSSSSSSSSS, NEW NAME=SSSSSSSSSS S, EODPRU=77777, EoDWORD= 177, PERM= !W! R!.
CHANC;E FILE ATTRIBUTES, DEFAULT OF * LEAVES ATTRIBUTE UNCHANGED.
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COMPACT,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

COMPACTS CURRENT USER (ELIMINATES HOLES BETWEEN FILES).

WRONG. DANGEROUS OPERATION -- DISKSAVE SHOULD BE PERFORMED FIRST.
F$COMP,LOCKED.

DELETE,FILE NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

DELETE SPECIFIED FILE, USER IS PROMPTED FOR VERIFICATION BEFORE DELETION.

F$DEL.

DISPLAY,FILE NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.

DISPLAY DIRECTORY ENTRY FOR A PARTICULAR FILE.
S.

F$DISP.

INITIALIZE ,USER= 19,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

CLEARS DIRECTORY FOR NEW USER, CREATES FILE ENTRY FOR DIRECTORY.
XX,WRONG. USER WILL BE PROMPTED FOR VERIFICATION TWICE.

F$INIT,LOCKED.

LOCK.

LOCK CONSOLE AFTER COMPLETION OF PROTECTED COMMANDS.

LOCKBD,LOCKED.

MOVE,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS,START CYL=777,SECTOR=77,LENGTH=77777,MOVE DATA=!YES!NO!.
MOVE FILE TO NEW LOCATION AND/OR CHANGE EXTENT, POSSIBLY MOVING FILE CONTENTS.
, *, ,*, NO. DEFAULT OF * LEAVES CORRESPONDING ATTRIBUTE UNCHANGED.

F$MOVE,LOCKED.

OVERLAPS.

DISPLAY OVERLAPS

FSOVER.

REPORT,TO=!CRT!PRINTER!BOTH!,SORTED BY=!NAME!POSITION!,SUBFILES=!YES!NO!.

DISPLAY CURRENT DIRECTORY. SUBFILES ARE FILES NESTED WITHIN ANOTHER FILE.

CRT ,POSITION ,YES.
FSREPO.

UNLOCK,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.

UNLOCK CONSOLE FOR PROTECTED COMMANDS.

WRONG.
UNLOCK.
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USER,CHANGE 'TO=19.

CHANGE USER (WORKING DIRECTORY). DEFAULT DISPLAYS CURRENT USER

FSO SER.

COMMANDS FOR EASY MACHINE CODE PATCH CALCULATOR

LEAVE.

CODE-NAME, NAME=ANNNNN, TYPE = ! DATA! PROC!.
ENCODE ENTRY NAME INTO 36-BIT INTEGER

S$$$$S ,PROC.
PCCODN.

DECODE-NAME,VALUJE=777777777777.
DECODE 36-BIT INTEGER INTO SYMBOLIC NAME

333333333333.

PCDECN.

IMMEDIATE,VALUE=FFFFFF,BASE=!B!O!D!X!.

CALCULATE IMMEDIATE OPERAND, VALUE GIVEN IN SPECIFIED BASE.
0,0.

PCIMED.

INDIRECT-LINK,AT=777777,TO POINT TO=777777.

CALCULATE INDIRECT LINK FROM ONE ADDRESS TO ANOTHER.

0,0.
PCINDL.

PC-REL-ADDRESS ,AT=777777,ADDRESS=777777, INDIRECT=!YES !NO!, HALFWORD=!YES! NO !.
F' CALCULATE A PC-RELATIVE ADDRESS

(),O,NO,NO.

PCPCRL.

PRU-ADDRESS,ADDRESS=777777. GIVEN 18-BIT WORD ADDRESS INTO
A FILE, WILL RETURN THE PRU NUMBER (DECIMAL AND OCTAL)

200. AND THE WORD ADDRESS INTO THE PRU.
PC(PRI!A.
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STACK-ADDRESS ,ADDRESS= 777777, INDIRECT=! YES !NO !, HALWORD=! YES NO!.

CALCULATE A STACK ADDRESS
O, NO, NO.
PCSTAK,

PATH HANDLER TEST COMMANDS (CMDPHTEST)

END OF PATH HANDLER RUN.

PtITOFF.

CHECK,BUF 9,FOR PATTERN=9,# WORDS=77.

COMPARE BUFFER CONTENTS AGAINST STAND -,D PATTERN.

0,0,100.
PHTCf1.

COPY,TO BUF=9,PATTERN=9,# WORDS=77.

COPY STANDARD PATTERN INTO BUFFER.
0,0,100.

PRTCOP.

DUMP,BUF=9,WORD COUNT=77.

DUMP BUFFER CONTENTS TO PRINTER.

0,100.
PHTDUN.

HIO,PATH/SUBCH=777.

HALT 1/O ON GIVEN PATH AND SUBCHANNEL.
O00.
NOTI. TCP OVERLAY FOR HIO NOT YET DELIVERED

OPTIONS,DISPLAY=!CRT!PRINTER!BOTH!.

SET DISPLAY DESTINATION.
BOTH.
PRTOPT.

SET-DATA,Bt1F=9,WORD=77,CONTENTS=777777.
SET A DATA WORD IN A BUFFER.

0,0,0.
P HISET.
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S 10-NTDS, ECB=9, COW= 77, PATH /SUBCH= 777, BUF=9,WCR= 77, C= 1, CW99,XW=99.
START NTDS I/O ON GIVEN ECB WITH SPECIFIED TIOCB INFORMATION.
1,03,000,0, 100,0,18,18.
P HT S 10.

SIO-UJYK7,ECB=9,COW=77,PATH/SUBCH=777,DO=777777,DI=777777,D2=777777,D3=777777.
START UYK-7 I/O ON GIVEN ECB WITH SPECIFIED COMMl~AND AND DATA.
1, 1 3,000,000000, 000000, 000000,000000.
PHTS 17.

TIOCB, ECB=9.
DISPLAY ECB IN TIOCB FORMAT.
1 .
PHTLOC.

WA[T,ECB=9,F0R TROUBLE=77.
WAIT FOR FCB POSTED AND CHECK FOR PROPER TROUBLE RESPONSE.
1,000.
PHTWAI.

COMMAND FILE FOR TERMINAL SIMULATOR

TERMINATE TERMINAL SIMULATOR.

<CR>.
ENTER TERMINAL SIMULATOR MODE.

SIMODE.

COPYNS,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,TO=SSSSSSSSSS,STOP ON=!END!ZEROS!ETX!EOE!.
COPY A NOVA FILE TO A SIMPLQ FILE.
QMI, CDR ,ZEROS.

COPYNS.

COPYSN,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS,T05555555555 ,END WITH=!ZEROS!ETX!.
COPY A SIMPLQ FILE TO A NOVA FILE.
CDR,OMIZEROS.
COPYSN.
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ECHO, =! ON !OFF!.
SELECT LOCAL ECHO OPTION.

OFF.

SETECH.

E D IT.

CRT BASED EDITOR.

EDIT.

ESCAPE-RESET.
SET ESCAPE CHARACTER.

TRMSET.

FROM-FILE ,=SSSSSSSSSS.
SET UP DESIRED FROM FILE FOR TERMINAL SIMULATOR.

OFF.

SETFRO.

QUIT.

TERMINAiE TERMINAL SIMULATOR.

QUIT.

SIM-MODE.

ENTER TERMINAL SIMULATOR MODE.

SIMODE.

STATUS.

TERMINAL SIMULATOR STATUS DISPLAY.

TERMST.

TO-FILE ,=SSSSSSSSSS.

SET UP DESIRED TO FILE FOR TERMINAL SIMULATOR.

OFF.

SETTO.
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SAVE/RESTORE COMMAND FILE (CMDSVRS)

LEAVE SAVE-RESTORE
NO PARAMETERS

F I.NSyR.

CALC-NOVA,START CYL=777,START SEC=77,FINISH CYL=777,FINISH SEC=77.
CALCULATE THE SIZE IN OCTAL NOVA SECTORS OF THE SPACE FROM "START" THRU
0,0,617,27. "FINISH". DEFAULTS = <1 FULL USER & SHOW MINIMUM & MAXIMUM
$NOVAC,LOCKED. TYPE-IN VALUES.

NOVA-FORMAT ,USER=9 ,CYL=777 ,SEC=77 ,SIZE=777777.
ADDRESS IN NOVA FORMAT
0,0,0,0.
NOVA DD.

PR'YS-FORMAT ,CYL=999,HS=99,SEC=99,SIZE=99999.
ADDRESS IN PHYSICAL FORMAT
0,0,0,0.
P HY SAD.

USER-FORMAT ,USER=9.
USER ADDRESS
0.
USE RAD.

CPX COMANDS

CPX$TT.

'SPACE>.
SA!NE AS STATE DISPLAY (PROCESSORS)

CPX$SD.

ASSIGN,DEVICE=!CON2!CON3!RDR!PRTR!TAPE!CLCK!LINE!DISK!,TO PROCESS=7,AS LDID=77.
ASSIGN A REAL DEVICE TO A PROCESSOR
DISK, 1, 10.
c PX $AfS
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BUFFER-MAP,PROC=7,ARRAY=SSSSSSSIZE=777777.
INCREASE BUFFER SIZE OF PERIPHERAL SIMULATIONS.
I, DUMMY, 2.
BMA P.

CHECKPOINT, TO=SSSSS SSSSS ,MESSAGE=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.
CHECKPOINT THE STATE OF EXPERIMENT.
CHECKPOINT, ***CHECKPOINT***.
$CHKPT.

CONNECT,PATH=77,TO PROCESSOR=7,AS LDID=77.
CONNECT A PATH TO A PROCESSOR.
00,1,00.
CPX$CN.

CREATE-MEMORY,NAME=SSSSSSSSSS,WORD SIZE=99,LENCTtl=777777.
CREATE A TARGET MACHINE MEMORY.
MEMXXX,18,200000. DUMMY DEFAULTS
C PX $CM.

CREATE-PATH,PATH=77,PATH TYPE=!UYK-7!PERIPHERAL!INTERCOMPUTER!.
CREATE A PATH OF THE GIVEN TYPE.
00 ,PERIPHERAL.
C PX $CQ.

CREATE-PROCESS ,PROCESSOR= /,MEMOIRY'SSSSSSSSSS ,MACHINE TYPE=ANNN.
CREATE A PROCESSOR, CONNECT IT TO AN EXISTING MEMORY.
1 ,MENXXX,EASY.
C PX$C P.

DELETE-MEMORY, NAME=SSSSSSSSSS.
'1 DELETE A TARGET MACHINE MEMORY.

MEMXXX.
CPX$DM.

DELETE-PATH ,PATH=77.
DELETE A PATH, BREAK ALL DISCONNECTIONS.
00.
CPX$DQ.

DELETE-PROCESS ,PROCESSORS='7777777.
DELETE A PROCESSOR(S), RELEASE ITS DEVICES

* USE PREVIOUS
CPX$DP.
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DEVICE -MAP,PROC=7,ARRAY=SSSSSS ,VTOR=7777777777.

MAP VIRTUAL TO REAL DEVICES.
DU 1[MMY,0

D MA P.

DIS',ONNECT,PATH=77,FROM PROCESSOR=7,FROM LDID=77.

DISCONNECT A PATH FROM A PROCESSOR.

00,1,.NULL LDID -- > BREAK ALL CONNECTIONS OF THIS PATH TO THIS PROCESSOR.

k'PX$D('.

1)I1SP)L AY- DE V ICE .

DISPLAY ALLOCATION OF REAL DEVICES.

CPX SDD.

DISPLAY-MEMORY.

DISPLAY TARGET MACHINE MEMORIES.

D IS PLAY-OLDPT.
OLD PATH TABLE DISPLAY.

CPX$PD.

DISPLAY-PATHS,PATH NUMBER=77.

C'PX PATH DISPLAY. DEFAULT GIVES GENERAL DISPLAY, OPTION GIVES DETAILED
ALL.DISPLAY ON ONE PATH. OLD PATH DISPLAY IS AVAILABLE AS
C:PX$PTF. DISPLAY-OLDPT.

1) IS PLAY-STATE.
D)ISPLAY STATE OF ALL PROCESSORS.

(7PY $SD.

EP 10C7 , P ICK-f T=7.
T'EMPORARY KLUIDGE***********

IflC7XF,

FEITrYK 7,PICK-IT=7.
11EMPORARY KLUDGE***********
1.
11YK 7XF.
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EXEC,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
EXECUTE A FILE OF COMMANDS
CDR.
EXEC.

FLOAT-CONSOLE ,TO PROCESSOR=7,CONTROL CHARS GO TO = !SON!PARENT!.

LOAN CONSOLE I TO A PROCESSOR WITH A VIRTUAL CONSOLE.

1, SON.
CPX$FC.

FREEZE ,PROCESSORS=7777777.

STOP A PROCESSOR(S), PRESERVE ITS PRESENT STATE (SET FREEZE FLAG)
USE PREVIOUS

CPX$FR.

GO,PROCESSORS=7777777.

START (OR RESTART) PROCESSORS. (PLACE INTO GO STATE, CLEAR STEP FLAG)

USE PREVIOUS PROCESSOR STRING
CPX$GO.

LDID-MAP,OF PROCESSOR=7.
DISPLAY LDID MAPPING FOR A PROCESSOR.

I.
CPX$LD.

MASTER, COMMAND FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

INVOKE MASTER WITH COMMAND FILE SPECIFIED (ENTER SUBSYSTEM UNDER CPX.)

CMDSYS. (DEFAULT IS EASY SYSTEM COMMAND FILE. CAUTION! USE NO TAPES!)
TESTCF. (CPX REUSES THE TAPE ECB THEREFORE AVOID SUBSYSTEM TAPE OPERATIONS.)

MONITOR-DUMP,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

DUMP STATISTICS TO DISK WITHOUT STOPPING MONITOR.

DUMP$S.

MONITOR-OFF, FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

TURN OFF PATH I/O MONITOR. DUMP STATISTICS TO SPECIFIED FILE

OFFSMO.

MONITOR-ON ,DEBUG PRINT=A.

ACTIVATE PATH I/O MONITOR. USE OF THIS COMMAND WITH MONITOR ALREADY

NO. ON SET DEBUG PRINT AS SPECIFIED

ONSMON.
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MONITOR-PRINT ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.

PRINT STATISTICS. IF FILE = NULL THEN PRINT CURRENT STATISTICS

STAT $ P.

MONITOR-RESTART ,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS ,DEBUG PRINT=A.

CHECKPOINT RESTART MONITOR FROM SPECIFIED FILE. USE OF COMMAND WITH
,N. MONITOR ON SETS DEBUG PRINT AS SPECIFIED.

RES$MO.

PRINT-SPOOL,FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
PRINT SPOOL FILE FROM CPX.

200UT:CDR.

PR$POO.

RELEASE,DEVICE=!CON2!CON3!RDR!PRTR!TAPE!CLCK!LINE!DISK!,FROM PROCESSOR-7

RELEASE A DEVICE

DISK,I. PROCESSOR NUMBER USED ONLY WHEN RELEASING DISK.

CPX$RL.

RESTART, FROM=SSSSSSSSSS.

RESTART A PREVIOUS EXPERIMENT.
CHECKPOINT.

$RSTRT.

STEP,PROCESSORS=7777777.

STEP PROCESSORS (PLACE INTO GO STATE, SET STEP FLAG)
*.

CPX$ST.

STORAGE-MAP.

MAP STORAGE (MAINSTORE AND CONTROLSTORE)

CPXSSM.

SYNCHRONIZE,PROCESSORS=7777777,INTERVAL=999999. (1 TICK = 100 MICROSEC)
SYNCHRONIZE PROCESSORS ON SPECIFIED INTERVAL (NUMBER OF CLOCK TICKS)

,10000. DEFAULT = NULL -- > TURNS SYNC OFF

cPX$SY.

THAW,PROCESSORS=7777777.

RELEASE PROCESSOR(S) FROM FREEZE (CLEAR FREEZE FLAG)

USE PREVIOUS

CPXSTH.
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UYK2OCPEF, SON= 7.
START IJYK-20 CPU
1.
YK20XF.

UYK20 LOEF , SON 7.
START UYK-20 10C
2.
I02OXF.

VIRrUAL-ASSIGN,DEVICE=!SYNC!CON!PRTR!RDR!,TO PROC=7,AS LDID=77,SPOOL=SSSSSSSSSS.

CREATE A VIRTUAL DEVICE FOR THE PROCESSOR.

SYNC, 1,77,.

CPX$VA.

VIRTUAL-RELEAS,DEVICE=!SYNC!CON!PRTR!RDR!,FROM PROCESSOR=7.

DELETE A VIRTUAL DEVICE.

SYNC, I.

CPX$VR.

EASY DEBUGGING SERVICES

DISPLAY SHORT PROGRAM SPACE MAP (SUBSET OF MAPPROGSPACE.)

1,NO,10.

MAP.

<+>.

PAGE DISPLAY FORWARD

PLUS.

PAGE DISPLAY BACKWARD

MINUS.

<-(a>.

END OF DEBUGGING

LEAVE.
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<CR>.
REISSUE LAST MEMORY DISPLAY

ECHO.

<LF>.

PRINTS CURRENT DISPLAY

PRINT.

<PERIOD>.

DISPLAY SHORT MAP OF STACK (SUBSET OF MAPSTACK.)

NO,15.

STKMAP.

ARRAY,ADDRESS=SSSSSSSSSS,FIRST ELEMENT=9999999.
DISPLAY SIMPL-Q ARRAY

0,0.

ARRDIS.

BASE ,ADDRESS/MODULE=SSSSSSSSSS.

SET BASE ADDRESS FOR MAIN STORE DISPLAYS

0. USE ACTUAL VALUE, /MODULE FOR MODULE, +PROC FOR STACK FRAME

BASET.

C,ADR=NSSSSSSSS,FORMAT=!O!OF!D!DF!X!XF!.

DISPLAY CONTROL STORE STARTING AT ADR. (O=>OCTAL,D=>DECIMAL,X=>HEX)

0,0. F FOR FULLWORD (36-BIT) FORMAT.

CSDIS. IDENTICAL TO DISPLAYCS.

CALC[ULATE ,EXPRESSION=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ,BASE=99.

CALCULATE AN EXPRESSION, BASE IS DEFAULT INPUT AND OUTPUT BASE.

,8. NO INPUT - REPEATEDLY PROMPTS FOR INPUT.
$COMPU.

CHANGE , SYMBOL=ANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN , IN PROC=ANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.
ACCESS SCHEMA FOR TYPE AND LOCATION, PROGRAM WILL PROMPT FOR THE NEW VALUE.

JOE,.
CHANGE.

CHANGECS ,ADDRESS=NSSSSSSSS ,VAI.UE=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ,REP=999.
PLACE DATA IN CONTROL STORE MEMORY
0O, 0O, I.

CSTORE ,LOCKED.
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CHANGECSM, ADR=NSSSSSSSS ,VALS=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

STo)RE MUITIPI.E CONTROL STORE LOCATIONS
0,0. VALUES SEPARATED BY A /
MCSTOR, LOCK E1).

CHANGEMS ,AI)I)RESS=NSSSSSSSS ,VALUE=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS REP=9999q9.
PLACE DATA IN MAIN STORE MEMORY
0 0, I .
MST(oRE ,LOCKED.

CHAN(;EMSM,ADR=NSSSSSSSS ,VALS=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

STORE MULTIPLE MAINSTORE LOCATIONS

0,0. VALUES SEPARATED BY A /
MM ST OR , LO CK ED.

CHtARACTER ,ADDRESS=SSSSSSSS.

DISPLAY SIMPLQ CHARACTER VARIABLE
0.
CHADI S.

CODE ,MODULE=SSSSSS ,LINE=NNNN.

DISPLAY EASY MACHINE CODE IN SYMBOLIC FORMAT.
DDSTRT, 1.
NOTJ,LOCKED. (NOT YF'T IMPLEMENTED)

CODEPATCH ,MODULE=SSSSSS ,ADDRESS=NSSSSSSSS ,CODE=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

PATCH A MODULE VIA SYMBOLIC MACHINE CODE.
*, O,HALT.

NOTI,LOCKED. kNOT YET IMPLEMENTED)

CONVERT, TH IS=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ,TO BASE=!D!B!O!X!.
CONVERT FROM ONE BASE TO ANOTHER (DECIMAI,BINARY,OCTAL,HEX)
X'FF' ,D. CONVERSION TO DECIMAL IS DEFAULT

CONVRT.

DISPLAY, SYMBOL=ANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN,IN PROC=ANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.

ACCESS SCHEMA FOR TYPE AND LOCATION THEN DISPLAY SYMBOL.
JOE,.

DS PI.AY.

DI SPLAYCS ,ADDRESS=NSSSSSSS,FORMAT=!O!OF!D!DF!X!XF!.
)ISPLAY CONTROL STORE MEMORY

0, (.
CSDIS
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ILAYC EECB NUM = 17 ,PRINT=!YES!NO ! .

V: PLAY FA6Y MAcIll NE, ECBS

'LAYMS ,ADDRESS=NSSSSSSSS ,FORMAT= 0! OF! D! DF!X!XF!.
'. stAY MAIN STORE MEMORY STARTING AT ADDRESS. (O=>OCTAL,D=>DECIMAL,X=>HEX)

,. FOR FULLWORD (36-BIT) FORMAT.
I!" ) I V-:

EC, F I1.E-=.SSSSSSSS.

.XELK I'E A FILE OF COMMANDS.

V;,iAR STEP OR HALT SETTINGS. (EXECUTION RESUMES ON LEAVING CONTROL-Q.)
(SUBSET OF STEP FUNCTION.)

,:',l' , II N =NNNN.
fA,\NK V NEXt-STATEMENT-TO-EXECUTE.

*=',ASF II)ENTIFIED MODULE

" , :El. (NOT YET IMPLEMENTED)

, ', ' ;,i '9q~q , IN PVOC=NNNNNN.
.- : KH.AKI'1'4 )(CATION

'"i2 5rb ,..\I)RESS=SSSSSSSS.

P"'V ' VI DL) INTEER VARIABLE

'i "lli,' 'I R=NNNN, FOR N=NN.j! ;1'LAY N LINES OF SOURCE STARTING AT LINE SPECIFIED.

(K()IRCE FIILE SPECIFIED BY qCHEMA OR SOURCE COMMAND.

" l. No'T YET IMPLFMENTED)

TIlE KEYBOARD

* , K r) l OCKED.
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M,ADR=NSSSSSSSS,FoRMATI=!O! OF! i!DF!X!XF!.
DI[SPLAY MA IN STORE MEMORY STARTI NG AT ADR. (o=->Oc'rAl,, D=A-)ECI NIAL ,X=>HEX)
o, 0. F FOR FULLWORD ( 36-oIT) FORMAT.
MSlD Is I DENTIC(AL TO DIR PLAYMS.

MAPP ROG SPACE , LEVEL= ! 1 ! 2! 3! ,PRI NTI= !YES ! NO !,STOP AT =NNNNNN.
DISPL.AY AND PRINT MEMORY MAP

IYE 0.
MA P)

MIAPSTACK, PRINT= ! YES ! NO!, STOP A'F=NNNNNN.
DES PLAY AN'D PRI NT STACK MAP.

0.
SFK MAP.

MBP,FUNC=!sETr! [NI !I)IS !CLEAR! , IST'=777777,2ND)=777777,3RD=777Ti77.
MICRO BREAKPOINT FUNCTIONS
SEzT, 777777,777777,777777.

S\1B P, LO CK ED.

MBPPRO,ECB NO=SS.
PROCEED FROM MICRO BREAKPOINT.
1.

$MBPPR ,LOCKED.

PATrcH-CALC.

CALCULATOR FOR EASY MACHINE CODE PATCHES

PA CAL C

4PRINT',IIL, =SSSSSSSSSSSCAN=!ON!OFF!.

PRINT CARD IMAGES ON PRINTER, SCAN FOR /+EJECT+/ ,ETC.
C[)R, OFF. (SCAN INCLUDES LINE NUMBERS AS WOULD BE GENERATED BY THE COMPILER.)
PR SNT.

PRINTC S,FROM=NSSSSSSSS ,TO=NSSSSSSSS,FORMAT=!O!OF!X!XF!D!DF!.

DUMP CONTROL STORE MEMORY TO PRINTER
0,0,0.
CS D fP .

PRINTIMS,FROM=NSSSSSSSS ,TO=NSSSSSSSS,FORMAT=!O!oF!D!DF!X!XF!.

D(IMP MAIN STORE. MEMORY TO PRINTER
0 , 0o

MsDMP.
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Q-CONNECT,TO SON=!1!2!3!4!5!6!7!.
CONNECT DEBUGGER TO A SON (1-7) OR PARENT(O)

Q CON CT

REG(ISTERS,ADR=777777,TITLE FMT=!E!I!D!T!.

DISPLAY LOCAL STORE
0, DEFAULT IS EASY REGISTERS, TASK FORMAT
EZREGS.

REGISTERSET,ADR=777777,REGISTER=77,VALUE=777777,TITLE FMT=!E!I!D!T!.
SET LOCAL STORE REGISTER
O,0,0, DEFAULT IS TASK FORMAT TITLES
SETREG, LOCKED.

SC,ADR=NSSSSSSSS ,VALS=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.
SET CONTROL STORE LOCATIONS FOLLOWING SPECIFIED ADDRESS.
0,0. VALUES SEPARATED BY A /
MCSTOR. IDENTICAL TO CHANGECSM.

SCHEMA,F ILE=SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.
SEILECT SCHEMA FILE FOR SYMBOLIC DEBUG.

SCHEMA.
SCHEMA.

SM, ADR=NSSSSSSSS ,VALS=NSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS.

SET MAIN STORE LOCATIONS FOLLOWING SPECIFIED ADDRESS.
* 0,O. VALUES SEPARATED BY A /

MMSTOR. IDENTICAL TO CHANGEMSM.

SOURCE, FILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
CHANGE SOURCE FILE USED IN SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING (I.E., LINE COMMAND, ETC.)

SOURCE.

NOTI. (NOT YET IMPLEMENTED)

S'FEP,PROC NAME=ANNNNN.
SET EASY STEPPING CONTROL. VALID PROC NAME STEPS THAT PROC.

DEFAULT TURNS STEPPING OFF, PROC NAME '$$S' STEPS EVERY PROC.
S FEPEZ.

TR INGADDRESS=NSSSSSSSS.
DISPLAY SIMPL-Q STRING VARIABLE

1.
rCRI)I32
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TRACEBACK,LEVEL=! !2!3!4!.

INVOKE TRACEBACK.
1. 1=>TRACE 2=>1+LOCALS 3=>2+GLOBALS 4=>3+PROGRAM

$TRCAL.

UNLOCK,PASSWORD=SSSSSSSSSS.
UNLOCK KEYBOARD TO CHANGE MEMORY
ESP.
UNLOCK.

XREF ,SYMBOL=ANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN, IN PROC=ANNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.

ACCESS SCHEMA FOR CROSS REFERENCE INFO AND DISPLAY.

JOE,.
XREF.
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DISK FILE STRUCTURE ON THE QM-I

Disk files on the QM-l computer are addressed by specifying the following,
paramet ers:

1. Drive No. - Selects the physical drive on the addressed control unit
(0-3).

2. Cylinder No. - Selects the real cvlinder for access positioning,
(0-405 0).

3. P-ead No. - Selects the desired surface on the disk. (0+1) for, small

(9750) disk unit. (0-191 ) for large (9755) disk unit.

4. 'Sector No. - There are 24 (numbered 0-23) sectors per track. (A track
is one surface of a cylinder, and is specified by the cylinder # and head #).

These are the actual physical parameters used to address the desired area on the
disk.

The QM-l's NOVA Emulator disk access routines (FILES uttlity) emulate the
NOVA system disk access routines. Three parameters are used to specify a disk
fIle using the NOVA system. Parameters one, two, and three are user, cylinder,
and sector, respectivelv. These parameters, alh Ig with how they relate to the
physical parameters, are discussed as follows:

1. User - A user consists of 800 tracks (19200 physical sectors), there are
2(0+1) users on the small (9750) disk units and 10(0-9) users on the large (9755)
disk units.

2. Cylinder No. - A NOVA cylinder is different from a physical cylinder. A
NOVA cylinder consists of two tracks (48 physical sectors). There are, 400 NOVA
cvlinders per NOVA user.

3. Sector No. - A NOVA sector consists of two physical sectors. There are
24 NOVA sectors per NOVA cylinder.

The NOVA access routines assume octal values as input from the user. These
values are then mapped to the actual physical address. Anyone doing fit(e access
on a systems level should be familiar with both forms of disk access.
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An algorithm for converting from NOVA format to physical format is given as
)rI lows:

CYL1: = NO 'A Cyl/10 Phys Cylinder Offset into User
SECI: = ((NOVA Cyl .mod. 10)* 48) +

(NOVA Sec * 2) Phys Sector Offset into User
HS : = SECI/480 Full Cylinders from SECI
HS2 = SECI .mod. 480 Remainder from SECI

Head: = HS2/24 Full Tracks from HS2
Sector=HS2 .mod. 24 Remainder from HS2
Cvlinder=CYLl + HSI + (User * 40 + 4) Physical Cylinder Address

DISK SPACE ALLOCATION

Disk space for the EASY system is preallocated using the Nanodata NOVA
Elmu[ator System.

BASIC 9755 CAPACITIES

10 NOVA user spaces per disk
400 NOVA cylinders per user
24 NOVA sectors per NOVA cylinder

9,600 NOVA sectors per user
256 QM-l words per NOVA sector

6,144 QM-1 words per NOVA cylinder (Note: 6144 = 14000 or
about 70 80-character SIMPL-Q strings)

2,457,600 QM-l words per user
24,576,000 QM-l words per 9755
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TRIEM DEBUG SUPPLEMENT

In order to assist the programmer in debugging the TRIDENT emulation, a

feature has been added to the EASY debugging system to permit TRIEM addressing.

Since each TRIEM word occupies a QM-1 word pair, a given TRIDENT address need

only be multiplied by two (or left shifted one) to arrive at the appropriate QM-1
address. The user may specify that the debug facility is to perform the conver-

sion automatically by suffixing an asterisk (*) to the TRIEM address. The
asterisk should be placed immediately before or in place of the terminating apos-

trophe as indicated below.

X'FFFF*'=X'FFFF*=X'IFFFF'

The asterisk may be used with octal and decimal addresses also.

O'1000*=D'512*=2000=D'1024
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EXPORT/IMPORT USER'S GUIDE

A package is available to enable the SIMPL-Q programmer to compile programs
on the CDC 6700 and ship the binaries directly to the QM-l via the 200Ur phone
link, eliminating the use of tapes. On the CDC end, there is SCOPE 3.4,
INTERCOM, and an EXPORT program. On the QM-I end, there is the 200UT Emulator,
the EASY system, and an IMPORT program running under EASY.

The user should bring up the 200UT on the QM-1 and LOGIN under INTERCOM.
All SIMPL-Q programs must be compiled and their binaries available (local or
attached permanent files).

Type in the "CONTIN" command to identify ,he terminal as a remote batch
terminal. Then, make sure the print queue is empty by using "H,O." and "Q,id."

(where id is the two-character INTERCOM id). One job named ididlid should be in
the execute queue; others in the print queue must be eliminated (see Queue
Resident-File Control Commander in the CDC INTERCOM Reference Manual).

Now FETCH,EXPORT,N68 and run EXPORT by typing EXPORT,id,,,binfile." Default
binfile is QM1. The Ld is to be specified if the EXPORTed file is to be auto-
matically batched to the print queue as 'ididIid'. Otherwise, type EXPORT,,,,
bhnfile,expfile. This will leave the exported file as a local file named
expfile. Default expfile name is QMSHIP.

To "print" the export file on QM-1 disk, hit the Escape key and type "PD",
then a Carriage Return. This tells the 20OUT to print onto the disk. Enter the
ON command and the file will be shipped to the QM-1. When the equipment status
display comes up, the transmission is finished. Enter the OFF and LOGOUT com-
mands.

Now that the exported file is safely on the QM-l disk, it is time to bring
it over to EASY. Bring up the EASY system on the QM-l and type the IMPORT com-
mand (see Section V.22). The only parameter is the desired file name. The
IMPORT program will restore the file to its original form and write it to the
fi l narled. The file is now ready to use.
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CEXPORT/C1MPORT USER'S GUIDE

A packagtw is availabIt, to enable the programmer to ship card-image files oru
the CDC 6700 to the QM-1 via the 20Otrl' link. This operates in the same manner as
FXPORT/IMPORT which ships binary files (Appendix F).

ie user should bring up the 20OUT on the QM-1, log in under INTERCOM, and
prepa-ve the card-image file.

Type, in the "CONTIN" command to identify the terminal as a remote batch
t.rmnal. Thu, make sure the print queue is empty by using "H,O." and "Qid."
(wh,.re id is the two-character INTERCOM id). One job named ldidlid should be in
h ,xtiitt, quetue; others in the print queue must be eliminated (see Queue

Rside~nt -File< Cont rol coz:iands in the CDC INTERCOM Reference Manual).

The CEXPORT program resides on CDCLIB, ID=N68. It does not rewind or route
an' fi 1,s, and operator messages are written at the beginning and end of the ship
file. CEXPORT is invoked by:

CEXPORT, id, source fiLe, id, ship file.

Dcfau lt source file is INPUT, default ship file is QMSHIP. The ship file must be

routed by the user. Example:

FETCH, SOURCE ,NV9.
FETCH,CDCLI B, N68.

LI BRARY,CDCLI B.

CEXPORT, ,SOURCE.
ROUTE ,OMSHIP,DC=PR,TID=68,FID=SHIP1.

The shipped file wilL be in the remote output queue and must be printed to

-lisk . To do this, hit the Escape key and type "PD", then a Carriage Return.
Next, enter the ON command and the file will be shipped to the QM-l. When the

equipment status display comes up, the transmission is finished. Enter the OFF

and LOCOUT commands.

Now that the- file is on the QM-l disk, the EASY system must be brought up
and the CIMPORT command must be used (see Section V.4).
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NOVA EMULATOR

The NOVA Emulator is a standalone emulator running on the QM-I. The Files
Utility of the NOVA Emulator is used for disk file allocation and maintenance.

A description of the initialization procedure for the NOVA Emulator Files
Utility follows. It should be noted that a similar capability is provided by the
FILES command under EASY.

H.1 INITIALIZATION OF THE NOVA EMULATOR FILES UTILITY (NCS) TO ALLOCATE DISK

FILES

1. Set Disk Loader switch up.

2. Set the F switches down; turn the console control panel selector to IML

and press the MC and START buttons.

3. Type NOV<CR> for drive 0 NOVA or NOV1<CR> for drive 1 NOVA.

4. After getting the prompt "!", type in command:

USER ,n
where n is the NOVA User (0-9) you are going to specify (see Appendix D - Disk
File Structure on the QM-l). The prompt "!" will be received again; reply with

the command:

FILES

The system will reply with some information and then prompt for date. After
entering the date, the Files Utility is ready to accept commands. All commands
are single letter entries with FILES filling in the suffix letters.

The ESC key terminates the full operation last entered. When using the R

command to display the directory, the information will move up the screen

quickly. The display can be stopped with the space bar. To continue, use the
space bar again.

Command s:

V Volume - Enter volume number (i.e., user no.) - only user 0 and the
user no. specified on the USER command can be accessed.

R Report - Display directory on console.

P Print - Print directory on printer.

A Add - Add a new file.

D Delete - Delete an existing file.

E End - Terminate FILES program.
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Suht omands under A or C:

A Filename ADR = - Enter address of disk location (octal format); cyl,
sect , I eng th (with space between each one). Where
length is in 256 word sectors. There are 1210
sectors per track.

T TYPE - Type of file (any meaningful combination):
R Read only (write protected)

W Writeable
P Program in absolute image
D Data fi le
E Executable if type P
N Not executable
: End of type parameters

P PROGR= - Program file specification, describes absolute core

image maintained on file. Three subparameters in
octal format; load point, program length, entry
point. All are absolute values, in words, separated
by a blank.

G Go - Above entries are done. File description on
alteration is completely specified. At this time the

File Control Block will be displayed along with any
error messages. File overlapping is allowed but
produces a warning message. To complete file entry
or alteration enter a carriage return. If a mistake
is observed, additional subcommands may be entered
following a : character. If the entire command is to

be discontinued, enter an ESC code.

S:ihcommand under D:

Y - After display of fi le control block. Required to complete
delet ion.

When allocating space for a new file, study the directory to find available
pace and then figure the octal addres5; of the location needed for the address

paramet,.r of the ADD cormnand.
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IC IO

CIO is a general-purpose disk I/O package designed to support sequential and

random access file I/O. Standard SIMPL-Q I/0 support provides the interface to
CIO and there are only limited applications whereby direct calls to CIO are
desirable. The following provides the information required for calling CIO

directly. Extreme care should be exercised when bypassing standard 1/O
procedures, and the caller should possess a thorough understanding of how CIO

performs file manipulation.

$CIO - (<Request Code>, <FET Address>. <Recall Type>) - The driver routine
(or all of CIO. Parameters for this function are INT "REQUEST CODE", FET
Address, INT "RECALL TYPE". For overlapped I/O the recall indicator should be
set for "no recall." In this environment the caller is responsible for ensuring

completion of the last request before initiating another. Using "automatic
recall" the requested operation will be complete before the caller's next

sequential instruction. CIO cannot be run at any interrupt level higher than the
FNT's ECB. To do so would inhibit the lockout mechanism for permanent file
directory manipulation and compromise the EASY system's integrity. See the
accompanying pages for the request codes, return codes, and table formats.

$CIOINIT - This procedure must be invoked prior to use of CIO (normally
SYSTEM) and should never be called by a user program. The FNTs are zeroed and

CIO's critical region handler armed. If this routine should be called during
normal running, the integrity of any files that are open and have been modified
will be violated.

$WAEXP - If the word addressable bit of the FET is on and the file has been
opened, the end of data indicator in the FNT is modified to the maximum possible

size. If the file is ever written to, this change is reflected in the PFD entry.
If the two conditions are not satisfied, a system error is generated (INT ARRAY

FET).

LOCFILE - Provides the disk address of a file and the available size (in
words). If called immediately after opening or sequential rewind, this size is

that of the entire file (i.e., to end of data). For the meaning of these return
values in another environment, see CIO code. To determine the total size of a
file (i.e., to end of extent) LOCFILE may be preceded by a $WAEXP. (INT ARRAY
FET, REFINT DAP, REF INT SIZE).
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FILE ENVIRONMENT TABLE

WORD # BITS DESCRIPTION

0 35,36 FILE NAME AS CONTAINED IN PERMANENT FILE DIRECTORY (PFD),

1 35,36 8-BIT ASCII, 2 HIGH ORDER BITS / QM-1 WORD

2 35,18 WILL BE ZERO ...

17,13 R/A RELATIVE SECTOR (128 QM-1 WORD PHYSICAL SECTORS)
IST SECTOR IS ZERO, LAST IS NOVA FILE LENGTH*2-1

3, 1 R/A BIT, ON = >OPERATION IS R/A, ELSE SEQUENTIAL

2, 3 CIO CODE (SEE WRITE-UP) TO REQUEST AN OPERATION

3 35,18 FOR R/A, BUFFER FIRST WORD ADDRESS (ABSOLUTE QM-1)

FOR SEQUENTIAL, 'FIRST' OF CIRCULAR BUFFER

WILL BE A VIRTUAL SIMPL-Q / EASY ADDRESS AT OPEN

THAT WILL BE CONVERTED TO ABSOLUTE QM-l AFTERWARDS
17,18 BUFFER LAST WORD ADDRESS+I, TYPE AS FOR 'FIRST'

ABOVE, THIS IS CIRCULAR BUFFER'S 'LIMIT'

4 35,18 CIRCULAR BUFFER'S 'IN' POINTER
17,18 CIRCULAR BUFFER'S 'OUT' POINTER

5 35,18 WORD COUNT, DETERMINED BY 'CIO' LOGIC ON
A SEQUENTIAL OPERATION, USER SPECIFIED ON R/A

17,1 RECALL STATUS BIT (=0 = >AUTOMATIC, 1 > NO)

16,1 COMPLETE " " ( 0 = >INCOMPLETE, 1=> COMPLETE)

15,1 OPEN " " ( 1 = >FILE OPEN, 0=> NOT OPEN)
14,1 WRITE PROTECT " ( 0 = >PROTECTED, 1=> WRITE OK)

13,1 MODIFY STATUS " ( 0 = >UNMODIFIED, 1=> MODIFIED)
12,1 WRITE " " ( 0 = >LAST OP. NOT A WRITE,

LAST OPERATION ( 1 = >LAST OP. A WRITE)

8, 1 WORD ADDRESSABLE BIT (USED BY 'DDT' I/O HANDLERS)

3, 4 RETURN CODE (SEE P. 1-6)
6 35,18 INDEX TO FNT ENTRY

17,18 RESERVED FOR

7 35,36 USE BY
9 35,36 COMPILER &

10 35,36 'DDT' I/O HANDLER'S

it 35,36
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FILE NAME TABLE

WORD # BITS DESCRIPTION

0 35,36 FILE NAME AS CONTAINED IN PFD, 8-BIT ASCII, 2

1 35,36 CHARACTERS / QM-l WORD, HIGH ORDER 2 BITS

2 35,18 OF EACH QM-1 WORD ARE O'S.
17,9 SECTOR # OF FILES PFD ENTRY (0-23)

8,9 1ST WORD # OF PFD ENTRY WITHIN SECTOR (0-127)
3 35,18 CURRENT FILE POSITION (IN RELATIVE SECTORS),

0=> AT BEGINNING OF FILE (0->PFD LENGTH * 2)
17,9 STATUS FIELD, BITS DESCRIBING FILES CURRENT STATE

17,1 RECALL STATUS BIT (0/1, AUTOMATIC/NO
16,1 COMPLETE " " (0/1, BUSY/COMPLETE

15,1 OPEN . it (0/1, OPEN/NOT OPEN
14,1 WRITE PROTECT " to (0/1, PROTECTED/NOT )
13,1 MODIFY " i" (0/1, NOT/MODIFIED

12,1 WRITE .. . (0/1, NOT A WRITE /
(LAST OPERATION) WAS A WRITE )

4 35,18 END OF DATA RELATIVE SECTOR # => NEXT FOR READ/WRITE

17,18 END OF DATA WORD COUNT => # GOOD WORDS IN SECTOR
BEFORE EOD SECTOR.

5 35,18 END OF EXTENT RELATIVE SECTOR # = PFD'S LENGTH

*2 (BECAUSE OF NOVA / QM-1 CONVERSION)

17,18 IST CYLINDER ADDRESS OF FILE (CALCULATED FROM USER
NUMBER (NOVA))

6 35,18 1ST SECTOR ADDRESS OF FILE WITHIN CYLINDER ABOVE

17,18 BACKWARDS POINTER TO 'FET' + LOC(FET)
7 35,18 DRIVE / UNIT # ON WHICH FILE RESIDES

17,18 CYLINDER # ON DRIVE ON WHICH PFD RESIDES

Initially, there will be 10 FNTs of 8 words (SIMPL-Q 36-bit) each.

Individual FNTs will be formatted as illustrated in the table above, and the

user shall have direct access only via 'STATUS' command, and then only to

the status bits. An 'R/A' status request will return in relative sector
position of the FET the file's current position.
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PERMANENT FILE DIRECTORY

WORD # BITS DESCRIPTION

0 35,36 UP TO 10 CHARACTER FILE NAME, TWO 8-BIT

1 35,36 ASCII CHARACTERS PER WORD WITH HIGH-ORDER TWO

2 35,18 BITS = 0. LEFT JUSTIFIED, ZERO FILLED.

17,18 FIRST NOVA CYLINDER ADDRESS OF THE FILE.

3 35,18 FIRST NOVA SECTOR ADDRESS OF THE FILE.
17,18 FILE LENGTH IN NOVA SECTORS.

4 35,17 FILE TYPE, SHOULD BE ZERO.
18,1 WRITE ENABLE BIT (0 - READ ONLY).

17,18 END OF DATA SECTOR

5 35,18 END OF DATA WORD COUNT
17,18 DON'T CARE (LEFT FOR FUTURE USE).

6 35,36 LAST DATA FILE MODIFIED BY FILES COMMAND.

7 35,18 SIX CHARACTERS (MMDDYY) STORED LIKE FILE NAME.
7 17,18 CHECKSUM WORD COMPUTED SUCH THAT THE SUM OF ALL

18-BIT WORDS IN PFD ENTRY = 0.

The End of Data Sector field indicates the number of PHYSICAL sectors which

contain valid data. The End of Data Word Count field indicates the number of
18-bit words which are valid data in the last sector of valid data. A zero in
the End of Data Word Count means that the last sector of valid data is entirely

full of valid data.

There is a directory for each user on the disk pack. Each directory

contains 192 entries in the format desribed above, with empty (null) entries

containing all zeroes. The entries in the directory are in an arbitrary order;
t htv are not sorted by name or position. The directory for each user occupies
physical track I of physical cylinder 0 of the user. In terms of NOVA disk

addresses, this is 14 (octal) sectors starting at sector 14 (octal) of cylinder

The NOVA PFD format is explained in additional detail in the NCS User's

Rterence Manual. See instructions for use of "FILES" utility for creation/

maintenance of a NOVA file (to include write protection).
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CIO REQUEST CODES

REQUEST CODE DESCRIPTION

0 INVALID (CAUSES INSTRUCTION TO ABORT
& RETURN CODE TO INDICATE NOT A 'VALID

REQUEST)
OPEN FILE, GENERATE FNT

RANDOM ACCESS => READ MASTER INDEX
INTO SPECIFIED BUFFER (BEGINNING AT
FET(3){35,18j) THE # WORDS SPECIFIED

BY FET(5){35,18} OR TO END OF EXTENT.
SEQUENTIAL => CONVERT 'FIRST' & 'LIMIT'

TO ABSOLUTE ADDRESS & DEFINE 'IN' &

'OUT'
2 REWIND, INCLUDES BUFFER FLUSHING FOR

SEQUENTIAL FILES (IF LAST OP. A WRITE).
3 READ, MANAGES CIRCULAR POINTERS FOR

SEQUENTIAL, ELSE READS SECTOR SPECIFIED.
4 WRITE, MANAGES CIO POINTERS ON SEQUENTIAL

CALL, ALWAYS WRITES AT END OF DATA.

RETURNS IN RELATIVE SECTOR AREA OF FET
THE SECTOR # AT WHICH WRITE BEGAN ON R/A.

5 CLOSE, CLEARS FNT ENTRY, DEACTIVATES FILE.
R/A CAUSES MASTER INDEX TO BE WRITTEN

AFTER EOD.

SEQUENTIAL INCLUDES BUFFER FLUSHING IF
LAST OPERATION WAS A WRITE.

6 STATUS, ALWAYS WITH AUTOMATIC RECALL,
RETURNS IMMEDIATELY WITH COPY OF FNT'S

STATUS BITS IN FET'S STATUS FIELD.
7 REWRITE, VALID ONLY IF R/A, ELSE INVALID

REQUEST FLAGGED. THIS OPTION IS VERY
POWERFUL & SHOULD ONLY BE USED WHEN

CALLER IS ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN OF HIS
PARAMETERS. WRITES WILL NOT BE ALLOWED

TO GO PAST EOD, BUT CAN & WILL GO

ANYWHERE ELSE SPECIFIED BY CALLER

FOR AS MANY WORDS AS REQUESTED.
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CIO RETURN CODES

CODE # DESCRIPTION

0 NORMAL TERMINATION, NO UNUSUAL CONDITIONS EXIST.
1 INVALID REQUEST CODE, REQUEST NOT SUPPORTED.

2 FILE ALREADY OPENED, ATTEMPT TO REOPEN IGNORED.
3 NO FNT SLOT AVAILABLE, OPEN ABORTED BECAUSE

FNT'S FULL (CAN BE RETRIED).
4 FILE DOES NOT EXIST, REQUEST WAS MADE ON A FILE

THAT HAS NO FNT ASSIGNED.
IF NO FNT EXISTS THEN THE FILE IS NOT OPEN.

5 *** NOT CURRENTLY DEFINED ***

6 *** NOT CURRENTLY DEFINED ***

AVAILABLE FOR FURTHER EXPANSION.
7 END OF DATA ENCOUNTERED ON A READ OR REWRITE

OR END OF EXTENT ENCOUNTERED ON A WRITE.
8 DISK ERROR, HARDWARE ERROR DETECTED (IF FOUND

ON OPENING, THE ERROR CODE WILL BE RETURNED
IN THE FNT POINTER AREA OF THE FET).

9 ATTEMPT TO VIOLATE WRITE PROTECTION, REQUEST
ABORTED.

10 PREVIOUS OPERATION INCOMPLETE, THIS REQUEST
ABORTED & FET'S STATUS BITS & RETURN CODE
FIELDS WILL BE "SHAKY" AT BEST FROM NOW ON.
RESULTS FROM NOT CHECKING FET COMPLETE BIT

WHEN WORKING WITH NO RECALL.
11 WRITE ATTEMPTED AFTER READ (INVALID ON

SEQUENTIAL I/O)

12 *** NOT CURRENTLY DEFINED **k

13 'IN', 'OUT', 'FIRST', OR 'LIMIT' ERROR (I.E.,
SOMETHING DOES NOT COMPUTE (E.G., FIRST>=

LIMIT, ETC.))

14 READ ATTEMPTED AFTER WRITE (APPLIES TO
SEQUENTIAL ONLY)

15 *** NOT CURRENTLY DEFINED ***
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CHARACTER SET

NANODATA QM-1 ASCII INTERNAL AND CARD CODE

Octal Code Character Card Code Octal Code Character Card Code

000 NUL 040 SP blank

001 SOH 04i 12-7-8
002 STX 042 7-8
003 ETX 043 # 3-8
004 EOT 044 $ 11-3-8
005 ENQ 045 %
006 ACK 046 & 12

007 BEL 047 5-8
010 BS 050 ( 12-5-8
011 HT 051 ) 11-5-8
012 LF 052 * 11-4-8

013 VT 053 + 12-6-8
014 FF 054 0-3-8

015 CR 055 11
016 SO 056 12-3-8

017 SI 057 / 0-1
020 DLE 060 0 0
021 DC1 061 1 1
022 DC2 062 2 2

023 DC3 063 3 3
024 DC4 064 4 4
025 NAK 065 5 5
026 SYN 066 6 6

027 ETB 067 7 7
030 CAN 070 8 8

031 EM 071 9 9
032 SUB 072 2-8
033 ESC 073 11-6-8
034 FS 074 < 12-4-8

035 GS 075 = 6-8

036 RS 076 > 0-6-8

037 US 077 ? 0-7-8
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Otial Code Character Card Code Octal Code Character Card Code

! u0( 4-8 140
!(I A 12-1 141 a
102 B 12-2 142 b
103 C 12-3 143 c
104 D 12-4 144 d

105 E 12-5 145 e

IOb F 12-6 146 f
W7 C 12-7 147 g

'11) H 12-8 150 h
I1 1 12-9 151 1

12 J 11-1 152 j
I15 K 11-2 153 k

14 L 11-3 154 1

115 M 11-4 155 m
116 N 11-5 156 n
11 7 0 11 -6 157 o
120 p 11-7 160 p

121 Q 11-8 161 q
122 R 11-9 162 r

123 S 0-2 163 s
124 T 0-3 164 t
125 U 0-4 165 u
126 V 0-5 166 v

127 W 0-6 167 w
130 X 0-7 170 x

131 Y 0-8 171 y
132 Z 0-9 172 z
133 12-2-8 173 {
134 / 0-2-8 174
135 ] 11-2-8 175
136 176

137 177 DEL

t. )n IBM 029 EBCDIC keypunches, four characters are different:

OM-I Character IBM Character

I
I (vertical bar)

0-2-8 (upper case 'T')

2. h,,r \ (0-2-8) in Card Columns 1-4 is an EOF.

J-2
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SIMPL-Q COMPILER-IMPLEMENTED INTRINSICS

'he following is a list of the compiler-implemented intrinsics:

ABORT (maps into SYS$ERROR) - User abort with error #
ENDFILE - generates end-of-file indicator
READ - read values from job stream input
READC - read entire input record into string variable

READF - read item from file
REWIND - return to beginning of file

WRITE - print values of expressions

WRITEF - write item to a file

WRITEL - write record output (string)
$EASY - create EASY instruction in-line

$LINK - modify address within module of an external variable
SLINKNAME - change name of an external

$RACLS - close random access
$RAR - random access file read
$RAOPN - open mass storage file as a random access file
$RAS - random access STINDX (select different array as file index)

$RAW - write from central memory to random access file
SWACLS - close word addressable file

$WAGET - read word addressable file into specified item
$WAOPN - open file as a word addressable file
$WAPUT - write data from item into the file

EOI - test for end of information

EOIC - test for any more input records
EOIF - test for end of file

INTVAL - return decimal integer value of binary ASCII encoding of character

argument
LENGTH - return length of value of argument

$MEMORY - return contents of EASY memory location

CHARF - argument converted to character
CHARVAL - converts decimal to binary ASCII encoded character (opposite of

INTVAL)
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The fol lowine is a list of microcode-imphment d tntrinsitcs:

NImb r Mn mMon i c ), . s c r I pt i ons

'IME ( SYSTII ME) read sv t ,m ( loc k

S IOC retu rn locat 101n of Item

MLT I PLY extindt -d prt Is ion multiply
4 1)1 V IDE txt ended p r,,- i 1on divide

RE START rest Art previously active PROC
6 PSLOA) add inx×l e to program space

PSFREE rtlase moduiles from program space
1o COPYST coy st ring to top of stack
I CONVST (CONVS'TOLD) conv ert data to string

i PACK pick character array into string
i UNPACK unpat k string into character array
14 S ASSG strin assignment
I CONN (CON) string contatenate
lb FSS fetch sub-string
17 FSSR fetch sub-string right
20 85SS store sub-string

2I SSSR store sub-string right
22 MAT CH search string for match
23 SEQ compare strings for equal
24 SNE compare strings for not equal
25 SLT compare strings for less than

26 SLE compare strings for less or equal
27 SGT compare strings for greater than

30 St;E compare strings for greater or equal
31 TRIM delete traI ling blanks from string
32 INTFS convert decimal string to integer
33 1NT FSB c'mve-rt arbitrarv string to integer
34 STRIN ;I convert integer to decimal string

35 STRINGB (STRNGB8) convert integer to arbitrary string
36 ETTER test for letter

37 1LETT'EikS test string for letters
4(0 DIGIT test for digit

41 DI(; ITS test string for digits
42 S[ RNCB2 convert to st ring

STRNCBI6 convert to string
44 1)S HIF'TI, ( SH F D L) sh i ft I ft
4 DADD (ADD72) douihie add

S I)SIPB (1t[B72) double0 sut ract
47 I, 1BRARY set new I brarv search order

1 1I1)ISA RM master int errupt disarm

MIARM iilaster inttrrupt arm
A IU)CAE dynmai I Iv a I located external ata

st r il t ire s
CO ONVST (onvert datta to string

K -2
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'nte fol lowing Ls a l1st of the system funct ions:

Function Code SYSTEM 'Function' Mnemonic Dscription

0 SYS$ERROR User abort with error number
I SYS$MREAD Main store transfer read
2 SYSSMSWRITE Main sto.re transfer write
3 SYSSCSREAD Blot-k transfer array from control

st ore

4 SYS$CSWRITE Block transfer array to cont rol
store

7 SYS$TIMESEf Set system clock
10 SYS$MSMOVE Actual main store transfer
I1I SYS$BREAK Set breakpoint line
13 SYS$MSBYTE Byte mode main store transfer
14 SYS$RECALL Pass program specified recall

numb er
15 ECB$VRST Reset virtual device assignments
16 ECB$VDEV Declare virtual device
17 ECB$HIO Move TIOCB from main store to ECB
20 ECB$SIO Move TIOCB from main store ito ECB
21 ECB$SIOD Store 1/0 from disk
22 ECB$WAIT Wait on single ECB
23 ECB$WAITL Wait on list of FCBs
24 ECB$ARM Arm ECB, associate interrupt
25 ECBSDISAkRM Disarm ECB
26 ECB$ARMC Arm for compi le
27 ECB$ARME Arm for error
30 ECB$GET Read ECB into array
31 ECB$PUT Write ECB from array
32 SYS$TCPTREE Read TID tree for user
33 SYS$TCPTCB Read TCB for user
34 ECB$ITASK Initialize subtask
35 ECB$STASK Start subtask
36 ECB$KTASK Kill subtask
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AN/IJYK-] EMULATION

I'lhe ANO/ YK-7 t-nmulI it or 17i1uS Under C PX an(i consists of two p roc essors:t hie
CentL r a 1 Proc ks" s at' In I t ( CPU)1, and Lh I1v1/O1 proceLSssor . The AN/UYK-7 emulator is
sapab I e o I h and 1 1 i 1 pr(.g rams as l a rge as 128K 1 0 and p rov I des a Imost the t otalI

:).1hI I tv , f t h,- AN / YK -7 . I n add it ion , debug capab ili1t ies not avat IlablIe on the-
AN/UYK-7 in, lniing pseuido-breakpointt wh ich al lows up to eight breakpoints, are a

teatli, ,I the emu late.d AN/IUYK-7 . One- of the few features not emulated on the
AN /YC-/IS [he EXt-ernsT lv Spetc ifie!d Address (ESA) word transfer ability.

in' A lYK 7 enmn lot or may call on LIP to 16 channels to asso~ciated periph-
'ris._ AN/1lYE-7, or AN/UYK-2() emulators. Periphierals/emulators used in testing

11Liidt'l h' AN/l'YK-2(), QEP d isp lay console, RD358 tape drive, 1004 card
'0II int pr Iint'r , ind 1532 to et ype . AN/IJYK-7 programs tested in the

''i 'i ":Vr01rn1.Ii have incbilded1: PAM (an AN/UYK-7 debug program), Mk 92 SC (a
III I i'! VILI'M 'ra r a MACIS type, data base management program, and

T. \N i' 7 sv-Lt'r9 with associatd peripherals is, butIlt using com-
1 X 1TI,1', 1 Ii t p a ta.Iit; hauIe r (see, SectLion I V) . An enti1re AN/l!YK -7

t it i iv he sajv'd or r(-(al1 led at anyv poi nt i n t ime itsi1ng the CPX
vvi i i i i CK P "l ii- RFS'AR! (St~k St-c tIon I V)

Vt I if jt,. T-1I'I: Ion is, to dt'scrib.' the two AN/IIYK-7 processors. The
lIT 1151i . I li I'f ! ,r l t. i''1t , reail and ,mu I ated AN/tIYK-7 mach ies is that on

t h,- r-aiI A Nrt!.",'tr- ruin in parallel' wheteas on the emulated
ANI YK -?71 ,,-, r ii I i m , -e slIIcek-d . Thus, there is not a one-to-one corre-
'plsT 1'. h we- Itw C11, nI10C proL o'ss ing ratL io as Ion,' ont the realI AN/I'YK -7s . I t

1 pt',1j1h 1 ti I Irl r, in mayi wo rK ini o n e nv i ron m t, .t h It no1t thev o theL!r . Th is
ist -;pt'1l a! 1v Lilli' 1 w It"r as,; impt ions al N tt t i rin ,, wtr,- mado bv th - proV ra rrn''r and

'K 0 T V, i !'t t 1 011' o0 t,' a, stIMjPt Ltoe wetrt. , nt toed . This was Lt -
1J' I or 'Xi'T IiT tit, SC; Mk 92 program. It SSUMirt'd SOmeI CPU Lnst rtictions

w~ri it,-i prior to ompt't ion of the I/0. Ili othlt'r prolrams, such as he
111I'I sv1'' nol STOIAT pr~h lems wo-re tuncolntered.

I 'i I' th'' AN/l'YK-7 ('Pt is CMDI 1YK7. TIhis r: le contains the
I-l 1 T't' 1' 1k ;11 1 iiL Io ha on, andi exectit ion of tLhe AN/I T YK-7. F rom

v. iAN 'T" K-7 'itlator CPU set is invoke-d by entering EFUTYK-7. The
I~~~~ n' T- r' I. is. i os t'aih of tilt' AN/tWK-7 CP11 commi~ands .The end

I 1 11 1i 1 it, Ih,' tvpia isc 't tiit'Sl' LomTml.nds.



DISPLAY NEXT OCTAL 100 MEMORY WORDS

NO DEFAULTS
UYK 7PL.

DISPLAY PREVIOUS OCTAL 100 MEMORY WORDS

NO DEFAULTS
tYK 7M I.

These two commands are associated with the memory display command and will

display in octal the next 100 memory words forward (+) or backward (-) from the

previous memory display. This allows the operator to sequence through consecu-

tive memory over a large program space.

LEAVE THE CURRENT COMMAND FILE & RETURN TO PARENT.

NO DEFAULTS ....
LEAVE.

This command returns the user to the CPX level of control. Exit back to the
CPX level is useful for examining paths, preparing to checkpoint, or transferring

to the, IOC processor command set.

-, CR".

STEP UYK-7 EMULATOR

STE PS 7

SPACE'

INVOKE THE UYK-7 STATUS DISPLAY.

NO DEFAULTS.
$STAT7.

SqTE:P.

L11.ACE THE PYK-7 EMULATOR IN STEP MODE.

, 51E P$7.

PI'N.

PILA(CE THE UJYK-7 EMULATOR IN RUN MODE.

RiUNS 7.

These commands are used to place the AN/UYK-7 in the step or run mode and to

display the status of the AN/UYK-7.

The step command, as initiated by a carriage return (CR), will execute one

instruction of the AN/UYK-7 and then display the status display. If the space

bar is depressed, the status display will be shown without execution of the

instruction. If the AN/UYK-7 processor is in the run mode (going), step will

cause the processor to switch to the step mode. A typical status display is

shown in Figure L-1.
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* UYK-7 STATUS=RUN DATE=f0/15/80 TIME=I2:13:53 INSTS EXEC=212711 *

* MODE=INT (U)=M AO,KO,BO,SO,00024 NEXT I=AA A0,KO,B5,S0,O000 *

* (M)=056673 OPERAND=24560024350 (P)=1/004326 (P*)=056726 (ASR)=00207002 *

Figure L-1. Status Display

The STEP command has the same effect as depressing the carriage return (CR)

key when the CPU is in the Run mode.

The RUN command will place the emulator in the Run mode and is equivalent to

depressing the LSO/START switch to start on the real AN/UYK-7. However, if the

CPU processor for the AN/UYK-7 has not been thawed, the processor will remain

frozen and no commands will be executed. When the first 07 command is executed,

the machine will halt unless the I/O processor has been tiawed and is going.

STATUS-7.

INVOKE THE UYK-7 STATUS DISPLAY.

$STAT7.

This command will also invoke the status display.

The status display shows the instruction just executed and the next one to

be executed, both in octal and instructio, format. The pointer P value indicates

the address of the next instruction to be executed both relative (P) and absolute

(P*). In addition, the ASR register is presented indicating interrupt state,

lockout, compare designator status, etc. Other information presented in the

status display includes mode (interrupt or task), total number of instructions

ex-cuted, and QM-I computer wall clock time.

CHECKPOINT ,TO=SSSSSSSSSS.

CHECKPOINT UYK-7 CP EMULATOR TO DESIRED FILE

1.

CHKPOI.

This is a less powerful checkpoint than the checkpoint at the CPX level.

Only the AN/UYK-7 main store and emulator A segment are saved.

RESTART ,FROM=SSSSSSSSSS.

RESTART THE UYK-7 CP EMULATOR FROM A DESIRED FILE

I.

RESTRT.

L-3
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This command is used in association with CHECKPOINT to restart from a
r1v loIsly stored CHECKPOINT configuration.

NW~.: For a more powerful CHECKPOINT/RESTART capability, see Section IV.

' '"'-BRKPTS, =! ENABLED! DISABLED !.
'INAiitI.-/DISABLE PSEUDO BREAKPOINTS.
, ! ",. \ F!)E .

>!'-BREAKPOINT ,#=7,TYPE=! INST !OPERAND!BOTH!, ADDRESS=777777.
(' K"EAKPOINT REGISTERS.
iN%' I.1D,O.

1LEAR- HRKPT, lk=- 7.
:.VAR iREAKPOINT REGISTERS.

Ib ii[ -AB!.E ,O.

S 0 1SBK.

This set of instructions controls the AN/UYK-7 breakpoint capability and
pi,vides more capability than exists on an actual AN/UYK-7. With the pseudo-
hreakpoints disabled, which is the normal case, then just one breakpoint exists
similar to a real AN/UYK-7. On the real AN/UYK-7, the CPU will halt on either an
instrkiction address match, an operand address match, or both. This is accom-
plished by setting bits 18 and 19 of the breakpoint register on the real
AN/I YK-7. To enable one breakpoint, the emulation operator uses the set break-
.Ii ut instruction, specifies the address and the type of breakpoint. The break-
[,.int iumht.r is not relevant if pseudo-breakpoints are disabled. With pseudo-
iikpoints enabled, up to eight breakpoints can be set by specifying the break-
,.iut number. This has proved very useful where, due to flag values, it is not
t!wt.. .l.ear of the directin of the CPU. The breakpoints will remain enabled
,,,,il individually cleared by the CLEAR-BREAKPOINT command or totally cleared by

.il,)-breakpoints disabled. Hitting a breakpoint will stop the CPU but will not

,t , the I/O which is controlled by a separate processor. The I/O can be halted
r,,zti, the I/O processor or putting it in the Step mode. If the CPU

, it,-. an Initiate I/O or other 07 instruction such as LIM (load IOC monitor
k), the instruction will not be executed until the I/O processor has been

I.pped or is in Run. The breakpoint status can be displayed by using the
-. ',,%K display (see Figure L-2).

("!R , ARE A=! TASK! INTERRUPT! DWS !.
,hI%.PI.AY IIYK-7 CONTROL MEMORY
t:VK. DEFAULT TO BEGINNING OF CMR

The CMR-TASK display shows the task mode data including the accumulator A0-
A. r,.kisters, the index B0 -B 7 registers, the base registers SO-S7, and the
hr, ikpotnt register addresses. The ASR register is interpreted. Figure L-2

i lstrates an example of the CMR-TASK display.
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* TASK CONTROL MEMORY REGISTERS

* ACCUMULATORS 000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 *

* 004 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 *

* UNASSIGNED 010 0000000 *

*INDEX i 0 000000 0 000000 0 000000 0 000000*
* 014 0 000000 0 000000 0 000000 0 000000 *

*BASE 02 0 000000 000000 000000 000000 *

* 024 000000 000000 000000 000000 *

* BREAKPOINT 060 0 000000 *

* ASR 070 B'00000010000111000000000' *

* C SULLLSAMLB SONLL *

* P TPOOOSBLBO PFETI *

* I A/CCCESOEO AL//M *

* D TLKKKLE T ROEGI *

* E0123 L E QET *

Figure L-2. CMR-TASK Display

The CMR Interrupt display shows the interrupt accumulator registers A0 -A7 ,
the interrupt index registers B1 -B7 , and the interrupt base registers SO-S 7 . It
also includes the monitor clock. Figure L-3 illustrates an example of the CMR

Interrupt display.

* INTERRUPT CONTROL MEMORY REGISTERS *

* ACCUMULATORS 100 00U00007627 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 *

* 104 00000000022 00000000000 00000000000 00000000000 *

* MON. CLOCK iO 0177777 *

* INDEX 111 0 000000 0 000023 0 000000 0 000000 *

* 114 0 000000 0 000000 1 000034 0 000006 *

* BASE 120 003720 052400 015530 027340 *

* 124 041150 000000 000000 000000 *

*****-****** ********************** ** ***** ******** ************ ****** *************

Figure L-3. CMR Interrupt Display
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Ih. CMR-DSW dispLay shows the Class I/Class IV ICW and DSW values. Fig-
ure L-4 illustrates an example of the CMR-DSW display.

CONTROL MEMORY DSW/SPR/SIR'S *

DSW-CLASS 1 140 0400265 ICW 0207000 ASR 0000000 ISC 0400031 P REG *

* DSW-CLASS I 144 0400265 ICW 0207000 ASR 0000000 ISC 0400031 P REG *

*DSW-CLASS 11 150 0400225 ICW 0207000 ASR 0000000 ISC 0400031 P EG *

* DSW-CLASS IV 154 0400265 ICW 0207000 ASR 0000000 ISC 0400031 P REG *

* SPR'S 160 00 000 0000 000000 00 00000000 00 000000 *

* 164 00 000000 00000 S 000000 00 0000031 P000G *

* SIR'S 170 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 *

* 174 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 *

Figure L-4. Control Memory DSW Display

The Indirect Control Word (ICW) indicates the address via indLrect address-

ing which contains the location to branch to when an interrupt occurs. The ASR

is the value of the Active Status Register following completion of the interrupt.
The ISC is the value of the interrupt. The P register indicates the location to

branch to following completion of the interrupt processing.

EXEC ,F ILE=SSSSSSSSSS.
EXECUTE A FILE OF COMMANDS
*CDR.

EXEC.

This command allows the user to execute a file of commands. For example,
onLte the user is at the AN/UYK-7 level, it may be necessary to set several
switches, modify the values of some registers, and place the program in Run.
This could be accomplished by building a file containing the modify-stop switch,
modLfy-jump switch, modify CMR, and modify memory commands. Through use of this
command, standardized procedures for initiating the program, performing debug, or

running demonstrations could be stored. These files could then be modified by

using the editor when changes in operation were desired.

CHECKPOINT and RESTART used in conjunction with EXEC would minimize the
number of entries required to reproduce desired sequences. Execute has been used
to perform AN/UYK-7 CPU and AN/UYK-7 IOC commands within the same file.

L-6
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INSFR'T-INSTR ,ADDR=777777, READ-ONLY= !MAIN !NDRO !, INSTR=7777777777777, RPT=999.

CHANCE MEMORY USING INSTRUCTION FORMATTING.
O,MAIN,000000000000, 1.

INS RTI

MOD1 FY-MEMORY,ADDR=777777,READ-ONLY=!MAIN!NDRO!,VALUE=77777777777,RPT=999.
MODIFY UYK7 MEMORY.

O,MAIN,O,1.
MoDMEM.

MODI FY-C'MR ,ADDRESS=777 ,IALUE=SSSSSSSSSS.
MODIFU OYK-7 CONTROL MEMORY
(1, ()
MODC11.

This set of conmands allows the user to modify the contents of the AN/UYK-7
ermlated computer. The INSERT instruction changes the contents of any address in
main memory or nondestructive read-out memory (NDRO) as specified in instruction
format. For example, the characters entered for format 1, define the f, a, k, b,
i, s, and y fields. The number of characters left-to-right forming each field in
a format 1 instruction is 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, and 5. To set consecutive addresses
to the same value, the repeat feature RPT is used to indicate the number of
consecutive calls duplicated. The address used should be the absolute address.
The user should be cautious in entering format IV and 1/O instructions. Once the
instruction is entered, it is displayed in the instruction pneumonics along with
the seven adjacent cells in the block of 108 cells containing the modified
instruction address.

The MODIFY-MEMORY cormnand is similar to the MODIFY INSTRUCTION command
except the value entered is a whole word in octal format. The memory display of
100 octal cells wilt follow this command.

The MODIFY-CMR command allows the user to change CP control memory including
the A, B, and S registers, the ASR, and the ICW, CDW interrupt data.

INSTRUCT IONS ,ADDR=777777, READ-ONLY= !MAIN !NDRO!.
I)ISPLAY MEMORY IN INSTRUCTION FORMAT.
O ,MAIN.
I NSTUY.

MEMORY,ADDR=777777 ,READ-ONLY=!MAIN !NDRO!.
DISPLAY UYK-7 MEMORY (MAIN & NDRO)
O,MAIN.
UYK 7ME.

These two commands provide for display of memory in instruction or octal
format. Figure L-5 shows an instruction display and Figure L-6 shows an octal
disp lay.
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.'-*******************************************************************************

AN/UYK-7 MAIN MEMORY DISPLAY
* *

AD0KR CONTENTS INSTR. FMT.

056720 25410024333 53 0 1 0 0 1 04333 JNE AO,BO,SI,04333 *
056721 30066600000 60 1 5 5 1/00 0 0 0 0 HCSI A1,B5,1/DATA *

0567?2 22240000006 44 5 0 0 0 0 00006 C A5,KO,B0,SO,00006 *

o5672'3 25650024333 53 5 1 0 0 1 04333 JLE A5,B0,S1,04333 *
* 056724 30060200000 60 1 4 0 1/00 0 0 0 0 HSCI A1,BO,1/DATA *

056725 20000000024 40 0 0 0 0 0 00024 M AO,KO,BO,SO,00024 *

056726 06002400000 14 0 0 5 0 0 0000 AA AO,KO,B8,SO,0000 *
* 0S6727 30474200000 61 1 7 0 1/00 0 0 0 0 HLCI A1,BO,I/DATA *

Figure L-5. Instruction Display

AN/UYK-7 MAIN MEMORY DISPLAY *

* 056700 30066600000 22240000010 25610024306 30064200000 *

* 056704 22000000012 25650024315 30060600000 20040000024 *

056710 06042400000 30470600000 04154000455 12157000471 *

* 056714 25430024350 10330070106 30056200000 22233107616

k 056720 25410024333 30066600000 22240000006 25650024333 *

* 056724 30060200000 20000000024 06002400000 30474200000 *

* 056730 04114000455 12117400471 25430024350 10374070106 *

* 056734 30055600000 22177507616 25450024350 30056200000 *

056740 22233107616 25450024350 30060200000 20000000024 *

o'56744 06002400000 30470200000 04114000455 12117000471 *

056750 10640000001 30065600000 22140000023 25650024253 *

056754 10370070106 30056200000 22233507616 25410024361 *

k 056760 16670070106 10374070106 30054200000 22037507616 *
• 056764 25410024366 16474070106 10540000001 30055200000 *

056770 22100000023 25650024247 10440000001 30045600000 *

0 056774 22140000011 25650024241 10154024414 10214024415 *

Figure L-6. Memory Display

A,1
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MASTER-CLEAR.

MASTER CLEAR SEQUENCE OF UYK7.

MASTCL.

MODIFY-EOOT-SW,SWITCH=!O/1/2!MODE!,SETTING=!O!1!2!AUTO-REC!MANUAL!NEUTRAL!.
MODIFY BOOTSTRAP SWITCHES.

0/1/2,1.

MBOOTS.

MODIFY-BRK-SW, SETTING=! PROGRAM!MANUAL!.

MODIFY BREAKPOINT SWITCH.
PROGRAM.

MBKPTS.

MODIFY-JUMP-SW, SWITCH=! 1! 2! 3! , SETTING=!ENABLE ! DISABLE!.

MODIFY JUMP SWITCHES.

1 ,ENABLE.
MODSJS.

MODIFY-STOP-SW, SWITCH=! 5! 6! 7! ,SETTING= !ENABLE ! DISABLE!.

MODIFY STOP SWITCHES.

5, ENABLE.
MODSJS.

These emulator coimmands are used to emulate the switches on the Maintenance
Unit Panel of the AN/UYK-7. The MASTER-CLEAR will clear all breakpoints, clear
the program pointer P, and place the AN/UYK-7 in the interrupt state under class

IV with class I, 11, and III locked out. It will perform all the functions of

the MASTER-CLEAR toggle switch on the AN/UYK-7 panel.

The MODIFY-BOOr-SWITCH command performs the functions of the two bootstrap
toggl, switches. The 0-1-2 switch is used to load bootstrap and diagnostic pro-

grams. Switch positions I and 2 determine which of the two available boostrap

programs is loaded. The diagnostic program is selected by position 0. The

auto-recovery/neutral/manual option determines the other switch setting.

The PROGRAM/MANUAL switch is used to switch to the Initial Condition Word 2
address (ICW2) if a breakpoint is detected and the switch is in PROGRAM. Othut-

wise, a breakpoint will generate a halt. This connand emulates the PROGRAM/

MANUAL switch and the response to the switch setting.

The MODIFY-JUMP switch and MODIFY-STOP switch comnmands emulate jump switches

1, 2, 3, and stop switches 5, 6, and 7. The AN/UYK-7 program CPU wilt 'jump or

stop if the switches are detected as set by the program.

SWITCHES.

DISPLAY UYK7 SWITCHES.

Sw ITCH.

L-9
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The command switches show the status of all switches. Figure L-7 illus-

trates a sample switch configuration. The state of each switch is indicated in
the asterisks.

BREAKPOINT * JUMP *

* 1 2 3 *
* *------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- *

• PROGRAM * ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED *

* *MANUAL * *DISABLED *DISABLED *DISABLED *

BOOTSTRAP * STOP *

I AUTO REC * 5 6 7 *
* *------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- *

• *0 * ENABLED ENABLED ENABLED *

2 MANUAL * *DISABLED *DISABLED *DISABLED *

Figure L-7. Switch Display

MODI FY-P, BASE=7, DISPLACEMENT= 177777.

MODIFY P REGISTER.

0,0.

MODSP.

This command allows the user to modify the address of the next instruction

to be executed and the base register under which the program is running. This is

primarily used during program debug to check out specific areas of code.

PRINT, =!OFF! ON!.
TUrRN PRINTING ON OR OFF.

OFF.

MODP RT.

This command turns the printer on or off. At initialization, the print
tapahilty is off. Once the printer is turned on, all print generated to the CRT
will also be generated to the printer. The line printer must be manually enabled

, r an error message to turn on the printer will occur. This command is only
Vlid at this level and will not print if the user returns to a higher level

without turning print off.
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I'APF.-TO-MFMOR' ,! I'-t'N I 1'- I O)FFSF 1' = i7 /1/; .
tYK-! ['APE 1) M1:MORY. EFsIT = t'MIIM IMPI,IE.S NDRO.
O), t).

'h I , ,: -d I t' load boot-; i ap l, idail,, b ictal tapes into the
AN/ UYK-. 7 To t ocid NDRC, O)FSFT = MIMI.M is tus .d. NDRO should be loaded before

i l i , li yiv AN '.t'YK- P, 0 s *- ,o i ', ' ht class I, II, and III inter-
S. :s ,: I1 b, :h,, un: it! pto,rarm address to which is added any

SP',YX R-5. ;SSS>U-;SSsSSSS5S .M 1N= 77 7 7, MAX=77 777 ,B INSI ZE=777777 ,MASK=777777.
5K PON 'EXPR ;SI ON' It1RIN(; EX LC I PRINTS A HIST(XRAM OF VA LUES (BY ''<>)

( C50? 100O)K, 770)0 , 10C, 777777.
Pi'YON.

rh IS co- llhld a 1 l ows : 1 it, I is-I LI) ki, n Tlt control store or main store such as
-on ' I I e,.i ai I S sS )()2 in the d,,fail: c ase. All stack identifiers are also
,u ppi t d. I1ht is, r ,t , he b Cvq iY MIN, MAX, and bin size. For example,

, MIN A M X ), B I N i E = 5, out h i ns of 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, and 25-30,
ex. 1 10 v, I I I m I The MASK al lows a portion of the sampled value to

i ,, C n,0 IS in ,h, plot. Tit.- sample is takL every 100 ms . The
rsuits f SPY pt ine d fl lowing enty v of a ld. SPY is most useful for studv-
Ing 'mtng 'Ind o: am I, od lIn. A SPY of a f lap used for a switch would show
ocI c (,I of ' m r of ',i IIs Io ,ah ,out ilnu. Fi1.gur e L-8 iLlustrates a samplI
0f 57 di' i vat CS 2(1) show 1mp that all samp los were above or equal to
7710.

SPY RES IT'!S

SAMPE AKEN AT A DDRESS (8(50?) 10/16/80 11 :,6: 32

B I NS I ZE : 0 ' O0000) 0)0 0 )0 10' M I NI MUM : 0' O0OO0000 7700' MAX I MUY: 0 ' 000000007710

NO. IN SAMPLE: 57

PERCENTA(;E OCF SAMPLE IN EACH BIN

5 25

BElOW MINIMU!M1 X
.GE. 0 ' 0()000()0) CC()(i ' X

MAX INM AND ABOE V XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKX 10

Ft pure L-8. SPY Exmple
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L. 2 UYK-7 IOC PROCESSOR

The command file for the AN/UYK-7 LOC is CMDIOC7. This file contains the
set of commands for controlling the IOC and displaying the state of the I/O.
Certain commands are similar to the AN/UYK-7 CPU commands and therefore are not
described again. These include @, CR, EXEC, RUN, SPY, and STEP. The procedures

called are LEAVE., IOC$ST., EXEC., IOC$GO., SPYON., and IOC$ST., respectively.

CMR-IOC,AREA=! INPUT!OUTPUT!EXTERNAL-FUNCT!EXTERNAL-INT!.

DISPLAY IOC-7 CONTROL MEMORY.

INPUT.

IOCC MR.

There are three display commands in the IOC level. This command displays

the latest I/O executed for input, output, external functions, and external

interrupts. Each of the 16 channels is displayed. For each channel, the command
address, PWD, CF, MIF, BP, FIN, buffer, and current address are displayed. The

command address gives the address of the first word to I/O. Figure L-9 shows the

example of an input display.

COM4AND WORD FORMAT

CHNL# COMM. ADD. PT. PWD CF MIF BP FIN. BUFFER CURR. ADDR.

000000 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000
000001 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000002 051700 11 0 1 00 00013 027340
000003 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000
000004 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000005 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000006 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000007 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000010 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000011 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000
000012 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000013 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000014 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000
000015 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

000016 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000
000017 000000 00 0 0 00 00000 000000

Figure L-9. CMR-IOC Input

In this example, an input on channel 2 exists. The partial word designator

is 3 indicating a whole-word transfer. The CAP (Command Address Pointer) points

to the next IOC instruction to be executed. The current instruction, an IB
instruction, is located at 51677 (i.e., 51700-1). The IB instruction has a
monitor interrupt flag set. The input data is to be stored starting at location

27340. Figure L-li shows the IB instruction. BP is the byte pointer identifying

the partial-word position in memory involved in the transfer. Since this is a
whole word transfer, BP is zero. The FIN buffer is the final address, compare
bits of the last word in the buffer. This should read 27343, not 13. This is a

four-word transfer.
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FLIP-FLOPS,=!MTR-INT!CHN-ACT!BUF-PND!BUF-ACT!.
DISPLAY IOC-7 FLIP FLOPS.

CHN-ACT.

FLIPD.

The FLIP-FLOP command displays the status of I/O flip-flops used in the EASY

I/O system. This display and the display paths available through CPX present a

clear view of the status of I/O for each channel. Figure L-1O illustrates a

flip-flop display.

BUF-PND FLIP FLOPS

CHANNEL STATUS

1 1 1 1 1 1

CHANNEL NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

INPUT 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OUTPUT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EXTERNAL FUNCTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0

Figure L-1O. Flip-Flop Display

There is a flip-flop display for buffer pending, buffer active, monitor

interrupt, and chain active. In the above display, input was opened on channel 3

which resulted in a buffer pending and a buffer active. The chain active bit was

clear since this is a one-word chain not initiated by an AIC. The interrupt is

clear because the data transfer is not complete.

MEMORY-IOC,ADR=777777.
DISPLAY IOC-7 MEMORY.

0.
IOCCWD.

The MEMORY-IOC command will display 10 addresses in octal, actual by 1/O

field f, k, j, m, c, and y, and by I/O mnemonics. Figure L-l1 illustrates a

memory IOC display.

L-13
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!!MEMORY-IOC,ADR=51677.

INSTR. FMT.
ADDR. CONTENTS MNEMONIC F K J M C Y

051670 03420110531 07 0 04 0 0 1 10531
051671 03420110532 07 0 04 0 0 1 10532
051672 03420110533 07 0 04 0 0 1 10533
051673 03420110534 07 0 04 0 0 1 10534
051674 03404100010 07 0 01 0 0 1 00010
051675 05314052007 FB2 3 03 0 0 0 52007
051676 04716052011 OB1I 3 03 1 0 0 52011
051677 04316052012 IBIO 3 03 1 0 0 52012

Figure L-11. Memory IOC Display

Address 51677 contains the IB instruction referenced in Figure L-9. The
buffer cootrol word is contained at 52012.

IOC-NUJMBER,=!0! 1!2!3!.
DEFINE THE IOC NUMBER FOR THIS PROCESSOR.
0.
IOCNU.

This command allows the user to specify the IOC number. The default IOC
number is zero.

PRINT,=!OFF!ON!.
TURN PRINTING ON OR OFF.
OFF.
MODPRT.

The PRINT command turns the printer on and off. This would normally allow
the user to print displays just as is done by the CPU processor. However, the
PRINT commands were not implemented in the IOC display processing. Therefore,
this command has no effect. To obta in a print of the IOC display, the QM-l
operator can use the Control-Q entry followed by a line-feed entry which will
print the data on the screen. However, this will not print out the
nonstandardized characters correctly and will also print out control characters.

L-14
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AN/UYK-20 EMULATION

The AN/UYK-20 emulator can be used to run AN/UYK-20 jobs in a similar
fashion to running the job on the real AN/UYK-20. The purpose of this section is
to give the user a summary reference manual for using the AN/UYK-20 emulator.
The following discussion assumes computer control is at the AN/UYK-20 level.
Subsequent paragraphs instruct the user how to get to this level.

An AN/UYK-20 program can be created on the system or, if the program is on a
bootstrap loadable tape, it can be read into memory. The comma-d for reading in
a tape is TAPE-TO-MEMORY. By using MASTER-CLEAR and setting the required
emulated switches and registers, the initial program environment can be estab-
lished. To execute the program, the user should specify the RUN command. If the
user desires to execute the program one line at a time and view the registers/
memory after each instruction is executed, then STEP should be used instead of
RUN.

To debug the program, the user has available instruction, register switches,
and memory displays. Displays for examining the I/O are also available. To stop
the program at a specific location, a breakpoint can be set. The operator can
set up to seven additional "pseudo" breakpoints to provide debug capability not
availabie on the real AN/UYK-20.

Additional capabilities to perform debug are available at the CPX level such
as CHECKPOINT. In order to checkpoint his system, the user should enter <@> to
return to the parent (CPX) level. Then, the active processors must be frozen
(FREEZE) and the state of the entire emulated configuration may be saved using
CHECKPOINT. This saves all registers, memory, instructions, and the state of all
associated emulators. This checkpointed configuration can then be reestablished
by using RESTART and THAW.

The following summarizes how to use the AN/UYK-20 emulator:

I. Spin up the disk drive.

2. Mount program tapes.

3. Bring up EASY emulator.

a. MC (Master Clear)

See EASY SPG,
b. Start Appendix A

c. LD EASY

d. Date

e. Time

f. @.

4. Select the directories required to run the AN/UYK-20 and select the
AN/UYK-20 library. The commands DIRECTORY and LIBRARY are used.

M-l
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5. Select the appropriate configuration using CPX or CPX with RESTART for

CHtECKPOI NT configurations.

6. Enter UYK2OCPEF to enter the AN/UYK-20 emulation program.

7. Load the p-ogram using TAPE-TO-MEMORY.

8. Initialize registers and switches to starting desired values.

9. Run the program performing debug and I/O.

The entries to operate the AN/UYK-20 emulator are described as follows:

1. UYK2OCPEF calls the AN/UYK-20 initialization routines and the recall

hand ter ;

2. <+> displays the "next" 100 (octal) AN/UYK-20 memory words;

3. <-> displays the "previous:' 100 (octal) AN/UYK-20 memory words;

4. <(a-, returns to parent level;

5. <CR> puts the AN/UYK-20 emulator into the "step" mode and displays the
status display;

6. SP> invokes the AN/UYK-20 status display;

7. BREAKPO(INTS invokes the AN/UYK-20 regsiters/switches/breakpoints
d isplav;

, (t:,R-ALI.-BKTS sets the read/write-breakpoint register and the seven
,.,-rt.akpoitn registers to zero, regardless of the setting of the breakpoint

;w t + -

Y. INSIRIucTIONS dtsplavs 10 (octal) AN/UYK-20 instructions in three

i IIerint formats stralght octal representation of 16 bits, octal representation
th, "nas ,emhled" instruction, and mnemonic representation of the op code in
i as .n.mhtt~d"' format);

10. MEMORY displays the "current" 100 (octal) AN/UYK-20 memory words;

11. MOD-BRK-SW turns on/off the read- and/or write-breakpoint switch(es), or

inables,/14sables the pseudo-breakpoint switch;

12. SET-BOOT-SW allows the user to select either bootstrap switch 1 or 2;

13. MOD-BREAKPOINT modifies the read/write-breakpoint register or one of the
,0,vn pseudo-breakpoint registers if the pseudo-breakpoint switch is enabled;

14 MOD-CLOCK-SW turns on/off the real-time and/or monitor clock switches;

15. MOD-DEV-INSTR modifies AN/1JYK-20 instructions of the "deviation-value"
tVp. tormat (i.e., local jump ;nstrucLtions);

M-2
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16. MOD-GEN-INSTR modifies those AN/UYK-20 instructions of the "general"

tvpL format;

17. MOD-GEN-REGS modifies a register in the primay or alternate general
register set, or modifies a register in the general register set in use,
according to the applicable bit in Status Register 1;

18. MOD-MEMORY modifies the contents of a location in main or NDRO memory;

19. MOD-P modifies the program register;

20. MOD-STAT-REG modifies the contents of Status Register I or 2;

21. MOD-STOP-SW turns on/off Stop Switches 1 or 2;

22. PRINT turns on/off an internal print flag, thus controlling printing of

subsequent terminal displays;

23. REGISTERS invokes the registers/switches/breakpoints display;

24. RUN puts the AN/UYK-20 into the "run" mode;

25. STATUS-REGS invokes a display of the individual bits in Status Registers
1 and 2, with an accompanying description of bit function;

26. STEP, same as 5 above;

27. STATUS-20, same as (6) above;

28. SWITCHES invokes the registers/switches/breakpoints display;

29. TAPE-TO-MEMORY transfers the contents of an AN/UYK-20 bootstrap loadable

tape into the emulated machine;

30. CONTROL-MEMORY displays I/O control memory for the specified channel;

31. MOD-INT-ADDR modifies interrupt branch or storage addresses for the
specified interrupt class;

32. MOD-CNTL-MEM modifies I/O control memory for the specified channel;

33. MASTER-CLEAR initializes the AN/UYK-20;

34. COMMAND-CELL displays AN/UYK-20 I/O Command Instruction at location 0140

and 0141; and

35. INTERRUPT displays the current and restore values for class 1, 2, or 3

interrupts.

Fiures M-1 through M-8 are examples of AN/UYK-20 displays.
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